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ARTHUR ERDEL YI 
(1908-1977) 

By 

H. M. SRIVASTAVA 

Department of Mathematics, University of Victoria 

Victoria, British Columbia, Canada VBW 21"2 

The world of mathematics suffered an irreparable loss with the 
passing away of Professor Arthur Erdelyi, F. R. S., F. R. S. E., who died 
~uddenly at his home in Edinburgh on Monday, December 12, 1977, at the 
age of 69, leaving behind a widow, Eva, and a stepson, David. He had 
apparently made a marvellous recovery after his surgery of l 97,3,.thou1h 
in private h~ often had to rest, and had been his usual self Jn the Depart~ 
·ment of Mathematics (University of Edinburgh) on the day of bis deat,~. 
He had his evening meal at home, and later was taken ill and died •about 
9: 00 P. M. 

Arthur Erdelyi was born on October 2, 1908 in Budapest,. Hun.gary, 
the eldest of five children of Igmic and Frieda (nee Roth) Diamant. After 
his father's death be was adopted by his mother's .second husband, Piiul 
Erdelyi. He received his primary and secondary education in Bud~pest from 
1914 to 1926. 

Upon co~pletiqn of the school curriculum in Budapest, Erdelyi 
wanted to become a mathematician aud was indeed offered a place in 
Budapest University to study mathematics. {This was not a small tribute to 
his ability in view of the quota on the admission of Jews imposed by the 
University under the numerus clawus.} Due to circumstances then obtaining 
in Hungary (regarding, for example, university appointment of Jews), 
however, he planned to become an engineer and then set up in private 
practice in Hungary. But the quota in engineering for Jews in Hungarian 
universities was nil. Consequently, after consulting L. Fejer at Budapest, 
Erdelyi enrolled at the Deutche Technische Hochschule in Brno, Czechos
lovakia, to study electrical engineering. Two years leter, in 1928, he passed 
with distinction the first of the two "state examinations" (necessary in order 
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to obtain a degree at the Technische Hochschule; one in mathematics, 
physics, and related scientific subjects, and the other in professional 
subjects), but never completed work for the second. Such a situation was 
not at all uncommon in Central Europe in those days, especially because a 
university degree was not a prerequisite for a successful career then. 

During his first year at Brno, Erdelyi was awarded both the first and 
second prizes in a mathematics competition organized by the Professor of 
Algebra and Geometry at the Technische Hochschule. At this stage in his 
life, Erdelyi realized that .he could obtain employment as a mathematician 
if he stayed in Czechoslovakia and, following the advice of the Professor 
of Mathematical Analysis at the Technische Hochschule, he decided to 
devote himself to mathematics. He began active research in mathematics 
about 1930 and published his first paper in 1934. 

In 1937 he matriculated at the German University of Prague, and in 
1938 he submitted a collection of his published papers to the German 
University of Prague for thP. award of the degree of Doctor rerum naturalium. 
uilif~fn6rmal circumstances, a successful career as a professional mathe
matician in Czechoslovakia would have been assured. 

Upfortunately, circumstances in Czechoslovakia were far from being 
:t)Onnaland the German occupation of Czechoslovakia in 1938 put Erdeyi, 
as a Jew, in mortal danger. {As a matter of fact, the convocation ceremony 
of 1938 was the last Promotion which the German University of Prague held 
before ·it was taken over by the Nazis} Erdelyi was ordered to leave 
Czechoslovakia by the end of 1938 or else he was to risk internment in a 
concentration camp. Erdelyi was already in active correspondence with 
Professor Francesco G. Tricomi of the University of Torino (Italy) becaus.e 
of their related interests in research. Tricomi, however, discouraged 
Erdelyi's possible move to Italy because he felt that the surge of anti
Semitism in Italy militated against such a move. At the suggestion of 
Tricomi, Erdelyi then wrote to Professor E. T. (later Sir Edmund) 
Whittaker of the University of Edinburgh keeping in view the fact that he 
had by that time published over twenty papers, mostly devoted to the con· 
fluent hypergeomettic function which Whittaker had discovered in 1904. 
Through the dedicated efforts of Whittaker and Professor S. Brodetsky of 
the University of Leeds, funds (sufficient to satisfy the British government 
regarding its policy of not issuing a visa to a refugee unless £ 400 per 
annum could be guaranteed for his/her suppMt) were finally collected, and 
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Whittaker wrote about it to Erdelyi in December 1938, The offer came just 
in time, as evidenced by Erdelyi's letter of January 26, 1939 to Whittaker : 
" •.• Necessit;• and danger compel me to trJuble you once more .•• You know, 
perhaps, what it means today if a few i~ to be put on the German or Hungarian 
frontier . .• " In the last days of January 1939. Erdelyi was finally able to 
leave Cuchoslovakia, and in February 1939 he duly appeared at the Mathe 
matical Institute of the University of Edinburgh, At Waverly railway 
station in Edinburgh, carrying a battered suitcase and very little money, 
Erdelyi was received by Barry Spain who had been deputed by Whittaker 
to give Erdelyi two pounds and aJrange for his lodgings. At the same time 
Walter Ledermann was called in to act as an interpreter since Erdelyi spoke 
practically no English though his German was fluent. These. welcoming 
signs marked the beginning of Erdelyi association with Edinburgh which 
was to flower into a major. love of his life, sufficient to warrant his return 
from U. S. A. many years later at a considerable personal sacrifice. 

Undoubtedly, the invitation to Edinburgh saved Erdelyi's life for 
the entire Jewish community in Brno was wiped out during the war. His 
two brothors and a sister died in concentration camps, but it is pleasing 
to record that his mother survived and lived in Israel for many years after 
the war and that Erdelyi was always a most dcvoteds on. 

For the next few years, Erdelyi continued his work under a research 
grant from the University of Edinburgh and some financial support from 
the Society for the Protection of Science of Learing. His research publica
tions continued unabated, and the University of Edinburgh recognized his 
widening international reputation by awarding him the degree of Doctor of 
Science in 1940. The following year Whittaker managed to persuade the 
University authorities to make Erdelyi an Assistant Lecturer in Mathema
tics. In 1942 Erdeiyi was appointed Lecturer and, with his future 
reasonably secured, he married Eva Neuburg (daughter of Frederic and 
Helen Neuburg and second cousin of Max Perutz, F. R. S.) in Glasgow on 
November 4, 1942, The marriage brought him great joy and proved to be 
very happy and harmonious. 

Erdelyi's association with Edinburgh was soon to be interrupted. On 
January 21, 1946, Professor Harry Bateman (1882-1946) of the California 
Institute of Technology died suddenly of coronary thrombosis, leaving 
behind him a mass of notes which he had intended to edit into a monu
mental work on special functions. Since Whittaker was at that time the 
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wc:>rld's senior authority on special functions, and had kn::>wn Bateman as 
a student at Trinity College, Cambridge, he was naturally asked by Caltech 
if he could recommend someone to supervise the editing and publication of 
the Bateman manuscripts. Without hesitation he recommended Erdelyi 
(who had just been elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 
1945) as the most highly qualified expert for the proposed work. On July 
1, 1947, Erdelyi took up a visiting professorship at Caltech, thus beginning 
his sixteen-year association with one of the outstanding centres ~f scientific 
learning in the world. 

Erdelyi's initial appointment at Caltech was for one year, and he 
was ~ssigned the task of evaiuating the contents of the Bateman manµscripts 
and of determiniDg the time needed to prepare them for publication. Upon 
completion his C:areful study, he reported that the job might take for him 
'as :m'ariy as fifteen years unless it could possibly be done by four highly 
trained mathematicians working over a period of four years. The alternative 
proposal was accepted by Caltech and followed up by an offer to Erdelyi 
of a premanent Full Professorship at Caltech, with directing the Bateman 
Manuscript Project as part of his duties. The University of Edinburgh 
responded by promoting him to Senior Lecturer, but the attraction of a 
Professorship at Caltech at double his Edinburgh salary proved to be 
irresistible, and after returining to Edinburgh for the academic session 
1948-49, he resigned his position at Edinburgh and moved to U. S. A. He 
was joined at Caltech by W. Magnus from the University of Gottingen, 
Fritz Oberhettinger from the University of Mainz, and Francesco· G. 
Tricomi from the University of Torino. Thus in 1949 the collaborafron of 
the team of Erdelyi, Magnus, Oberhettinger and Tricomi on the Bateman 
Manuscript Project started, the famous team which produce~ the three 
volumes of Higher Transcendental Functions and the two volumes of Tables of 

Integral Transforms. These volumes were destined to be among the most 
widely cited mathematical works of all time and a basic source of reference 
for generations of mathematicians, physicists and engineers throughout 
the world. 

The Bateman Manuscript Project marked a turning point in Erdelyi's 
development as a mathematician. Until this time most of his work wc.s in 
the area of special functions, and although his results were often striking 
and elegant, his investigations were undertaken mainly for thdr own sake 
and not, in general, to illuminate other areas of mathematics. However, as 
the Bateman Manuscript Project neared completion around 1951, Erdelyi 
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became involved with investigations into various other areas, such as the 
analytical theory of singular partial differential equations (cf. [90] and 
[91] ), diffraction theory ([104) and ( 109]), and the asymptotic expansions 
of solutions of certain classes of differential equations ([l 07] and [11 OJ). 

The most important of these investigations was his work on asymptotics, 
and around 1950 Erdelyi and his co-workers began publ.ishing a long series 
of papers on the asymptotic expansions of integrals and solutions to 
differential equations. Much of this work was summarized in a short 
pap~rback Asymptotic Expansions which Erdelyi published in 1956 and which 
soon became the standard work on the subject. 

As the years progressed and Erdelyi's international stature as a 
mathematician grew, he continued broadening and deepening his knowledge 
of mathematics, laying the foundation for the rest of his life's work. 
His last book Operational Claulils and Generalized Functions appeared in 1962, 
and he published his work on singular perturbation theory (of. [131], 
[134], [137], [143] and [144] and his fundamental papers on the asymptotic 
evaluation of certain classes of integrals ([130] and [149]) in the early 
l 960's. 

During the years that Erdelyi spent at Caltech, Whittaker had 
retired and had been succeded by Aitken. In 1963 the University of 
Edinhurgh created a second Chair of Mathematics and, on account of 
Aitken's extremely poor health; the Department was in desperate need of 

a strong and effective leader. The position was advertised twice, but for 
various reason~, Erdelyi cid not apply. Fortunately for the University of 
Edinburgh a cfltalyst, in the person of Professor Ian N. Sneddon of the 
University of Glasgow, was visiting Caltech while the second advertisement 
\Vas running. In conversation with Sneddon, Erdelyi once remarked that 
he thought of the University of Edinburgh as his real alma mater because 
of how well he was reeived there as a refugee in 1939 and that, if the 
University invited him to occupy the chair, he would think about it very 
seriously. In spite of his failure to persuade Erdelyi to apply, Sneddon 
passep on the information by telephone to Edinburgh as soon as he returned 
to Glasgow three days after the conversation. Shortly thereafter Erdelyi 
was officially invited to occupy the chair, and after three months of corres
pondence, he finally accepted the invitation on October l, 1963, the day 
before his fifty-fifth birthday. It was in July 1964 when, to the df light 
of his many friends in Edinburgh and elsewhere in Scotland, Erdelyi 
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returned to the University of Edinburgh where he eventually occupied 
(until his. sudden death on December 12, 1977) the celebrated Chair of 
Mathematics held once by Mclaurin and, more recently, by WhittakLr 
and Aitken. 

Many academic honours were accorded to Arthur Erdelyi. In addi
tion to those that have already been mentioned, he was elected a Foreign 
Member of the Academy of Sciences of Torino (Italy) in 1953 and a Fellow 
of the Royal Society in 1975. In 1977 he was awarded the Gunning 
Victoria Jubilee Prize of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, the only mathe
matician to receive this coveted prize in recent years other than Sir William 
Uot;lgc;:, His service to the mathematical community included the Presidency 
of th~ I;:dinburgh Mathematical Society, Council Member of the American 
Math,ematical Society, membership on various advisory bodies appointed 
by the National Academy of Sciences of U. S. A., and his active association 
in i:tn editorial capacity with many journals such as : 

Proceedings of the Edinburgh Mathematical Society, 

Journal of the Indian Mathematical Society, 

Mathematical Tables and Other Aids to Computation, 

Journal of Mathematics and Mechanics, 

Archive for Rational Mechanics and Analysis, 

Journal of tile Society for Industrial and Applied 

Mathematics, 

Journal of Mathematical Physics, 

Canadian Journal of Mathematics, 

Proceedings of the Royal ~·ociety of Edinburgh. 

He also found time to contribute innumerable reviews to Mathematical 
Reviews. His seventieth birhday was to have been celebratd by a special 

issue of Abplicable Analysis and by the Proceedings of the 1978 Dundee Conference 
on Differential Equations. Both of these have now been dedicated to him as a 
lasting memorial to his work and the great influence which it continues to 
exert on current mathematical research. 

The British citizenship (to which Erdelyi had become entitled by 
naturalization in {1947) did not diminish his interest in Jewish affairs. He 
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paid several visits to Israel and spent the academic year 1956-57 on 
sabbatical leave as Visiting Professor of Applied ,Mathematics at the 
Hebrew University, Jerusalem He was a member df the Friend~· tif the 
Hebrew Univrsity and, while in U. S. A., served on its Academic Council. 
For a period of time he also was Vice-President bf the Edinburgh section of 

the British Zionist Association. 

Erdelyi attracted :tnany invitations to visit mathematical centres else
where. He travelled widely and lectured frequently in Europe, North 
America and Australia. These include bis Visiting Prof~ssorship at the 
University of Melbourne in 1970, and the invited lectures at the 1954 
International Congress of Matbematitians in Amsterdam, the 1961 Summer 
Re: search Institute bf the Canadian Mathematical Congress in Montreal, 
and the 1974 International Conference on Fractional Calculus and Its 
Applications in New Haven. It was at the New Haven conference in June 
1974 when I first met Erdelyi personally. 1 am fortunate in having been 
in correspondence with him for over a decade prior to our first meeting 
and having remained in contact with him afterwards. During the academic 
year 1975-76, while on sabbatical leave at the University of Glasgow, I had 
many opportunities of seeing Arthur Erdelyi during my frequent visits to 
Edinburgh and elsewhere in Scotland, especially at the meetings of the 
Edinburgh Mathematical Society. During the last few weeks in his life, 
Erdleyi and I were involved, as external referees, in the evaluation af a 
certain case for promotion to Full Professor at a Canadian univrsity. 

One cannot leave the subject of Erdelyi's contributions without 
mentioning that the work, which, he initiated and encouraged, has been 
carried on by his Ph.D. students, R.H. Owens (1952), P G. Rooney (1952), 
C. A. Swanson (1957), J. Rice (1959), T. Beohme (1960), D. W. Willett 
(1963), J. W. Macki (1964), D. L Colton (1967), J. Wimp (1968), J. Searl 
(1969), and A. McBride (1971). On the other hand, one just cannot 
overemphasize the importance of Erdelyi's classic paper of 1956 ([120]) in 
which he used operators of fractional integration. He continued using 
there operators in all his future work on singular equations of the GAS PE 
type. In 1958 Erdelyi and Copson [123] made use of fractional integ:-ation 
operators and the Mellin transform to study a singular hyperbolic equation 
with intersecting singular lines, and in 1965 Erdelyi ([ 154] and [ 155]) 
returned to his study of fractional integration and the genernlized axially 
symmetric potential equation. His last paper on this subject appeared in 
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1970 ([163]) in which he applied fractional integration operators to study 
thr. Euler-Poisson-Darboux equation: 

Although Erdelyi used fractional integration in various papers on 
special functions published in 1939 atJ.d 1940-([50], [57] and [58], his first 
major contribution in this area appeared in [59] and [60], partly in colla
boration with H. Kober. In these papers Erdelyi and Kober introduced 
and studied certain homogeneous modifications of the Riemann-Liou ville and 
Wey! fractional integrals and discussed their connections with the Hankel 
transform. Their tesults involving these generalized fractional integration 
operators, usually called Erdelyi-Kober operators, lay dormant for over 
twenty years, until in 196 l Erdelyi and Ian Sneddon came ogether as 
lecturers at the Summer Research Institute of the Canadian Mathematical 
Congress in Montreal. While delivering a series of lectures on mixed 
boundary value problems, Sneddon remarked that a. uniqed treatment of 
the dual integral equations that arose in srch problems depended on the 
development of certain relationships between Hankel transforms and 
fractional integration operators. This, of course, was precisely the topic 
discussed by Erdelyi and Kober in [59), and hence the chance remark by 
Sneddon resulted in a joint paper [139] in which Erdelyi and Sneddon 
solved, in a systematic and unified way, a rather general class of dual 
integral equations which occur frequently in 2. number of branches of 
mathematical physics. In his later years, Erdelyi (influenced by Zemanian's 
book Generalized Integial Transformations) began to extend fractional calculus 
to genera.lized functions (of [166], [167] and [170]).This work on fractional 
integrals of generalized functions was subsequently extended further to 
.include the Stidtjes transform (cf. [175]), and during his final days Erdelyi 
was actively developing and refining his investigations in this area. 

Arthur Erdelyi leaves behind him the memorv of a mathematician 
with the astonishing range of interests, one who made no compromise with 
the highest standards of his profess10n. one who served his discipline with 
devotion ar,d distinction, one who made significant and lasting contribu

tions to his fields of expertise, and one who inspired many of his colleagues 
and students to carry out independent researches for themselves. He will 
indeed be remembered for his great intellectual gifts and research contribu
ticns, for his courtesy and kindliness and, above all, for his intensely human 
personality with a keen sense of humour and a great love of art, of music, 
of the countryside and of children. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper a theorem concerning the Laplace transform of the 
product of the H-function of Fox and a suitably chosen function F(x,~ 
is established. This theorem is then used to establish anothor theorem 
concerning certain fractional integrals. Applications of these theorems are 
capable of yielding a number of known and new results by choosing the 
various functions and parameters suitably. 

I. Introduction 

The Laplace transform of a function f(z) is defined as 

(1.1) L[f(.e);p J = r e-Pzf(z)dz, Re(p)>O. 

The Riemann-Liouviile fractional integral of order q is given by 

(1.2) / [ J(z) J r~q) 
y 

y 
J (y-z)q-i f(z) dz, Re (q) > 0. 
0 

The H-function of Fox [4, p. 408] is defined and represented in the 
fol!owing form : 

(1.3) HM,N[,,, I (% Uj)i,p ] 1 ,_, = -
2 

- J 8 (s) z"ds, 
P,Q, (b;, {3j)i,Q irw L 
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with w = v-=1 and 

M N 

(1.4) 
n I'(h1-,8;s) n f(l-ai+ais) 

&(s) = _J-=-1 ____ --".J'-·=_l --~-----
Q p 
fl f(J-- bj+~jS) n f{aj-UjS) 

j=M+l j=N+I 

where an empty product is is interpreted as unity, L is a suitable contour 
and the integers M,N,P,Q satisfy 0 ~ \1 ~ Q, O ~ N ~ P. The coefficient 
ai (j=l, ... , P) and ,8i (j=l,., Q) are all positive. 

In the sequel, we also require the H-function of two variables 
which was defined earlier [8, p. 117). The notation used here for represent
ing this function is a slight variant of the one given by Srivastava and 
Panda [13, p 266, Eq. (1.5)] : 

(1.5) 

where 

{1.6) 

o,n 1 : m2 , n2 ; m3 , m3 [ x I 
HPi,q1 ,=P2,q2 ; p3,q3 y .. 

{ ai; a;, Aih•P 
1 

( h; : ,8ii B1}i,q 
1 

: (c1, YihiP ; {ej, Ej)i,p 
2 3 

: (di; 0J)1,q ; (Ji, F;)i,q 
2 3 

=-I IL f L . 81(s) e'.t(t) 0(s,t) xytds dt, 
41l'Z 1 2 

] 

and 8
1
(s) and (;) 2 (t) are the [-quotients analogous to tl:ie quotient 8(s) ir1 

the equation (1.4) involving appropriately the parameters of the second 
and third sets, respectively. The contours L 1 and L 2 are suitably defined 
and the integers Dj, Pi· qi (i=l,2,3), IDj ( j=2,3) are such that o~ n1"S;Pi• 

q 1 ~o, O~mi~qi. 
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The coefficients A1, Bi, E1, Fi, % f3i, 'Yi> oj, are all positive. The conditions 
of existence of the functions defined in (J.3) and (l.5) are given in 
[5, p. 597, Eqns. (3.1) to (3.6)) and [8, p. 119, (i) to (vi)]. We assume that 
these conditiQns are satisfied by the different H-functions occurring in this 
paper. 

2. Main Results 

Theorem I. Let 

(2.1) 

where fn(x) is a polynomial of degree n in x. 

Then 

-,\ co ( tp-·a )n 
p n~O Cnfn (x) f{l-11- f3n) 

H 0,1 _: 1,1 ; M,N[ -P-=:10--;-A-an; 1, er): (P.t /3n, 1); (a1, aih•P ] , 

1,0: l,l ; P,Q, yp . ; (O;l) ; (bi> fJih•Q 

provided that 

Re ( p) > 0, Re [.'.+a (bi/,Bi)] > 0 (i=l, ... ,M), 

cr > 0, a, p, p. ~ 0 (a, {3 being not zero simultaneously) 

and F(x,t) is such that the left-hand side ef(2.2) exists. 

Theorem 2. Let F(x,t) be as given by (2.1). 

Then 
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HO,l: 1,1; A1,N [-~I (1-A-a n; 1,0'): {p+~n,1); (ai, aj)i,p ·1 
1,1 : 1, I ; P,Q ay (1-A.-q-an; l,a) : (0,1) ; (bh flih,Q 

provided that Re(q)> O, Re[ >..+rr(bi/f31) J > 0 ( i=l, .. M ), u > 0, a,(:J,p. ;? 0) 
(a aud fJ being not zero simultaneousbi) and F(x,t) is such that left-hand Jide of 
(2.3) exists. 

Proofs : To prove (2.2), we substitute for F(x,t) from (2.1) into 
the left-hand side of (2.2), use [5, p. 600, Eqn. ( 4. 7)], take the Laplace 
transform term-by-term, and apply (8, p. 122, Eqn. (2.2)]. 'To pro~e 
{2.3), we use the convolution property of the Laplace transforms [3, p. 131, 
Eqn. (20)], take the inverse Laplace transform of the right-hand side cf 
(2.2), term-by-term with the help of [8, p. 122, Eqn. (2.2)], and invoke (1.2). 

3, Applications 

(a) Special case of Theorem 1 : 

If in Theorem 1, we take a= 1, {3 =0, Cn=(n!)-1, 

. [ -n,(a:) ) , 
fn(X)=u+iFv .l ' . ; X J 

(bv) 

so that from [l!:!, p. 233, Eqn. (13) ], we have 

(3.1) 

then (2.2), with these substitutions, gives 

(3 2) 
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fJ->.. .· f u+1F'v[.-n, (IZ'.u) ·. ] (tp-ty' X r (l_:..;µ.) n=o (bv') 'x n.! 

~' 1: 1,1; M,N .·[-P~: \ (1->..-n; 1, (J') :. (µ., l); (ai> aih, P] . 
1, 0: 1,1; P, Q yp : (0, l); (bj, Pih, Q 

On applying [5, p. 600, Eqn. ( 4.6)] and [6, p. 124, Eqn. (3.6)], 

putting P.= 1, using [8, p. 122, Eqn. (2.2)], replacing t by pt, and y by YP(J I 

we are led to special cases of [13, p. 267, Eqn. (2.1)] and also of [11, p. 
302, Eqn. (2.2) ] . 

(b) Special cases of Theorem 2: 

I. On letting y-. J, using [ 1, p; 215~ Eqn. (1) ], putting a=µ.=l, {3=0 in 
Theorem 2, it reduces to [ 9, p. 187, Theorem (2.1) ]. 

2. On setting a=O, /j=l, in Theorem~ and choosing fn (x) and 0 0 as in 
(a) above, expressing the uFv function and the exponential function as 
power series, and putting a=l, M=N=P=Q=l, a 1 =1 -v, a 1 =1, 
b1 =0, {:I 1 =I, therein, it gives on replacing a by a/y. 

co r -n, (a' u) . l . . tn 
(3.:>) }; ut1Fv t , x Fit-\, 1-,u-n, v, -\+q,y,-ca)-1-

n=o l (b'v) n · 

co (a'u'n (-xt) 0 
( -yt)f(,\), 

=et L: (b' ) (,\+ . 1 1 F 1 (,\+r, 1-p.-n, v; ,\-f r+q;y, -a) 
n, r=o v n q) r r . n . . 

Ifwe put ,\=(3, ,\ tq=8', u=v=l, a' 1 =a, b'i=Y, Jk=l. v=O and 

let a-+ -y, then (3.3) yields [10, p. 473, Eqn. (20) ]. 

(v-n) 
3. Lastly, if in Theorem 2, we takef0 (x)=L0 (x), C

0
=l, so that from 

[ 2, p. 189, Eqn. (19) ], F (x, t)=(l-t) v e-xt, 

and put a=l, (3=0, tben on proceeding as before, we get 

00 

(3.4) L: 
n=o 

(-xt)n /j•l: 1, l; M,N;- t (1-,\-n; 1, a): (l+i', 1); 

n ! r (-v) 1, 1: I, 1; P,QL a 1-,\-n-q; 1, u): (0, I); 

(aj, ai)1, P l 
(bj, f3J1, Q 
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= ~ L~v-n)(x) HM, N:.pl [ a•( (1-A.-n, er), (% aj)i,p ] tn. 

n=O P+l, Q.+I (bi. /3i)uq 

For <r= I, M=N=P=Q.'=I, a 1 =1-'Y, a1 =1, A=f3, .'.\+q=8. 

/ b1 =0, /3 1 = I, (3.4) reduces to 

co 
(3.5) L: 

n=O 
(/J)n F (/3 · <:> ) (-xt)° 

_(_)_ 1 +n,-11, 'Y; u+n; t, .,-a 1 on n. 

= ~ ((~))n~ Ln(v-n) (x) 2 F1 ({3+n, 'Y; o+n; -a) t0
• 

n=O 

if we let a-.. 0, {3.5)corresponds to [ 7,p. 57., Eqn (4.11)]. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we shall first prove some thr~e-term recurrence 
relations for the H-function of n variables and the~ use them to generate 
some finite series involving the H-function of n variables. 

The recurrence relations established and the series gen~rated are 
believed to be new. 

I. ; INTRODUCTION 

Srivastava and Panda [ 3, p. 271, Eq. ( 4.1) ] introduced the H
function of n variables by means of multiple M~llin-Barnes type contour 
integral in the following manner (with slight change of paramete1s): 

0, ,\: ( µ.', v');.; ( µ.C"), vC") ) 
H 

A. B: [C', D'] , , [CCn), ncn> ] 

( 
[(a): 8', ,ecn) J: ( (c') : 0']; . ; [ (cCn)): 0(n)]; ) 

Z1,. .. , Zn 
[ (b): E

1
, •• ,E (n)]: [ (d'): o']; ... ; [ (d<") : t](n) ] ; 
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where 

(1.2) 
and 

CCI) 

.:f1 f (l..;;;.dj(I) +3j(I) sx) n f (cj(l) -0i(l) Sj) 

j=p.(I) + l ,, j=v.Ct) + 1 

i=l, .•. ,n. . (1.3) 

For a detailed account of conditions under which the definition ( 1.1) makes 

sense~ see [3], [4] and [5 J. Here we assume,' following Srivastava and Panda 

I 3], that 

(a) stands for the sequence ofparametrs a1 ,. •• , a A; 

(b) for bl'···· b8 ; (cCll) for c1 en, .. ,, c<1> CCI> 

(dCI>) for d1 Cll, ••. , d(I) , etc., i=l, .. , n ,it being understood, for example 
DCI) • ' 

that c< 1 > =c', ctz) = c", and so on. 

l. NOTATIONS .. 

Let us assume that : 

(!) ·' 

e A-1 = aA-1 kj,' vi E {l, ... , n} (2.1) 

(l) 

hi ' Yi, E {1,. .. , n} eA = aA ... (2.2) 

E 
(I) 

= fh hi ' Vi E { 1,. . ., n} ... (2 3) 
1 
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.•• (2.4) 

(I) 
and () == a 1 hi , \/1 E {1, ... , n} 

1 
... (2.5) 

Under the restrictions (2.2) and (2.3), let the lf,..function of n variables 

defined .by (1.1) be briefly represented by H+ [a A, bi] and fitrtllermore by 
+ .•. · .. · . ~. . (l) (1) 

H0 [aA., b1 ] In case ()A =€ ; And under the same restrictions and 
.. 1 

replaCing a A by aA -i, we shall denote the H-function of n variables 
G + 

defined by (1.1) as H+ [a A ..,.,.1, bi J and, furthermore, as H0 [a A - 1, bi V 

provided () ~> = E :l), and so on .. Likewise, H+ [ bi. b2 ] will mean the 

function of n variables defined by ( 1.1) under the restrictions (2.3) and 

(2.4), and so on. 

Also, for the sake ofnotational convenience, the 

determinants l
aA-r b1' 
aA /31 ', I 

aA -r b, I 
will be 

1 . 1 . 

represented by tj. (aA - r, b1 ), ~· ( aA-r; b1 ), respectively, and so on. 

3. The Recurrence Relations 

... (3.1 ), 

(2) (J 1 H+ [ a 1 , b2 +1] - (3 2 H+ [ b1 +l, b2 ] = -D. (b 2 , ht) H+ [b1 , b2] 

••• (3.2), 

... (3.: ), 
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- (3.4) 

To develop the proof of the recurrence relation (3.l ), we shall extend the 

method of Buschman, see [I, p. 41] and [2, p. 1419]. We note from the 

definition of the H-furiction of n veriables, with the restrictions (2.2) and 

(2.3), that the replacement of a A by a A -I introduces the multiplier 
n 

a A -1-a A . 2: h1 s1 into the contour integral for H+ [a A, bi] Similarly 
z=l ·· · 

n 
replacement of bi by bi+ I· introduces the factor - b1 + f3i : ± ' h1• s1• ·Con

i= l 
sequently, we can form the three-term recurrence forfnula involving the 

undetermined coefficients L, M, .N: 

L H+ [aA -!,iJi] + M H+ [aA, bi+ 1] =.NH+ [aA, bi], ... (3.5) 

and then require that 

n n 
L (aA -1- aA . 2: h1 Si) + M ( -b1 + /3 1 2: hi s.i) = .N 

t=l i=l 
.. (3 6) 

be an identy in sh···• Sn· Hence L; M, .N can be evaluate.cl. Substituting for 

L, M, .Nin (3.3) and after a little simplification we obtain the de~ired result 

(3.1). The proofs of recurrence relations (3.2) _:_ (3.4) can be developed in 

a similar manner. 

( l) aA 

/3 i 

4. finite Series 

(-l)m+i H+ [ aA -m, bi ] H+ [a A, b1 ] 

~~~~~~~~~-=-+~~~~~~~~ 

r [ ;: bi -(a A -1) + J r[ PAi bi-(aA -1 J . ( 4.1), 



(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
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(-l)k H+ [a A -1, b1 + k-I] 

P1 m ----------~ 
aA k!_l r [ b1'+ k-·~~ (aA~V,] ·. 

+ -~-------
r [bi +m....., ~: (aA,-1) ;] Y [bi- ~l (a A -I) 

., (4.2), 

m m 
=(-Ir aA H+ [aA + m, b1 +m.+I ]-.81 H+ [aA, b1 + 1] 

(-l/11 V (b1 - aA + m +I) 

I' (b1- a A+ 1) 

(-l)m H+ [ b1 +m, b2] _ H+ [bi, h2] __ 

r[b1+m-~~b2] r[b1-~:b2] 

(-tr H+ [b1 , b2 + m] 

r [b 2 + m - . ~: b, J 
H+ [ b1 , b2] 

- rlb2- ~: bT 

..•• (4.3), 

•• (4.4), 

... (4.5), 

... (4.6) 
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(-l)k H+ (aA-l - k + 1, a A -1] · 
m 

~ r[ aA-1 J 
k=l -a-( aA-1)- (aA. -I - l)+k 

A . 

[
aA 1 .• ~ aA r .. r a A - (a A -l;=·{aA-l -1)+ m1] • ·· r[ a A~ (u A --'-l);...:,:a~'-l -\) l 

. , (-I)kH+ [aA_1 -1, aA -k + l] 
m 
~ aA 

k=l f [·:A-l ( aA-l -1)-(aA-l)+k l 

.•. (4. 7) 

~ ~ J f [-a- ( aA-l -1) -(a A -l)+m] f [ a;-A. (aA-l. })- (a A -1) 
A-1 -l · ·. ··· 

.~.(4.8), 

H+. [ a1 - k + 1, a A -1] 
m 

k·:l f [ =~ (a A -l)-(a1-ll+kj 

H+fa 11 aA] 
H+ [a1 - m, a A] 

al . . 

f [ aA (a A -l)-(a1-l)+m] 

.•... (4.9), 
and 

m 
(10) 
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Formulas (4.l)to (4.3) will be derived from recurrence relation (3.1) by the 
formulation of collapsing series wherea~ (4.4) by'iteration of (3.1) in case 

(I) (I) 

eA =EL · 

Similarly formulas (4.5) and (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8); and (4.9) and (4.10), can 
be obtained from recurrences (3.2), (3.3) abd (3.4), respectively, by the for
mation of collapsing series. 

(i) Pairing terms involving b1 and replacing a A by aA -.t+l, (3.1) can 

be rewritten as : 

a AH+ [a A -k+l, b1 +I]= -/3 1 H+ (a A -k, b1 ] 

+ L. (a A "":-k, b1 ) H+ [a A -k+l, ii] 

and then noting that 

We can sum on k and collapse the resulting series on the the right. Conse
quently, we obtain ( 4.1 ). 

(ii) If however, we pair terms involving a , replace b1 by b1 +k-1, rew
rite (3.1), sum on k and collapse the resulting series on the right, we 
arrive at (4.2). 

(iii) If we replace aA by aA +k, b1 by b1 + k and rewrite (3.1) after 
k-1 m-k 

multiplying both sides by ( -1 )k a A f3 , we can sum on k and 
1 

collapse the resulting se ies on rhe right. Consequently we get (4.3). 
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If We take BA
(l) -- b Cl) (iv) u , 'cS.i) becomes 

' 
6' Ed;\ -l, b,) E~ t aA:' b,j 'H: [ aA I b, + 1 j +'1 H: taA -"-I, b,]. 

Now multiply both sides by 6,' (a A -2, b,) 6,' (aA -. 1, b, + 1) 
. ., 

and consequent,iy expend each term on right hand side by iteration of this 

same relation, we get, after a little simplification : 

Further iterations will finaly yield : 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, a multiple integral involving the product of the H

function_s ofone and two variable has been evaluated. This integral is new 
and very general i.n 11ature. Some interes.ting integral~ have been .. obtained 
as special cases of the main integral. 

I. Introduction 

The H·function of two variables occurring iri ihis paper is a 
special case of the general H-function of two variables studied earlier by 
Mittal and Gupta [5]. The parameters of this function will be displayed 
in th~ following contracted 11otation ( due essentially to Srivastava and 
Panda [ 7, p. 266, Eq. (1.5).)) which is a direct , extension of that of 
Srivastava and Joshi [6] : 

o, o : m2 , n2 ; m3 , n3 [ x I (ai; ai. Aj) 1• P : (ch £ 1),, P ; (ei> Ei),, P 

H Pu qi: P2• q2; Pa. qs y (bi; f3i> Bi)o q

1 

: (di, oj)p q

2 

; (jj, Fi)u: 
l 2 3 

1 
1 

=H1 [x,y] = --- f f 0 (s, t) e, (s) 02 (t) x• yt ds dt 
4 11 2 

L, L 2 
" (1.1) 

where 

0 (" t)~ r n Y (a;-ap- A; t) h F (1-h;+µ; ,+s, t) 
t j=l j=l 

.. ( l.2) 
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m2 

r (}-Cj+ Ej S) n r ( dj-oj S) 

j=l 

P2 
II r (c:-EJ s) 

j=n2 +1 
••• (1.3) 

and.with 92 (t) defined analogo:us!y to ~ 1 (,r) i.n .t~rJJts of the parameters sets 
(ej, Ei)1 , P and (fj, Fi)1 , q • Also (ai ; a1, Ai)1, P abbreviates the parameter 

3 3 1 

sequence (a,; a,, A,), ••.. , (Op ; aP , Ap ) ; ( c1, Ej ) 1, P abbreviates the 
1 1 1 2 

parametersequence(c1, E1), ••. ,(cp, Ep ), and soon . 
. 2 2 

The conditions on the parameters of the H-function af two varia
bles for the converg~nce of the integral (1.1 ), the nature of contours L, and 
L 2 , some of the properties, special cases and asymptotic expansions of· 
H, [x, y] can be referred to in (h~ p~per by Goyal [2]. It will be assumed 
that the conditions (i)-(vi), modified appropriately, given on p. 119 in the 
paper by Goyal [2], are always satisfied by the v.ario1,1s l!~fupctions of two 
variables occurring in this pap!)r. 

To save space, th·i'ee do.t~ " ... " appearing at a particular place in 
in any H-function of two variables indica~e tb~t the pij.!~p]~ters in that 
position are exactly the· same as that of the H~f~nctipn of two variabl~s 
defined by ( 1.1 ). 

We shall require the following special case of a result given by 
Goyal [2, p. 120, Eq. (1.2)] : 

, , 
(ei, E1)1, Pa ] * 

, , , , = H1 [x, y] 
(Jo, Fo), (Ji, Fib o 

3 



c:o 

u, v=o 

where Pa d~ + u <r - f~ + ll 
v- ' 

8' Fo 
0 

N2 

o; (Pu) = II r (1-ci'+ ej Pu) 
j=l 
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(i.4) 

Q2 '•-1 n .. r (1-d'+a' p) l 
j j u J 

J=2 
( ••• 1. 7) 

and with 0~ (uv) defined analogously to (}
1

1 (Pu) in terms of the parameter 

2. Main Integral-The following multiple integral has been established 
in this paper : 

oo oo r 

J .. _, .. S II } 
0 0 i=l ~ 

ki-J U1, 0 

(xi) H 
wi, vi 

r 
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00 

u,v=o 
u ! v ! s: F~ 

0' lj.; ••. ; ••. 
H 

r 
L { t~ ( ~i) (ki+l-'i Pu+"i <r.,)/ti} 

i=l 

, 
y n c ~i ) -~/'i 

i = 1 A ( u, v ) : . • • ; .•• 

P1+V, q1+W: ... ; ••. r B ( u, v) : ••• ; 
z II c~i}-A.i/t1 

i=J ". 

, , , 
where U = ,E u1 , V = ,L v1 , W = L w1 , 

i=l i=l i=l 

A (u, v) stands for 

. .. (2.1) 

and the various symbols 0' (Pu, <lv), 81, (P0), e: (av)• Pu and av are explained 

in Section 1. 

The Integral (2.1) is valid under the following conditions ; 



I 
c+ 

j 

Vj Wj 

~_H:- E 
j=1 j=v;+1 

l1, µ.i, v 1 , "li, Ai> o, i = 1,,, r. 
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I ·. 
Hi > o, I arg' ~i I< (1/2) A1 7r, 

and the double series on the right-hand side of (2.1) is absolutely Conver· 

gent. 

I I b . h ( i I Also, ( gi' GJ ) 1 , w. a brev1ates t e wi-parameter sequence gl' G1 ), ••• , 
l 

I I { i I I } r ( g , G ) , and (al; al., Al ) 1 , P 
w; wi I l=t 

the ( p,+P2 + ..• +Pr)-parameter 

Proof - To prove ( 2.1 ), we first use the equation ( 1.4 ) for 

* H 1 -- function occurring in the integrand, change the order of integration 
and rnmmation (which is assumed to be jQstified under the conditions men
tioned with (2.1) ) , and then apply a known result of Vasishta and Goyal 
(8, p. 43, Eq. (2.1) ]. 

3. Particular Cases -On account of the general nature of the 
integral established in (2.1 ), a number of other multiple integrals can be 
obtained by specializing the parameters of the various functions involved. 
To illustrate, we mention below some interesting particular cases. 

4 I I J j i 
=Fo= F 2 = c1 =E 1 =1, u1=v1=µ;=Vi=ti=H 1 = h1 =1, Wj=O, i = 1,. .. , r, 

e;=1-k,f0 =(1J2)+nJ;=(1/2)-nin (2.1),and using the known results 
f2, p. 123, Eq. (3.4) ], [3, p. 598, Eq. (4.1) ], and [4, § 2.6] therein, we get 
the following interesting multiple integral : 

oo 00 r r r 

J ·· ···S II { (x;)kiexp (-E; xi)} (1+a n Xj)- 1 exp (-b/2 l;xo 
II 0 i=1 i=1 i=1 
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r 
(-1u+v(!+k+n),.. au bv+n+! Il { (!;)-(k1+v+u+n +~} 

v! (2n+1)v i=I U, V=O 

0' r: •U'4•; •• 
H 

P1 tr, qi : .•. ; ··· 

r 

.J II C!i)-'IJi 

i=1 

r 

<: II (.Ei)-Aj 

i=1 

. . ..... ' ... 

... (3.1) 

where Mk ( x) is the whittaker function ( 4, p. 44, Eqo (2.3.4a) ] and ,n 

Re (ki+nt3/2)+lli min [Re (dj/8i)]tA.; min [Re (Ji/Fi) ]>o, 
1 ~ j~m2 

and l)i. A. 1 > o, i = 1, .. ., r. 
1 ~j~ms 

(b) Putting P1=q1=n3 =hJ=o, m3 =q3 =1,f1=o, F 1=1 and letting z-+17, 

A. 1=.1, i= I, , r in (3.1), using the result [2, p. 123, Eq. (3.5)] therein, we get 

CXJCXJr r r 

f J II { (xj) ki exp (-£:1 x1)} exp ( -b/2 E Xj) Mk, D (b n x;) 

0 0 i=1 i=1 i=1 

00 

U, V=O 

( -1 )u + v (!+k+n) .. anbv+n+! 
v ! (2n+1) .. 

r II { (C.i)-(ki+u+v+n+fr)} 

i=1 
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H 
m2 , n2 +r 

P2 + r, q2 

••. (3.2) 

Where Re (kj'f·n+3/2) +'111 ·min [Re (d;/81)] > o, 'Iii > o, i=1, ... , r, 
1~j~m2 

m2 q2 n2 1'2 

A = 1: 8;- 2 s1+ _E fj- 2 Ei > o, and 

j=1 j=m2 +1 j=1 j=n2 +1 
I argy I <(1/2) A ?T, 

(c) Again taking p1 =q1=n3 P2 =ns=o, m2 =q2 =m3 =q3 =2, Ps=1, 81= 
o2 =E1=F,==F2 =1, d,=v/2, d2 = -v/2, e,=1-k', f 1=n'+1/2, f 2 =_;n' 
+1/2, ,\j='1Ji=1, i=1, .... r, replacingy by y'J./4 in (3.1 ), using the known 
results.[ 2, p. 123, Eq. (3.5) ], [3~ p. 598, Eq. (4.1)] and [ 4, p. 53, § 2.6] 
therein, we get the following integral : 

r 

} ( b+z ~ exp - --
2

- .L..J x;) 

r r r 

Mk, n (b II x1) wk'' n' (z H x;) KV (y II x;). 
i==1 i~1 i=1 

r 

i==1 

r n ( dx;) 
i=1 

c:o 

=E 
c.:....1')u+v (!+k+n)v (au bv+n+! 

2 V ! ( 2n + 1 )v II { (c·)-(k 1+u+v+n 1- ~) 
s 1 

u, V=O i=1 

r 
y42 IT , (~·f 1 (-k;-u-t·-n-t),, r : 1 - k' 

o, r : 2, o ; 2, o 
H 

i=1 

r, o : o, 2 ; 1, 2 r 

z n 
i=1 

: p/2, v /2;n' t },-n' + ~ 

(3.3) 
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where Re (ki + n ± n' ± ; + 2 ) > o, i= I, ... , r. 

In ( 3. 3 ), G [; J stands for the G-function of two variables intro

duced by Agarwal [I], KV (x) is the modified Bessel function, and wk. n (x) 

is the well-known Whittaker function. 

Lastly, if we put N 2 =P2 =N3 =P3 =P1=Q, 1=o, Q, 2 =Q 3 =1, /Li 

= v; =I. i= 1, .. ., r in (2.1) and let a, b "'o in it, we get a recent result of 
Vasishta and Goyal [8, p. 43, Eq. (2.l) ] which is turn reduces to the result 
by Mittal and Gupta [ 5, p. 121] by taking r=l in the result of Vasishta 
and Goyal [8]. 
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Plumbago zeylanica (F. Plumbagoinaceae) is distributed through· 
out India. The roots of the plant revealed a new plumbagin and 
3-chloroplumbagin [4] l..ater on 33' biplumbagin and five other constituents 
([2], [3]) were also reported. From the literature it seems that no chemical 
examination was made from the stems of the plant 

The stems of the Plumbago zeylanica were collected from the 
interior of the Bundelkhand region and botanically identified. The stems 
of the plant were successively extracted with petroleum ether (60-80) and 
benzene. The benzene extract yields a compound 'A' m. p. 77°0; benzoyal 
derivative; m. p. 14500. The compound 'A' was identified as plumbagin 
by chemical degradations and special measurements. Finally, the structure 
of compound 'A' was confirmed bp spectral and degradative reactions. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Isolation and purification of compound : 

The concentrated benzene extract of Plumbago zeylanica revealed 
the presence of many constituents on TLC. The extract was placed for 
chromar ograph y on silica gel column. A pigment 'A' was isolated in a state 
of reasonable purity. The compound was purified by two dimensional thin 
layer chromatography using silica gel G and solvent system. chloroform : 
methanol ( 9: 1 ). The compound 'A' was crystalised in ·chloroform as 
orange yellow needles (m. p. 77oq. 
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Study of Compound 'A' 

Comp0 nnd 'A' Orange • yellow crystalline solid (m. p. 770C), is 
very soluble in organic solvents such as ether, benzene, chloroform acetone 
arid hot alcohal. In acidic medium it gave pink colour. The combustion 
and molecular weight determination indicates an aromatic ring compound. 
The deep voilet colour with neutr~l ferric chloride· solution indicates the 
presence of phenolic (-OH) group in the compound. On bezoylation it 
gave 1a benzoyl derriva~ive (rp. p. 145°C), 'Which · showed that the ·benzene 
ring contains one methyl group. Elemental analysis and high resolution 
mass spectrometry established the formula as·C 11H 8 0 3 •. The compound 'A' 
was identified as 2-methyl-5-hydroxy 1-4-napthaquinone by chemical . ' 

degradation [l] and spectral measurements. A. xnax95% EtOH ( log E. ) ; 

210 (4 53), 255 Sn (4.07), 267 (4.08), 424 (3.67) mm. A. max95%EtOH+oH

log (E.); 211 (5'04), 273 (4.00), 575 (3.84) mm.; vKBr: 1160, 1640 cm-1, 
max 

NMR : o ( CCI4 ) 2.02, d ( J = l.50/S), 2-CH3 ; 6.58,~ ( J = 1.5 C/S ) 
C--3H; 6.92-7.08, e..C-6H, 7.33-'7.46, t, C-7 and C-8H, 11.73, S, 
exchangable with D 2 0 C-50H. 

Its m. p. (77°0) is same as plumbagin reported in the literature. 
Finally the identity of the componnd 'A' was established by T. I. R., 
N. M. R. and Mass spectral data. 

I 
OH 

0 
11 
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ABSTRACT 

'The absolute harmonic summability of a Fourier series bas been 
studied by Varshney [2]. In this paper we study the absolute harmonic 
summability of a Legendre series. 

I. Introduction 

Let f (x) be a Lebesgue integrable in [-1, 1). The L-::gendre series 
corresp0nding to this function is 

co 

( 1.1) f (x) ,...., L an P0 (x) 

n=O 
where 

I 
an = (n+i) J f (x) P0 r.\') dx, 

-1 

and P0 (x) is defined by the following expansion : 

co 
(1.3) ( l -2 x z+z 2 )-! = J,; <: 0 P 0 (x) 

n=o 

Also let {Sn} be the sequence cf partial sums of a given infinite 
series 2: a0 and define the sequence {tu} by 

tn = (n+l)-1 So+n-IS~+ ... +Sn 
Pn 
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Pn = 1 + t + ... +- n~ 1 • 

The series}; an is said to be absolutely harmonic summable if the 
series 

(1.4) 

is convergent. It is known that this method of summability is absolutely 
regular and implies absolute Cesaro summability of every positive order 
(see [1]). 

Varshney [?) has applied the method of absolute harmonic summ
aility to the series. 

co 00 

(1.5) ! a0 + J; (au cos nt+bn si11 nt) = J; Un, 

n=o n=o 

where an and bn are the Fourier coeffid.:nts of a function f (x), which is 
periodic with period 2rr and integrable (L) over (-rr, 'IT). 
He proved the following theorem : 

heorem A (Varshney [2, p. 589]): Iff (x) is of bounded variation in (-rr, 'IT) 
and sati<fies 

l f (x+h)-f (x) I ~ A log-l-s (1/h), h-.o (s>o, o~x~ 2'1T) 
then the series 1.5) is absolutely harmonic summable. 

Concerning the absolute Cesaro summability of the series ( 1.1) we 
have established the following theorem : 

Theorem B (Sharma [3J ) : If a > 1. 

s: /if; ( 8,(J)) I dro=O( (log f /t) a ), t ~ O 

and 
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then the series (1.1) is sumrt:able [C, 8 \for every 8 > 1 at a point x of the interval 
[-1 + e, 1 - e], e being a small fixed positive number. 

In this paoer we prove a theorem on the absolute harmonic summ
bility of the series (1.1) under the condition which is weaker than that of 
theorem B and corresponds to tha~ of theorem A for Fourier series. In what 
follows we prove the following : 

Theorem C : If f (x) is of bounded variation in [ - 1, 1] and satisfies 

then the series (l. l) is summable ,N, .n~ 1 j in the interval [-1 + e, 1-e], e > o. 

In the proof of the theorem we require following lemma : 

Lemma l (Sansone (4, p. 208] } : 

(1.6) Pn (cos 8) =n-t k (8) [cos { (n+i) 8- :~} ( 1 - 4~ ) 

+
8
! cot fJ sin { (n+!) (}- ~ } l +o (n-s12) 

k (8) = J ~ fore'~ () ~ 'IT-e', o<e' < '"2 . 
'IT sin 8 

2. Proof of Theorem C: We have: 

1 
ta-to-1 =

Pn Pn-1 

where 

x P,_k (<e< •) 1,fo • dw 

<P (e, w) = { f (cos w)-f (cos 0)} 
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We denot.e the ,integral in th.e acove expan~ion w~th the fo,Uowing: 

tn--tn-1 = _1 i_ ( f c/n +J e;2 + J (J + J11-e12 + J. 11-ctn 
. . PnPn-1 uo c/n s/2 (J .. 11-e/2 

7T l 

+ Jrr-c/n J 

Now 
n-1 

I f c 1° ~- ( p '· p 
(2.l)L1=p--;:- · <P,(f)~w~J:~. k-1~\-;z-;.)<n-k+t)P0 _k(cosf)) 

n.t'D--1 " i-
0 k=o ~ 

P n-k (cos "') sin "' dw. 
= 0 (n-3 12); <P (8, ro) is b<mnded. 

Similarly 

Now using the first part o:f lemma 1, we have 
. . I 

n-l 
I fJ ~ ( Pa /'k ) l 

<2·3) L 3 =p-n-Pn---1J ;cf>(fJ,w)4 k+l-n+l k(O)k(w)4(n-k) 
e/2 k=o 

x cos { (n-k+!) f)- ~ } cos { ( n-k+i) w - ~} sin w dw 

(} n-1 
l s ~ ( Pa Pk ) I +-P-n P-n--1 E/2 cf> (O, w) L.i k+l-n+I k (B) k (w) 8 (n-k) 

k=o 

X cos {(n-k+i) ()- ~} sin { (n-k+i) w - ~ } sin w dw 
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n-l 

(2.4) L3 •1 = 
1 f 8 

ii>(8,w)L (k':l-fl+/.Jk1)k(8)k(w) 
l.PaPn-I s/2 1 •• 

k=o 

X cos { (n-k+t) (8+w)- ; } sin ro dro 

n-1 
I f 8 

"' '( /Jn Pk ). . · . + l. p p · q, (8, ro) ~ , k+ 1- n+l k (8) k (ro) 
n n-1• s/2 •' 

k=o 
cos {(n-k+!) (8-w)} X sin w dw 

Putting 8-w=t, we obtain 

I s 8-s/2 ~ cos (n-k+i)t 
(2.5) L3 • 1 • 2 ~ 2 , </> (t) k (8) k (8-t) £...4 . k+I 

Pn-1 0 
k=o 

sin (8-t) dtl 

I s 8-s/2 + ~p q, (t) 
n-1 o ! ~ cos (n-k+i) t + ~ 1 

Pk cos (n-k+l) t ~ 
~ k+l L..l (n+l)Pn f 
k=n k=o J 

x k(8) k (8-t) sin (8-t) ~ti 
- S1 + S2 + S3 + S4 , say. 

By Abel's transformation, we have on the line ofVarshney [4], 

~ cos (n-k+-n t _ 1 1 
£...4 k+l - 2 (n+l) cos t/2 + 2 (n+l) sin t/2+0 (n-2 t-2) 

n-l 

I 
fort~ -

n 

L; Pkcos(n-k)t= 0 {c1+Iog+)t-•}-!p11 _ 1 

k=o 
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n-l 

I f 0 ti> (0, ro) E (k':l-n+(Jk 1) k (fJ) k (ro) 
2 Pa Pn-1 s/2 1 

k=o 

X cos { (n-k+l) (O+w)- ; } sin w dw 

n-l 
I f O . '\' r( Pn Pk ) . · · + l.p p · cf>(O,ro)£,.i, k+l-n+I k(O)k(ro) 

n n-1. s/2 ' 
k=o 

cos {(n-k+!) (O-ro)} X sin w dw 

Putting 0-ro=t, we obtain 

1 
S 

o-s/2 00 ( k+.l)t 
(2.5) L ~ cJ> (t) k (0) k (8-t) E cos n- 2 

s·1·2 ...... 2 Pn-1 o k+ l 
k=o 

sin (O-t) dtl 

I s 8-s/2 
+ r-p cb (t) 

n-1 O 

5 ~ co• (n-kH) t + •,., 
1 

Pk co• (n-k+!) t l 
~ £..i k+I £..i (n+l)Pn f 

k=n k=o 

x k (8) k (8-t) sin (8-t) ~ti 
- S1 + S2 + S3 + S4 , say, 

By Abel's transformation, we have on the line ofVarshney [l]. 

~ cos <n-k+U t _ 1 1 
k.J k+l - 2 (n+l) cos t/2 + 2 (n+I) sin t/2+0 (n-2 r2) 

n-l 

1 
fort~ -

n 

L Pk cos (n-k)t= 0 { ( I+log+) 1- 1 }-!Pn-l 
k=o 
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Similarly 

n-1 

J: Pk sin (n -k) t = 0 { ( 1 + log + ) ,-, } -i Pn-1 
k=o 

From these resul s, v.e obtain 

"'"' 1 Je s/2 t J: S2 ~A~-p _ lc:P (t) jn-2 t-z dt+A J: (n+l)P p 
n I c/n n n-1 

S e-s/2 I <P (t) l l~g 1/t d1 
c/n t 

+ E-1-. lf (}-E 
12 

cp (t) k (0) k ((}-t) sin (fJ-t) r 1l: 1 COS t/2 
Po-1 c/n l . 

+ 1 Pn-1 s1·n t/'2 - Pn-1 , t/) ldt I 
2 (n+l) Pa - 2 (n+l) Po co, - J 

=ol L: --1-i+a] 
L · n (log n) . 

. = 0 (1). 

1 I J (}-E 
12 

<fl (t) [ { a (t) cos t/2+ f3 (t) sin t/2 } 
2 Pn-i o 

where 

~ cos kt 
Ct (t) = L..i k+ 1 

k=O 

k(e) k(e-t) sin(B-t)] 

1 II • (}- E /2 
? . J cf> (t) [ {,e (t) cos t/2-a (t) sin t/2} 
- Pn- t o 

I 

k (B) k (8-t) sin (13-t) J x sin t dt I 
l 

00 

f3 (t) = ~ sin kt 
k..i k+ 1 
k=o 



Now we write 

I f 8-E/2 _L: S1 =L 2Pn-I 
0 

q, (t)p(t) cosntdi 

I J8-E/2 + L 2 Pn-l 
0 

cf> (t) q (t) sin nt dt 

where 

p (t) = k (8) k (8-t) sin (8-t) {a (t) cos t/2+~ (t) sin t/2} and 
q (t) = k (8) k (8-t) sin (8-t) { f3 (t) cos t/2-a (t) sin t/2}. 
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Since a: (t) and f3 (t) are continuous for n~ t ~ and for 0 < t ~n, 
their absolute values are each less than A log I/t. Hence p (t) and q (t) are 
also continuous and Ip (t) / , )q (t) I both are less than A log 1/t. 

Thus the constants an and b0 are Fourier coefficients of even and 
odd functions respectively and each of these function belongs to L2 class. 
We define 

1' (t) = rf; (t; in [ 0, 8-</2] 

= 0 in [8-e/2, 7T] 

Therefore, from Parsvall's theorem, we have 

co 

L: {if;(t+h) p (t+h)-if; (t-h) p (t-h)}2 dt 

n=l 0 

%; 2 A {!1 (h)+I2 (h)} where 
7T 

! 1 (h, s {P (t+h)} 2 {if; (t+h)-if; (t-h)}z dt 
0 

7T 
I 2 (h) = s {if; (t-h)} 2 { p (t+h)-P (t-h)}2 dt 

,0 

Now from the hypothesis we observe that 

I <P (t) I= 1Jcos (8-t)-f (cos 8) I= ( A l+J 
(log 1/t) 
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Then for a positive h, we have 

ifa (t+h)-if; (t-h) ~ ( A I+ ). 
(l0g 1/h) a 

Hence 

On the line of McFadden [I], we have 

h h 
(2.6)12 (h)~ A f ifa 2 (t) pz (t+2h) dt+ A f ip2 it) p'Z (t) +A 

-h ~ 

.1r-h J ip2 (t) { p (t+2h)-p (t)} 2 dt 
-h 

l log2 _l_ ( A h ) 
log2...i+2 l/t t+2 h dt ~ log2al/h · 

Similarly 

(2.S) I,., ,;( log~;l/h } 

Finally, we know that 

1~( ~ cos kt) 
l
dt L..J k+ J 

k=o I 
00 

. co sin kt A A 
~k~ (sir, kt) - ~o k+ 1 ,;;,-t +A log l/t<;;_7 

By mean value theorem we have 

r.-h ( Ah ) 
{2.9) /~ . .,,, ;= S_h ij;'J (t) {p (t+2 h)-p (t)} 2 dt ~ Jog2al/h 

Now setting h= ( -£v) and Cc>llecting (2.6), (2.7), (2 8) and (2.9) we fin(] 
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that 

(2.10) 12 (h) 
A 

Since f is continuous and of bounded variation it is clear that ip is 

also continuous and of bounded variation. Let w (o) be th~ modulus of 

continuity of if and V the total variation of if over (0, 27T). 

We start from the inequality 

2N 

~ { p (t+ ~~ r [if, t+ ~"">-if (t+(k-1) ; J2 

v 
~ A logz l/t l V 

I -ra J og 

which we integrate over (0, 1T). On account of the periodicity, replacing x 

by x+~. does not effect the value of the integral, and so all in~egrals formed 

from the left hand side are equal. Hence we have 

(2.11) 

Combining (2.10) and (2.11) we find that 

00 

~ 
n=l 

2 · 2( n'lr ) A ( 1) an stn _ ~ 2a a< 
2N Nlog N 

Taking N=2v , we get 

2v 

an2 ~ 2 ~ 
n=2v-l+l 
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Therefore applying Schwartz's inequality we get 

2v 

E I an I log- 1 n ~ 

n=2v-l+ l 

~___:!___ 
...._. l+a' 

v 

A similar relation holds in the case of b0 

Hence 

00 

_I _bn_l. ~A E 
log n 

n=2v-l +l v=l 

Since 

We have 

r 

,L 1 J cfn L 1 
Pn -1 o I cf> (t) I (n+ 1) t dt= -n-(-lo_g_n_)~l -+~a .. 

=- 0 (1) 



Also 

I ( n-1 ,E S4 == z A f c. n cf:> (t) ,E pk cos (n-k) t) dt 
(n+l).PnPn-1 o k=o 

= 0 ( L: • (logl•l' +•) 
= 0 (!). 

Therefore 

In the same way 
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Also it is evident that the absolute values of L 3 • 2 , L1v 3 , L 3 •4 are always 
less than that of L 3 . 1 • Therefore we get 

L L3 = 0 (1). 

and finalising L L 2 = 0 ( 1). 

L 2 can also be tre~ted in a similar manner, 

Thus the theorem is completely proved. 
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I. INTRODUCTION: 

Letf (s) ~ an exp. (r An), where s=cr+it, 
n=l 

Aa+ i > A", A1 ;?! 0, Jim /\0 = co and lim sup log n 
n-+ oo An =o n-+OO 

represent an entire function given by Dirichlet serie~. The Ritt-order p and 
lower order A (in the l'ense of Ritt) off (s) are defined by [3] : 

(1.1) 
sup 

lim 
U-'> 00 inf 

_!_:>_~log M (a-,f) 
p 

, 0 ~ ,\ ~ p ~ oo, 
a 

v.here M (a,f) =sup { lf(a+it) I: - oo < t <oo }. 

Let us introduce the following mean values of j (s) : 

* Financial assistance for this work was given by the Co:incil of Scientific and 
Industrial Research, New Delhi India. 
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and 

( -k<Y Ja kx l 
(l.3) N 0, k (o-) = N 0, k (<Y,j) =exp. ~L e 

0 
e log 10 (x,j) dx J 

where o < o < oo and o < k < co. 

(1.4) 

It is known that (2, p. 92] : 

sup 
Jim 
a~oo inf 

\ 

log log N
8
,k (a-,f) p 

In this paper we have obtained the growth properties of the pro

duct of any finite number of mean values • efined for entire fnnctions. 

Throughout this paper we shall assume that the function f (s) is of finite 

non-zero 01 der. 

2. Theorem L iet f 1 {s ), J 2 ( s) be two entire functions of orders 

p
1

, p
2 

and lower orders A.u A2 , respectively. Then, if 

the order p and lower order A of the entire function f ( s) are such that 

(2.2) A1 + A2 ~ A. ~P ~ P1 f P2, 

and if 

(2.3) log log N
0

, k (a, f) - [{log log N8, k(<Y,fi) }{log log N0, k(<Y,j2 ) }!, 
then 

1 1 
(2.4) (A1 .\2)2 ~ A ~ P ~ ( P1, Pz) 2 

, 

where N~ , (a,J ), N k (a,f1 ) and N~ f, (a,j2 ) are the mean values of 
0' /{, o, o, ( 

f (s),f1 (s) andf2 (s), respectively. 

Proof-Since the entire functionsj1 (s) andf2 (s) are of orders r 1 and 

P2 , therefore from (1.4), we have 



Jim 
log log Na k (a,fi) 

sup ' - Pi, 
(T __.co <F 

and 

lo_g log N 'fs, k (<r,f2) 
lim sup =P2• 

a~co 
(T 

Hence, for any e > 0 and a > a 0 , 

(2.5) 
/ 

and 

log log Na, k (<r,j2) e 
(2.6) <F > P2 +-2- • 

Adding (2.5) and (2.6), we get 

(
2 7

) 'log [ { log Na, k (<r, fi)} { log N 0, k (u, j 2 )}] 

O" 

Proceeding as above for the limit inferior, we find 

(2.8) 
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Now, if (2.1) holds, then from (2. 7) and (2.8), we have, for any e < o 
and sufficiently large a, 

loglogN
0 

k (u,j) 
Ai +A.2-E < , < P1 + P2 + E. 

a 

Taking limits and using (1.4), it leads to (2.2). 

Again, multiplying (2.5) and (2.6), we get 
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for any e > o and sufficiently large er. 

Similarly, we have 

for any E > 0 and sufficiently larg(' a. 

Further, if (2.3) holds, then from (2.9) and (2.10), on taking 
limits, (2.4) follows. 

Corollary I. If fe. (s), ( ~= 1, 2, . ,n) are n entire functions of 
\, 

orders P1 , P2 , ... Pn and lower orders /q. 1.2 , .,, An and having the mean 

values N
8

, k (a,f1 ), N
0

, k (rr,f2 ), .•• , N
0

, k (a,fn), respectively. Then, if 

log log N 8, k (rr,f) ~ log [ { log N 8, k (rr,f1 ) } { log N '8, k (rr,f2 )} •• 

•".{log N '8, k (rr,fn) } ]. 

the order P and lower order >.of j (s) having the mean value N 0 k ( rr, f) 
' 

are such that 

and if 

log log Na, k (cr,f)-;::::, [{log log N '8, k (rr, f1) } {log log N 0, k (cr, /2) }··· 

{ \ ]1/n ... log logN8, k (rr,fn) l • 

then 

Corollary 2. If j~ (s), ( ~= 1, 2,. . .,n) are n entire functions of 

regular growth, of orders P1 , P2 ,. •. , p0 , respecdvely, then so is ofj(s), of 

order P, and 

P = P1 + P2 + ... + P,,. 
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3. Let p. ((j,j) = max {I a,d e-x,p:((j A.n)} be the maximum term of 
n~l · 

j(s) and v ((j, f) =max { n: p. (cr, f) = I an I ex,p (a- ~nH be its ra:nk, .then 

it is known that [l, .p. 20] : 

(31) log/8 (fY,j) """logP.(<T,j). 

Theorem 2. L~t j (s) be an entire function of order p and lower 
o.rder >.., 0 < >.. < P < oo, then 

(3.2) Jim sup 
a-+ 00 

and 

log N
81 

k (<T,j) 

O" \, (u,j) 

E;; l/k (1-A./P) 

log N~ k (u,j) 
(3. 3) lim sup 0

' · E;; 1/k (1/>..-1/r). 

U"-+00 A.v(U",j) logA.v(fY,j) 

Proof. From (1.3), we have 

log N
8

, k ((j,j )= e-k(j (/ex log 1
8 

(x,f) dx ~ l/k log 1
8 

(a,j). 

Hence, 
log N /, (a, f) log 18 (a, f) 

(3.4) lim sup 8• c ~ 1 /k lim sup-----
u ~ oo ,\ <T-+00 7 v(a,j) u A. 

v(a,j) 

. logµ. (u,f) 
=1/k hm sup . 

in view of (3.1 ). 

a,\ 
v(<T, f) 

We know [ 4, p. 84] tbat for 0 < P < oo, 

(3 5) I
. logµ (a, f) 

. Im sup ~ 1-,\f p, 
U"-+00 U" Av(a,j) 

and 

(3.6) 1. logµ (a, J) 
Im sup ~1/,\-1/P. 

<T-Ho ,\v( a, j) log;\ v(O", f) 

Thus (3.2) follows (3.4) and (3.5). 

(3.5). 
Similarly, we can easily derive (3.3), if we use (3.6) instead of 
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SUMMARY 

In this paper the authors extend a convergence theorem of F. Kito 

(4] regarding the Fourier-Bessel series (1.3) below. The Riesz-summability 

ot the series {1.3) corresponding to Lebesgue-integrable functions is also 

proved. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Let 

(1.1) Q (a,(3)=J (a)f 1 (/3)-J 1 (/3)1' (a), v v v v v 

where J (t) and r (t)denote Bessel functions of the first and second kinds 
v v 

respectively for v ~ - 1/2 and k11 k 2 , k 3 , ... etc. the positive zeros of S(~) 

in increasing order of magnitude, where 

(1.2) S (Z) = J~ (bz) Y ~ (az)- J~. (a,t) Y'v (a), 

The serh~s 
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00 

(1.3) f(x),..., ~ 
m=I 

where 
b . 

(1.3) Pm = [ ! t f (t) Q v (tkm, akm) dt ] IM (km) 

and 

corresponding to any function! E L [a, b], was first used by F. Kito [3] 
while studying the vibrations of a cylindricai' shell immersed in water.I l 

The n-th partial sum of the series ( 1.3) is given by 

n b 
(1.6) Sn (x) = J: PrnQ 

11 
(xkm,akm)= f t J (t) Un (t, 'x) dt, 

m=l a 

where 
n 

(1.7) Un (t, x) = J: Q v (xkm, akm) £?v ( tkm, akm) 

m=l M (k~) 

The series ( 1.3) is called Riesz-summable or summable ( R) to a sum 
s, if for kn < L 0 < kn+l, 

n 

lim J: (l-km/L0 ) Pm Q 
11 

(xkm, akm)=s. 
n-+00 m=l 

n In [4], Dr. Kito has used G (<:)instead of r (z), where 
II 11 

G 
11 

(z) = - (7r/2) r 
11 

(z). 
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The sum in the above limit, called the Riesz-sum corresponding 

to (1.3), is denoted by R(v) (x,f ). By (1.4) 
n . 

b 
(1.8) R~v) (x,f) = f f (t) 0n (t, x/R) dt, 

where 

(1.9) 0o (t, x/R) 

a 

n 

=l; ( 1- km) 
Lh 

m=l 

The authors of the present paper have proved, ( [1 J, [2] ), certain 
properties of ( 1.3) regarding the order of its coefficients and convergence. 
corresponding to functions of bounded veriation, square integrable and 
differenttable functions. 

Kito [4, proved for a functionf € L [a, b], which is also ofboun· 
ded variation .in [a. b], tha.t its Fourier-Bessel series ( 1.3), when v is a 

. . . h f (x+o) + f (x -o) pos1t1ve integer, converges to t e sum 
2 

In this paper we extend Kito's theorem to a general case in 
which v > - 1/2, v ,,r= 0. We ~lso establish Riesz-summability of (1.3). 

Our theorems are as follows : 

Theorem I. lf f e L [a, b] and has bounded variation in a neighbou· 
rhood x E (a, b), then the series (1.3) converges to the sum t {f(x+O)+f(x-0)}. 

Theorem 2. If f e L [a, b], v ? -1/2, v=F 0 and if for x e (a,b), 
the limits f (x±O) exist, then the series (13) is summable (R) to the sum t {f(x+O) 
+f(x-0)}. 1 ) 

2. PREREQUISITES 

The following lemmas, estimating Un (t, x), 0o (t, x/R) and certain 
integrals concerning them, are needed to prove the above theorems (K1, 

K2, K3, ... etc. denote suitable positive constants throughout the paper) : 

1 > This theorem is analoguous to Fejer's theorem 
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Q (tw, aw) Q (xw, bw) 
Lemma I. Let F (w)=7T w ·" S (w) v , a< t < x < b. 

Then on the rectangle I', whose vertices are ± Li, Ln ± Li in thew-plane, where 

kn < L0 < kn+i, and Lis to be made to tend to infinity, 

( 
e- Iv I (x-t) ) 

P.(w) =0 _ , 
· yxt 

where W=u+ iv and n is sufficiently large. 

Proof. We know that [6 ; pp. 228-229 ], qi (t) = v t Q (tw, aw) 
jl 

is a solution of the differential equation 

Hence [5 ; p. 10, equation (1.7.3) ], 

Q ( ) 
2 cos ( t-a) w o( e Iv I (t-a)) 

(2.1) 'JI tw, aw = 7T w Vat + I w I , 

where a ~ t ~ b and I w I -+ oo. 

Also [ 5; p.10, equation (1.7.6) ], 

(2.2) , () __ 2 sin (t-a) w +o ( I v I (t-a) ) 
'P t - • 1 . e , 7T v a 

where a ~ t c;;;; band I w I -+ oo . By (2.1) and (2.2), 

(2.3) 
2 sin (b-a) w ( el v I (b-a)) 

S (w) = - .1- + 0 I w I ' 7T W ·v ab 

when I w I -+ oo. Also [ 5 ; p. 13], 

(2.4) I sin (b-a) w I >K
1 

e 1 v 1 (b-a)' 

on the rectangle I' and for arbitrary real a :"'> 0 and w-=u+iv, it is true that 

(2.5) 
a Iv I 

I cos aw I < t e ' 
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The lemma, now, follows from (2 I), (2.3) to (2.5). 

Lemma 2. The following inequalities hold true for a~x<;:;;b, a~t~b: 

(2 6) I U0 (t, x)I~ I t~x I , t -:ft x; 

and 

I b v + 1 I K4 {. 1 1 } (2.8) ~ t Un (t, x) dt ~ --y;;;- .. bl-x + t-x , t>x. 

Proof. Using Watson, [ 7; p. 76, equation (6) and setting 

J ~ (akm) 
lJ = 

r~ (qkm) 
---,we get 

J ~ (bkm) r~ (bkm) 

Now Fis a meromorphic function having poles at k 1, k~, ... etc. 

The residue of F (w) at km is given by 

7T km Q, v (tkm, akm) Q, v (xkm, bkm) 

S' (km) 

Q, v (tkm, akm) Q, v (xkm, akm) 

M (km) 

Considering T to be the contour of integration, by (1.7), 

Lim 1 SLn+Li 
(2.9) Un (t, x) = L ...... 00 2 7T i F (w) dw, 

Ln-Li . 
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Since by Lemma 1, 

r fLi Lim F (w) dw = 
~oo - Li 

lim SL.a ±Li . . 
L~oo ±Li F (w) dw=O. 

Hence by Lemma l and (2.9), 

I Un (t, x) I~ 2 
Ks Seo e-v(x-t) dt = ~' x > t. 

vxt 0 x-t · 

s: 

Similaris the case if t. > x. This proves (2.6). 

Now, by (2.9), for x > t, 

v+ 1 j"Ln+eo i 
t Un (t, x) dt = 

· Ln-coi 

w Q. (xw, bw) 
v 
S(w) 

x[ tv:l { Jv+l(tw)Y~(aw):-:J~(aw) rv+l(tw)}-

- •:+I { J,+ I (aw) r~ (ow)- J :Caw) r,+J (aw)} J dw. 

Therefore, by recurrence relations_, ( 7, pp. 45, 66J, and by 

(2.1) to (2.5), we obtain 

e-(x-t) v 
-~-~dv + 

-(x-a) v e dv 

-=::: K 8 f _1_+_1_} 
-. Ln l x-t x-a · 

The proof of (2.8) is similar. 

lemma 3. For arry real v, v not a negative integer or zero9 



Proof. By (I. 7) and recurrence relations, 

The function 

{ 
v-1 ( b v-I } 2 v a Q" xw, w) - b Q v (xw, aw) 

G (w) = w2 S (w) ' 

has poles at zero and at km, m=l,2, ... 

Residue ofG (w) at w=km is given by 

2 v { bv-I J~ (akm)-av-l J~ (bkm) }Qv (xkm, akm) 

km 3 M(km) J / (bkm) 
v 

whereas at zero, the residue is -2xv , since, for v > O, 

I
. J (aw) 
im v 
~~~ 

w-+0 J (bw) 
v 

v ' r (aw) ,, b v 
_a_v and Jim ...,r..,,....v___,....,( b-w~) -V' 
b W-+0 v a 

when v is not a negative integer or zero. 

As in the proof of Lemma 2, 

Sb v+l 1 fLn+ooi 
t Un (t, x) dt= ~ G (w) dw)+xv • 

a 'llTZ L0 -ooi 
Also 
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I 1 SLn+ooi I v v-1 f co e-v(x-a) + e-v(b-x) 
2----: . G ( w ) dw. ~ - b K 8 dv 

rr z Ln-OOZ 7T 0 Ln2+v2 

~ K 9 {-1-+_1_} 
"' L0'~ x-a b-x • 

Since [ 1 ; Lemma 4], 
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(2.10) Ln rv n, as n -+ oo, 

the lemma follows. 

Lemma 4. lf IA.I< b-a, then 

Jim SLn+Li 
L-H.XJ L -Li 

n 

sin "AW aw 
w sin (b-a) w = O (l/n), as n--+ Cl), 

(2n+ 1) 'TT 
Proof. Let Lu ..:... 2 (b-a) • Then 

sin A.w dw I !Joo . cos {>.. (Ln+iv)~Ln (b-a)} i dv 
w sm (b- a) w = _

00 
tLn t-iv) cos {iv (b-a)} 

4 Joo 
~TT 

n 0 
v sin h .\v 4 Joo cos h )..v dv 

---,......,._,,.,...__,_~ dv + -cos h v (b-a) Ln 0 cosh v(b-a) 

= 0 (1/n), as n -+ co. 

Lamma S. For (Jny real v, v nnt a negative integer or zero and a<ic<b, 

(2.11) 

and 

(2 12) 

Proof. :By (2.9), 

f x ,,+ 1 1 JL0 +ooi Q 11 (xw; bw) [xv+1. 
t Un (t, x) dt = :Li S ( 

a L
0
-ooi w) _ 

(2.13) 

As in Lemma 2, i [J. l ~~o, as n ~' oo, for e5 < x. 
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Similarly, using_(2J), (2.3), the recurrence relations and the asy

mptotic expressions [7; p. 199], we obtain, 

v j"'L. n+ __ ooi I,= _x_ 
2Tri · Ln-OOi 

v 
x 

2Tri 

{. 2 cos (b-x)w sin (x-a)w + o(-1 _\} dw 
zv ~in (b-a)w . I w 12 I 

l. ,.!__sin .<b+a-2x)w dtv + 0 (l/L) 
W W Sln (b-a) W ··· · 11 

(2.14) = t xv + 0 (1/n), as n-+ oo, by (2.10) and Lemma '.i-. 

The lemma follows from (2.13), (2.14) and Lemma 3. 

Lemma 6. For a<t~b, a<x~b; we have, 

"t +1 J a tv Un (t, x) dt = 0 (l/n), as n-+oo. 

Proof.. From the proofs of Lemmas 2 and 5, 

(2 15) St l + l Un (t, x) it = 
fl, 

\ 

hm -. + +. . 1 [fL .. n+Li fLn-Li 
L-:+oo 2t Ln-Li . --Li f Ln+Li] 

Li _ H(w) dw, 

where 

2 l+l/2 
H (w)= · _ 

'Ir >J x 
{ 

sin (b+t-a~x)w ~ sin ~b.+a-t-x) w } • 
w sin (b-a) w 'w sin (b-a) w 

By (2.4), the second and third limits in (2.15) are each zero. 

Hence the Lemma follows. 

By inequalities of Lemma 2, the following Lemma is true [7; pp. 
589-591], 

Lemma 7. If f e L [a, b], a~A<Bs.;b, and if x $ (A, B), tken 

I' JB im tj (t) Un (t, x) dt = 0, 
n-too A 

The following lemma can be proved on the lines of Lemma 2 : 

Lemma 8, The following inequalities hold true for a <x<b, a<t<b: 
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J 0a (t, x/R) l < Lo (;..:x)a, if x;6-t, 

I 0n (t, x/R) / < K1 2 L 0, for all x and t, 

Lemma 9. For any real v, v not a negative integer or zero and a<x<b, 

lim s b tv+ 1 tX (t x/R) dt = v . n-tOO . Pn , x , 
ll 

lim s x tv+ 1 tX (t x/R) t/t = xv . 
n-t(X) PD ' . 2 ' a . 

lim j.b tv+ I n (t x/R) dt = ~ 
n-tOO pn ' . 2 

a 
This lemma follows from Lemmas 4 and 5-and the fact that con

vergence implies Riesz-summability. 

3. Proof of Theorem 1 

By (1.6) and Lemma 5, 

lim { Sn (x)-! { J (x+O) + f (x-01 }= 
n-tv.., 

' . x . 
=n~ J tv +l { t-v f (t)-x-v J (x-0)} Un (t, x) dt + 

a -

+ lim fb irtl { rv j(t)-x-v f(x+O)} U0 (t, x) dt 
n-+ oo x 

= lim 
n-tOO 

(A+B), say. 

By hypothesis, t-v f (t)-x-v f (x+O) is of bounded variation in a 

neighbourhood, say (x-'ll, x+"YJ), of x. Hence there are bounded increasing 

positive functions g1 and g 2 oft E (x, v+"l'J) such that 

t-v j (t)-x-v f (x+O) = g1 (t)-g2 (t), t e (x, x+'ll), and g1 (x+O) 

=g2 (x-j· 0)=0. 

Therefore, for any E > o, there is a > o, 8 ~ '1), such that 

0 ~ g1 (t) < E, 0 ~ g2 (t) < E, for X ~ t ~ x+ 0, 
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Now, 

J
. x+s sx+s . 

B= x t v+ l gi(t) Un (t, x) dt- x tv+ l g2 (t) Un (t, x) dt + 

+f b tv + 1 { ,-v f (t)-x-v f (x+ 0) } Un (t, x) dt 
x+I> 

= B1 + B 2 + B3 , say. 

By the second mean _value theorem and Lemma 6, B1 and B2 are 
both equal t.o 0 (1/n), as n-+oo, and by Lemma 7,. B3 =o (1), as n-+oo, 

Hence, B=o (1), as n-+OO. 

In a similar way, A-:- o (I}, as n-+OO, which proves the theorem. 

ei. Proof of Theorem, 2 

As in the proof of Theorem I, by (1.8) and Lemmas 5 and 9, 

n!~ ( R~v)(x,f)-! {j(x+O)+f(x-0)} ]~ 

n~oo s~v+ l { t-v f (t)-x-v f (x-0) } 0n (t, x/R) dt + 

. ' b 
n~~Jx tv+l { Fvf(t)-x-vj(x+O) }01'1(t,x/R)dt 

- lim (I +'I'), say •. 
n~oo 

Given e > 0, let Us choose 8 > 0 such that 

(4.1) /c-v f(t)-x-vf(x-0)1 < e, 

for x-8 < t < x. If 11 is so large that B> l/L..,,, then 

f
X-B fx-1/Lti x 

! = + + f = 11 + 12 + 13 , say, 
a x-8 x-1/ln 

By Lemma 8, 

111 I~ L~a2 s:- 8
1 tf(t)-tv+l x-v f (x+O) I dt = 0 (1), as n400, 
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Also by (4.1), 

I 12 / ~ Ku e, and I ls I%; K13 e. 

Thus; I = o (I), as n -+ oo. ·Similarly, l' iS established and the 
theorem follows. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, an attempt has been made to present a unified 
theory of the classi~al statistical distributions associated with tbe generalized 
beta and gamma distributions of one variate. The probability density 
'function is taken in terms of the fl.function of several variables with general , 
arguments. In p?rticular, the characteristic function and the distribution 
function are investigated. 

I. Introduction 

In probability theory, a large number of statistical distributions 
have been studied from time to time by several authors. For example, 
Mathai and Saxena (5] introduced a general hypergeometric distribution, 
whose probability density functions involves a hypergeometric function 

2 F 1 • Again, Srivastava and Singhal [7] studied another general class of 
distributions, whose probability density function involves the H-function of 
C. Fox ([4], p. 408]. It may be readily seen that the distributions, consi
dered by Mathai and Saxena (5) and all other well-known classical 
statistical distributions, such as the generalized beta and gamma distri
butions, the exponential distribution, the generalized F-distri bution, stude
nts t-distri bution, the normal distribution, etc., can be derived as specialized 
or confluent cases of the class of distributions, considered by Srivastava and 
Singhal [7]. More recently, Exton [3] considered the family of distributions 
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which have the probability density function in tei:ms of the product of 
several generalized hypergeometric functions PFq. 

In an attempt to present a further generalization of the probabi
lity distributions studied by Srivastava and Singhal [7J, Exton l3], etc., here 
we introduce and study a general family of statistical probability 
{}istributions involving the H.function of several variables) which was 
defined and studied elsewhere by S~ivastava and Panda (cf., e. g, [8], [9J, 
[10] and [11]). Since the fl-function of sevt:ral variables includes almost 
all the special functions of one or more variables as its particulars cases, it 
can define a very general class of probability model. Thus all the classical 
statistical distributions, mentioned here and elsewhere, will be. the special 
cases of our findings. The parameters of the fl-function of several variables 
a~e to be resricted in such a way that the function is non-negative and 
finite in the region under consideration. 

Following the notations explained fairly folly in the earlier papers 
by Srivastava and Panda. [9] and [10], the H-function of n complex variables 
is defined in the manner given below : 

0, ,\; (µ,', v') ; ... ; (µ,Cn)_, 1J (n)) [[(a) : 8', . , eC 0
)]; 

H [z, ,. .. , Zn ]=H 
· A, C: [B', D'] ; . ; [BC 0

), DC 0
)] [(c): ifa', ... , .p C0

)]; 

[ (b'): 0']; ··· ; [(bC")) : 0'(")] ; ] 
Z1 , ·• 'Zn 

[ (d') : 8']; ... ; [.(d(n)) ; 3(n)]; 

(1.1) 

here 
µ.(l) v(i) 

1Ir[di(!;_3j<1) ~iJ I1rP-hj<1)+0i<D ~d 
j=l j=l 
D<U iJ(il 

II r [I-dj<i> t8j(l) ~.d II r [bi< 1>-0jc1) ~i 1 
j=µ,CI>+l j=vCiJ+l 

(i=I,. .. , n); 
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A n 

II T [1-ai + L 8iCl) ~i] 

'/J(h , ... , ~n) j==l i= 1 
A n . C n 

II r [l-aj+ 2:: eJCI) ~i] II r [l-Cj+ 2:: i/Ji(I) ~i·] 
j=A+l i=l j=l i=l 

· AlSo, let the associated positive numbers 

fJi(l),j = 1, ... , A; 0/1),j = 1,., BC 1>; 

l/ii(l),j =I, .. , C; 8iC1), j = 1, .. ., DC1>; i=l, ... , n 

be constrained t.y the inequalities : 

A 

Ai -0- - 2:: e/1> 
J=A I 

v (l) BCl) C 

+ Ef!Jj(l)_ -~ ~j(i)_ L.; i/Ji(I) 

j=1 j=v(i)+l j=l 

µ.CI) D(l) 

+ 2: 8j(I) - .L: Oj(i) > 0, 

j=l j=µ.(1)+1 

A BCI> C DC!) 

} 

ni = 2:: eici) + E 01 <1> - ,2:: if;i c1> - ,2:: 8ic1> < o, 
j=l j=l j=l j=l 

._ .. (1·3) 

... (1.4) 

••. (1.5) 

... (1.6) 

Then it is known that the multiple Mellin-Barnes contriur integral 
defining the H~function of several variables ( l.l) would converge absolutely 
when 

/ arg (z1)I < t L\i 'Tl', i=I,. .. , n, ... ( 1. 7) 

Furthermore, from the known asymptotic expansion ([9], p. 131, 
Eq. (1.9) ), we have 

_ { 0 ( I Z1 la 1... I Zn la ), max { I Z1 I , .. ., I Zn I } ~ 0, 
lf[z1 , .. .,Zn]- {3 p 

0 (I Z1 I 1 
... I Zn l n ), )..._0, min{I Z1 I, ... , I Zn l}~rv-
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where, with i=l, ... , n, 

{ al= min {Re (di(!))/ Bi(!)}, j =I, ••• , µCl), 

Pi= max{ Re ( bjCq-1) / 0i(ll}, j = 1, .. ., v(ll, 
.. (1.9) 

In terms of Fox'~ H-function, we find it worthwhile to record 
here the interesting relationship : 

Jim 
Z2,. . ., Zn-+0 

O. >..: (p.', v'); (1, B"); ••• ; (I, BC 0
)) 

H 
A, C: [B', D']; [B", D" +1] ; ... [BC 0

), ncn> t I] 

[

[(a): e', 1, •••• I]: [ (b'): 0'] ; [ (b"): l] ; ... ; [ (bCR)) : l]; . ] 
, Z1, ,, , Zn 

[(c) : tf', 1, ••• , I] : [(d') : 8']; (0,1), [(d"): l]; ... ; (0, I), [(dC 0 >) : I]-; . , 

.. (l.10) 

Througbt the present work, we shall assume that the convergence (and 
existance) conditions given by (1.5), (1.6) and (1.7) are satisfied by each of the various 
H:functions involved. 

To simplify the space problem, we specify the parameters of the 
H-function of several variables in the following manner, thronght the 
paper. Thus 

[ 

[ k : k1 , ... , kn ] ; ] 
H Z1 ,. • ., Zn 

[ U : Zl1 ,. •• , Un ] ; . 

would mean 

H 0, >..+I:(µ.', v') ; ... ; (p.< 0 >, vC 0
)) [[k: kl'"" kn], [(a): e',. .. , e< 0 >]: 

A+l' (',+l .· [B' D'] ,· ... ,· [BC 0 J, D< 0 >] [() ·'" .t.(
0 l] [ ] C : 'f' ,. • ., '/' , 1l : UI> • , Un : 

... (!JO 
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2. Probability Density Ft1nctions 

This paper deals with certain classical statistical distributions 
associated with beta (or finite) and gamma (or infinite) distributions of one 
variate. The probability density function is taken in terms of the H-function 
of several vari;i bl es, defined by (1.1 ). with generals arguments. First we 
find the probability density function. 

Let a density function be defined by 

f(x) = K xu-l ( 1-x)p-l H [z
1 

xa 1 (I-x)P1, .. , zn/' 0 ( 1-x)tn, 0 ~x-s;l, 
... (2.1) 

for finite distribution or generalized beta distribution, andf (x) = 0, elsewhere. If 
f (x) is a probability density function, then it should satisfy the relation 

oo I 

f f(x) dx = ff (x) dx · 1. . • •• (2.2) 

. -00 0 

Putting the value off (x) given by (2.1) in (2.2) and evaluating the result
ing integral with the help of Mellin-Barnes contour integral for the H
function of several variables, giyen by (1.1) and the well-known definition 
of beta function (see, e. g. [2], p 9, Eq. (1) ), we find that 

K-I=H[ I 
provided 

1-a: a 1 ,, •• , <T 0 ] [ 1-P: P1 , ... , Pn J; J 
Z1 , ••• , Zn · 

[ 1-u - P : CT 1 + P 1 , •• ., a~ + P 0 ] 

Re (1r) + ui a 1 > 0, ~nd } 

Re (P) + Pi ai < V z e { l , .. .,n} 
where cq is given by ( 1.9). 
Again let 

n - SX 0"-1 cr1 <10 ] J (x) = ><.,.e x H [ Z1 x , ••• , z
0 

x 

where O<x<oo, Re (s) >0, Re (a)> 0, Re (o")+ai ai > 0, and 

... (2.3) 

.•. (2 4) 

••. (2.5) 

( a 1 is given by ( 1.9) ) 

[ 

[ 1-u : a- 1 , •• , an] ; J n-1 = -a H -a1 -u ~ S Z1 S , ... , Zn S n 

---- ; 
.. (2.6) 
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thenf {x) will be a probability density function for infinite distribution or 
generalized gamma distribution. By virtue of (2.2), we easily get 

00 

J 
0 

-5X .e o--J H.[ xa1 a., 
X Z1 , .•. , Zn.X ] dx = 1. ... (2.7) 

Now, on evaluating the above inkgral with the help of (t:l) and 
the definition of gamma function (see, e. g. [2], p. 1, Eq (1) ), we obtain 

·the expression for Q given by (2.6). · · 

'Remark I. Complex values ·of the parameters hold litUe interest 
for statistics, but (2.1) and (2.5) can still define probability models ([1], p. 
59 ; see als.o [6], p. 85, Eq. (4 2.2) ). 

Remark 2. Since Re (s) > 0 in (2.5), the convergence of the 
integral (2. 7) at its upper limit ·of integration can be guaranteed under the 
conditions stated already with the help of the following asyinptototic 
expansion (see, e.g., 11], p. 357, Eq. (LI 7) ). 

H [z, , .•. ,Zn] =0 ( 1.z1 1Y 1 ... I Zn 1'Yn), A ~ 0, min {I z1 I, ... , I Zn l}-+oo, 
.;.(2.8) 

for some Y 1 , •• , 'Yn ; which would evidently complement the asymptotic· 
expansions given by (1.8). 

3. The Distribution function 

Th-e distribution function or the cumulative probability function 
F (t) corresponding to a probability density functi~nf (x) is defined as 

t 
F(t)= f f(x)dx. . .. (3.1) 

-00 

We obtain here the distribution function for beta and gamma 
distributions separately. 

If j(x) is defined by (2.1) (with P=l, P1=P 2 = ... =P0 =0), the 
distribution function for finite distribution will be given by 

... (3.2) 
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where 

••. (3.3) 

a~d Re(~)+ u1 ai > 0, ai is given by (1.9), i=I, ... , n •. 

where,· as already assumed in Section I, the function! (x) = 0 for negative 
- . 

values ofx. 

Similarly, for in.finite distribution, the distribution function F ( t) 

defined by (3.1) can also be obtained for (2·5\ which is given below: 

L
oo (-sVrtt+r [[l-0--r:o-1, ~,u~]; u1 un] 

F (t) = Q H Z1 t , .. , Z0 t 
· r 1 ·[ u r • ,.,.. ] • 

0 
. • - - , v 1 ,.,.,. Un , r= . , 

... (3.4) 
where Qis given by (2 6). 

We remark in passing that the distribution function, obtained by 
Srivastava and Singh al ( [7], p. 6, Eq. ( 14) ), can be deduced as a parti
cular case of our function (3.2). This can be varifie<l, if we put in (3.2), 
A.=A=C=O, µCD =l, v<D =BCD, d1 W=O. 31 W =I, (j-:=2, 3, .. , n ), take 
z2 , z3 ; ... , Zn~o, and make a use of relationship given by n.IO). Also, tl!e 
distribution function, recently-given by Exton ([3], p 12:l, Eq.· (7.I.1.5)) 
can alternatively be qeduced as a particular case of (3.2). Indeed, if in 
(3;2) we put .\=A= C::::O, µ. (i) = 1, v\ 1> =;= BCU, d1 (I) =0, 81 (i)::1, replace 
D(I) by DC!)+ I (i= I',. .. , n), make suitable changes in parameters and 
appeal to the known relationships ( [6], p. 151 ) and ([8], p. 272, Eq 

(4.7) ). 
4. The Characteristlc Function 

The characteristic function denoted by 0 (t) may be represented 

as < ettx >, where the angle brackets d.::note "mathematical expectation" 

We may thus write the characteristic function as 

0 (t) 

00 

< eltx > = s eltx f (x) dx 

-oo 

... (4.1) 
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The ch;:tracteristic function for finite distribution, whenf (x) is given 
by (2.1), is 

,. ' . \ 

.. ·. ; (i t)r . [[l..;.11-:-r: 11 1 , .•. ,an], [l-P: JJ 1 , , P0 l; 
~ (t)=K "-" -· 1-H . 

0 
r. [l-<T-P-r:<T1 +Pi,···•a +PnJ r.= . n 

... (4.2) 
where Kis given by (2.3). 

Also, the characteristic function for infinite distribution, wh.enf (x) 

is given by (2.5), is 

. [ [l-a : 111 ,. .. , a 0 ] ; 

· 0 (t)=Q. (s-i tfa H 
. ~ -~- ; 

where Q is given by (2.6). 

Z{ (<-; tf"'., · '.Zn (,_;t)..q~ J 
.. (4·.3) 

On reduction of the H-function of several variables occurring in 
(4.3) in to Fox's fl-function, with the help of relationship. (l.10)~ we get 
the characteristic function considered by Srivastava and Singhal ([7], p. 5, 
Eq. (2) ), Finally, by suitably specializing the parameters of the fl-function 
ofsevwil variables and invoking the known result ([8], p. 272 Eq. (4.7) ), 

· the expression ( 4.3) ~ill reduce to the characteristic function Etudied earlier 
by Exton ([3], p. 129, Eq. (7.1.1.5) ) . 
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L~t P (z) be a polynomial of degree n and P' (~) denote its deriva
tive. Concerning IP' (z) I the following results are known: 

Thaorem A ([a], p. 58). If P(z) is a polynomial Pf degree n, with 
I P (z) I ~ 1 on lzl ~ 1 and P(z) has no zms. in the rlisk lzl < k, k ~ I then 
for lzl ~ 1 

. (I) IP' (z) I~ n/(l+k) 

and the equality in{l) holds for P(z)=[(z+k)/(l+k)ln. 

Theorem B ( [2], p. 544). JfP(z) i-s a polynomial of degree n, with 
max I P{z) I =l on I z 1 ·~ 1 and P(z) has all its zeros in t//.e <#sk I .z L~ t, 
k > 1 then 

(2) max I P'(z) I ~ n/(l+k0
) 

lzl=l 

and the equality in (2) holds for P(z) =(zn+kn) / (1 +kn). 

Theorem C ([4], p. 122). If P(z) is aplynomial of degree n, thenfor 

p ~ l 

(3) [s:· 1 r c.i0 > 1P d6 J'p,. c,. [S :w 1 R• p <io > 1P doJ'p 

Research supported by N. S. E. R. C. of Canada 
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h GP ' I - r {ip + l) d h [' . (3) h id fi . . . w ere P ='V 71" .f (ip +!)an t e equa zry zn . o s or P(z)=azn where 

a is an arbitrary constant. 

In this note, we present another proof (short and simple) of the ""'0 

above theorems. Actually, we note that these theorems are a consequence 

of the c:>bservatio11s due to be Bru,ijn [ 1 ] which are inspired by a result 
known as: 

Laguerre Theorem. lf P :(z) is a polynomial of degree n and P (z)~O 
in z E. C, where C is circular domain, then for alt z E C, ~ E C, 

(4) (~-i) P' (z) ·+ nP (z) ~ O. 

Remark : A circular ·domain is the image of the unit disk (open 

or closed) under a linear transformation. 

In fact, 'with z , v = I, 2, ... , n as the zeros of P (<:) in the right· 
v 

n 

hand side of ( 4 ) 2: ~ - zv cannot be zero as for fixed ~. z E: C, the . •. z - Z·V 
. v=l .. 

linear transformation ~ = ~ ~ maps zv , v= 1, 2, ... , n into a: convex circular 

domain (the image of the. complement· of C) ·not containing z;e,ro. 

With F (z) replaced by P '.z)-:-'1!, one cap. deduce from the Laguerre 

•'Theorem, the following 

lemma (cf. [l], p. 592). Let C be a circular domain in the z-plane and 
San arbitrary poi"Lt set in thew-plane. If P(z)=w E S for and z E C, then we 
have for z E C and ~ E C. 

(5) §_ P' (z)+P(z)-z P' (z) E S. 
n n 

Alternate Proof of Theorem A Since P (z) bas no zeros in I z l>k, k>l, 
from Laguerre Theorem for l z I ~ 1, 0 < I~ I < k and a suitable choice 

of argument ~ in ( 4), we have 

(6) jg P' n(z) J< [ z P' n(z) P(z) I 
or 
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(7) I~ P' ;z) / >[ z .• P' n(z) - P(z) I 
But a sufficiently small value of I ~ I contradicts (7), so (6) is true and letting 

I ~ I -+ k, one has 

. (8) k I P'n(z) [~I z P' ~z)_p (z) '/ 

for[;:.l~l. 

Now let C be the unit disk I;:. I ~ 1 and S be the disk I w I ~ 1. · 

From the hypothesis, . .the image of the disk I ·z I ~ 1 under the maping . 

P (;:.) is contained in I w I .~ 1. As~ varies in the unit disk, (5) implies that 

a disk of r.ac;lius j p~ !;:.) /' anq centre ;:. P• }z) _p (;:.) (":hich also belong to 

S, take ~· = O) must be contained in the disk I w I <s; 1. Since from (8) the 

centre is at a distance greater than k j p~ (;:.)' from the origin, we have 

k J P'~z) /"! J P'n(z)I ~ L !his completes our proof o~ Theorem A~ 

(9) 

Alternative Proof of Theorem B, Since P (;:.) ~ 0 for I;:. I > k~ one. has 

~ P' (z) =fa z P'(z) _ p (z) 
n n 

for all I ~ I and I ;:. I > k. For khese ~ and ;:., the inequality lil~e (6) is viola

ted for large I ~ I, thus 

(10) p (keiB ) 1 · 

Since P' (z) is a polynomial of degree n-1 add k ;ii: 1, making use of (10), 

we have 

l P'(iB )J / P' (keiB) I 
(11) kn max n ~ k max n 

~ max j k)B P~ (Rio) -P (keie ) 

I iO p• ( i8 ) . J > max e ne - p ci8 } 
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.which implies t}\at 

max IP' (z) I> n / (l+kn). 

l.d=l 

This completes our proof of Theorem B. 

Alternative Proof of Theorem C. From a result of de Bruijn [lJ We kQQW 
th~ 

.(12)· i ('it+o> ~o P' (f!~o) io ~ . . 
(e . -e ) _,,.,n:-' + P (e ) = '-'A (n-.U!) P (rpeJ(J ). 

w 

where w runs through the nth roots of ei(n-l) 8+"'1, -', > 0 and .L; A.(n,w)= 1. 
·W 

. Taking real parts of ho.th sides ip (12) am~ then. intcg.-ating the pth power 

of the ab~olute vall,le, oµe ~ets 

(13) 
2nl . · . . . P' ( i 8) f 
0 

Re {P (e~ 8)..,.. e~ 8 . : 
P' (e.iO) ·1 pd } + Rei<11+8) n 0 

S
2

'1TI . lp ~ 
0 

·· Re P (e
18

) •· d() 

iO iO P' (eio) 
where 71 is arbitrary. Put A (0) = l' (e ) - e ~ . . n and B (0) = 

ie P' (ei8 ) 
e • Note that one can vary 71 in a sector of angle 'IT so that both 

n 

Re A (8) and Re /1J B (8) have the same sign. In fact, if Re A (8) > 0, let 

-'IT/2 - arg B (8) ~ 1J ~ 'IT/2 - arg B (B) and in case Re A (8) ~O. choose 

TT/2 - arg B (B) ~ 71 ~ 3TT/2- arg B ( 8). This implies that for such a 

choice of 1J in (13), we have 

(14) S
2

'1T I . · . lp 2
1t I . Ip 

0 
Re e171 e18 P' (e18 ) dLJ < P f R P ( 1 &) de v -..- n 

0 
e e • 
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From where 

(15) is:71'1P'{eio)tll+ei(2'11--a(8)r ~IJ ~ s;"/ReP(ei9)Pd8; 

. . ·o . . 
. a(o) == arg e18 P' (e1 ). By integrating (15) with respect to "I· over the. corres-

ponding interval of length "'• making a change of variable and then inter
. chan~ing the oi'der of integrations, one obtains 

06) s:1T IP' ci8 ) Ip dB • s:7r \1 ~i"' /p d'll ~ 21' nP S~" }Re P· ci0
) I~ de • . 

C<>nse9ue~tly, 

S2'1i' ·1 pi (ei()) Ip dO ~ -{"';; t OP+ 1) nP j .. 211'1 Rep ciO) /p dO. 
o rap+" o · 

This completes our proof of Theorem C. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, two general ·theorems invqlving>:multidimensional 
integral transforms have been established. The first expresses an interes.: 
ting relationship between images and. originals of related . functions 10 

multiple integral transforms, while the second reveals the interconnections 
. between images. ()f related functions in the respective transforms. These 
theorems. are sufficiently ··general in nature· and shed light on the basic 

. structure of integral transforms involved. They ·unify arid extend a number 
of scattered theorems iri the literature involving single and double integral 
transforms. Agai'n by taking· specific transforms in our theorems we can 
obtam a large number of results which may prove to be useful in solving 
certain boundary value problems. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINLTIONS 

Let f (x1 , ••• , Xr ) belong to a prescribed class of real or complex 
-valued functions or r real variables x1 , ••. , xr defined over the region 
R: 0 ~ xi < oo, i = 1, ... r. Then (in line with the definition of linear 
i ntegral transforms), the multidimensional integral transform 
T {f (xu····•xr) ; Pi , ... , Pr } of the function f (x1 , .•• , Xr ) is defined and 
represented as follows : 



·;,' 
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. 0 (p,, ... ,p;.) == i {f(x1·; ·•• .~r) ;Pi ; .. •1Pt} 
o6 00 . . =J ··· S · .. k(xt , .•• , Xr ; Pt' -•Pr) J (x1 ,. .. , Xr) dx 1 •• dxr,. 
0 0 . . 

.. (i.l) 

where the funct~ons J (x1 , .•. , x r) and k ( x1 :·. •. , ~ r ; Pt , •• , ; Pr ) atid the , 

. parameters Pi , ... ,Pt are always so chosen that the intcgral,{Ll) is absolu~ 

tel,Y convergent, i. e, 

( i) The product (;tf1 ... (xrft f (x1 , ... , .Xr) is integtable (in the.sense of 
Lebesgue) _over every finite region 

R (R1 , ••. ; Rr): !St xi ~Rt, Ri ::> 0, t=l, .. , r 

where k (xt , .• ., Xr ; P1 ' .. ., Pr) 

== 0 (x1 Ci ... xrct) ; max { Xt !"'; _x;} -+ 0 

and 

(ii ) the limit of the fitiite form df the multiple irttegral in (l .1) Witb s: .;: J: 'teplaced byJ:
1 

••• s:i ;.· 
ex:ists at the point (pf •• ~.~Pr ) when R1 .... ; h.r .;_. cx::J. 

Fot a specific transform,·k {x1 ,; •• , :ler; pf , ... Pr )is a definite fl.incd 
tion of.t1 , ••• 1 .tr, Pi. ·'•Pr and is kqown as the kernel~of the cran_sform, Also 
0 (Pt , ••• ,Pt ) is called · the image of the function f ( x1 .,. •• ; :iir ) in the 
transform defined by (1.1), a•df (xi; , .tr)the original. -For a systematic 

. study of two general classes of multidimensiotial integral transformations. 
in which the kernels involve the H-functions of several variables, the reader 
is referred to a series of recent papers by Srivastava and Panda [7] who 
also cite a number of special instances of their transforms in the litr.ature 
(cf. [7], Part I, p. l I 9; see also pp. 122-124). 

For an integral transform of the type given by (l.l)i it is easy to 
verify that if 

01 (p,, .. ,p,) = T {f~ (x1 , .. .,xr) ;p1 ,. •• ,pr} ... (1.2) 

and 

02 (pi, .. ., Pr) = T { f2 (x1, · , x.) ; PJ,. .. p.} °' (1.3} 
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then, under appropriate con<litions of convergence of the -integrals 
· involvtd, the following formula analogous to the Plirseval-Goldstein type of 

formula for the Laplace transform in one and more variables holds : 

f oo f 00 J2 (x1 , .•. , Xr)01 (x, , ... '. x~) dx 1 • dxr 
0 • 0 . . 

()() 00 .. 

=f·· ·· f f1 (x1,. .. ,x.) 02 ~x1,. ,xr)dx1 .. dx.. .~.(1.4) 
0 0 .· . 

The above result will be referred to as the generalized Parseval
Goldstein formula and will be required in the sequel. For .two interesting 
special forms of ( 1,4 ), see Sriv<1stava and Panda [ 7, .Part I, p. 129, 
Theorem 3]. 

2. We first establish a theorem which exhibits an interesting rela

tionship between images and originals of related functions in the transforms 

T 1 and T 2 defin~.d below. 

Ti {f(x1 , .• ;, x~); p,,. ,p,} 

... (2.1) 

-
=f00 

.•. J·.:oof(x,; . .,x.)k2 (Pi x_1, .. ,p. xr)dx1 .. dx.,' 
0 . 0 .. . .. . . . ·:·(2.2) 

provided that the n:h11tiple integrals involved in (2.1) and (2.2) convergeo 

absolutdy. Our.result may be stated as 

Theorem I. If 
h1 (p, ,. . ., p,) = T, {h2 (X1 , •• ., Xr) g (xI>···• Xr) ; p1, .•. , Pr}, 

and 

h2 (Pi 0 1. ••••Pr
0

r)= T2 {j(x, , .. ., Xr) ;Pi, .. .,pr}1 

then 

· 0(x1, ''" XnP1 , ..• ,pr)dx1···dXr, 

... (2.3) 

... (2.4) 

... (2.5) 
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where 

0(Pi,. .. ,p.,a1>·•·,ar). T 2 {x~acl ... x,"'r-lg(xi.0\ ••. ,x/r) 

.... (2.6.) 

the transformsT1 andT2 are defirwl by means of equations (2.1) and.(2.2), .;. 1 , .•• u r 

are non-zero real number1 of the same sign, eacli a1 , ••• , a.r is. independent of 
Pi• . .. , Pr and all the multiple integrals involved in (2.3) to (2.6) are assumed. to b~ 
il!Jsolutely convergent. 

. . Proof. Appiy._ng the generalized Parseval-Goldstein fot~ula given 
QY (1.4) to the operatio_na~ pairs (2-1) and (2.6), we get 

Joo .. Joo 
0 0 

dxr. -· (2. 7) 

Now replacing a.1 ; • ., a.r by p1 , .•• ,Pr in (2.7), changing the varia~ 
hies of integration slightly on its left-hand. side, and interpreting the result 
thus obtained in terms of (2.3), we easily arrive at Theorem I. 

The presence· of the arbitrary function g (x1 ,· .•• , xr), and the 
general nature of kernel. involved in the above theorem, enable it to yield 
general, deeper and useful results; ' Thus _a l~rge number of results, which 
express relationships between. images a11d origin(llS of rel a fed functions in 
any two ihtegral transforms. of the type -given by (2.1) and H2 2J, found 
recently by several authors and scattered in the literature, are all unified 
and extended by this theorem. 

3. Special Cases of Theorem I 

Ifin the above theorem, we put 11'1 =cr 2 = ... =ctr=1 and take both 
the transtorms T1 and T z as Laplace transforms of r variables, 0 (Pi •... , 
Pr , a.i, ... , a.r) occurring in (2.6) can be given a slightly altered form In 
such a cafe we have 

fi} (p,, ... ,pr;a, , .. ., ar) = L { g (x,·, . .. ,xr) e-a, x,- ... ~ar Xt ;p,' .. ',pt} 

= 9 (p,+a.1, ···• Pr+ar), ... ~3.1) 



where 

9 ( Pi•···dr) = L {g (xi. ·· 'Xr) ;pl ,. .. ,pr} 

-P1x1-·••-PrXr ·· · · Soo s····oo <; . 
= .. e . g (x., ... , Xr) dx1 ••• dxr , 

0 0 . ' 

and the theorem tak~s the following interesting form : 

Corollary I. If 
li1 (Pi, · •Pr) = L {g (x1 , • Xr) ~'J (x1,. .. ; Xr) ~ P1 , .•• ·,Pr } , 
and 
h2 (pi,.~•. Pr)= ft {f(x1,, .. ,xr) ;P1 , ... ,pr}, 
then 
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••. (3.2). 

... (3.3) . ' 

... (3.4) 

h1 (Pi, ... ; Pr) "'."' J00 
... ··r· 

00
J (x1 , ..•• 'Xr) e (x1 +P1 ...... 'C r+Pr) dx1···dxr 

0 I 0 . . 
where .•. (3.5) 

9(P1 , ••• ,p1) = L {g(x1 , ••••. xr);Pl_ , ... ,p,r}, · ... (3.6) 

l{e (P1) > 0 (i=l,. .. , F), and the various multiple integrals involued in (3.3) to 

(3.6) are absolute{Ji convergent. 

The special case ofTheorem 1, when r=2, is of interest in ilself 
Thus on suitable choices of the corresponding transforms T 1 , T 2 , and the 
function g (x,y); we easily get the known results. o.btained earlier by B~se 
[ 2, p. 176 ], Goyal { 3. p. 139 ], and Jain [ 6, p. 314 ]. The a~a,logue of. 

Theorem 1 for integral transforms involving nne v~riable, i. e. when r= l, is 
'also quiteinteresting. It generalizes ,a theotem of Agrawal [1, p. 538] and a 

very large number of other results scattered in the literature, as we pointed 
• I • • 

out in an earlier paper [4]. 

4. Now we establish another theorem which reveals the inter. 

connections between images and related functions in the transforms defined 

by (2.1) and (2.2). We first state 

Theorem 2. If · 

h1 (Pi , ... ,Pr)= T 1 { X1 (ci/cti)-l ... Xrkr/ur)-l f (x, , ... , Xr); P1 ,. .. , Pr} 
. ...(4.l) 
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arid 

h (·p p) T { /( -.-u1· -ur) } 2 1., ... , r = 2 X1 , •• .,xr ;p1, ... ,pr • ... (4.2) 

then 

... (4.3) 

{ 
·p· 

1
-c1-l -c -1 } k ( · -u 1 .. u 

···Pr r 1 al P1 •'. .. , ar Pr - r ) 

. =T2 { 0 (x~ , ... , Xr •al, ... , ar); P1 ,. .. ,Pr}, ... (4 4) 

u 1 ,_.,., ar are non·zero .real numbers Of the same Jign, each of a 1 , ••• , a 1 is indepen~ .· 
dent of p1 , •.. ,pl' and all the multiple integrals involved in equations (4.1) to (4,4) 
are assumed to converge absolute[y. 

Proof. Theorem 2 easily follows on applying (l.4) to the pairs · 
given by (4.2) and (4.4) a_nd proceeding on lines similar to those- indicated 
in the proof of Theorem 1; 

. Theorem 2 also sufficiently general in natur ..:. Its analogues for' 
one-and two-dimensional integral tra1;1sforms were obtained by the author, 
in his eatlicr papers ( [4), [5) ). These analogues arc of interest iti them
selves and unify and extend a vast.number of results as pointed therein . 

. In conclusion, we remark that a number of theoremsinvolving 
specific multidimensional integral transforms introduced from time to· time 
by several authors can be obtained. from Theorems 1 and 2 ; however, we· 
do not record them here for want of space . 
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ABSTRACT 
. ' 

We establish theorems conce~ging the order condition of 4a (t) as 

t~ oo, by investigating the order relations existing between differeqt expre
ssions. involving Aa (t), the e&:+th Cesaro sum of the determiningfunction 

' -~, ' -
A (t) from the summability property of the integral 

00 >.. . -s 
0 

(2st) Wk• tll (2st) dA ( t) 

when the integral is &Ummable IC, Q. L HereWk,~j~ the Whjtta1cer.fuP.c'.'.' 
tion 1 l], and A (t) is a. function of boqn!ied varjatio11 in eveiy finite 
interval 0 !S;; t !S;; T, and s = o+ i Tis a complex variable. We shall also 
give a formula for tbe abscissa of absolute summability of the integral 
whenever it is positive. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Goyal [3] gave a generalization of the Laplace-Stieltjes integral 
00 

(1.1) f (s) = f e-•t dA (t) 
0 

in the form : 

j
.oo ,\ 

(1.2) f (s) = O (2st) Wk,m (2st) dA (t) 

/ 
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where Wk,m is Whittaker function [IJ, and A (t) is a function of bounded 
variation in any finite interval 0 ~ i ~ T. 

When X = - 1/4, k = 1/4_, and m = ± 1/4, the transform (1.2) 
reduce to (LI). 

Bosanquet [2] gave t.he order condition of Aa (t) as t'"'oo, by 

investigating the order relations existing between. different expressions 
involving Aa (O; when the integral (Ll)is .sumable I C, a1 I. 

The purpose of the present paper is to obtain similar theor.ems for 
(1.2), and also to deduce a formula for the abscissa of absolute summability 
of integral (1 2) whenever it is positive. · 

2 NOTATIONS 

We introduce th.e following notations : 

( i ) 

(ii ) 

(iii) 

.. · ,\ 
0k•m (2st) = ( 2st) wk•m (2st) 

/ 
[a] denotes the integral part of a. If a > 1, we denote by h the 
greatest)nteger less than a; if 0 <a ~ 1, then h=O, and if a=O, 
then h=-1. 

<r and T stand for the real and imaginary parts or'the complex . 
number s, s = u+i T. 

(iv) k and mare taken to be real. 

(v) In (l.2), we shall t~ke k + X > 0, unless otherwise stated. 

(vi) Aa (x) denotes the a-th Cesaro sum of A (x). 

3. Main Results 

Teorem 3.1 If a ~ 0, a 0 > 0 and 

f x -a -.\-k ax 
then I d [ u A (u) ] I = o [ 2a0 x) e 0 ]. 

l a 

?roof: We set g (x) =x-a 0k•m (2s 0 x) Aa. (x) 



and/(~)·. · f 00 I dg (u) 1 •. . 
x 

l HS 

.. ' 
Then I g (x) 1. ~ g (x) = o (1 ), and hence ·by the use of a Theore!Il of 
Pollard ( [4), 261) and by integration by part, we have 

· x· x J 
1 

I dh(u} I= S 
1 

/ d [u -a Aa (u)] I • 

~ f~ Id [ g (u) / 0k1m (2s0 u)] I 

. * . 
~ [ l /I 0k•m (2scjl) JJ g (1} 

+2 fx ; (u) I (d/du) [ll0kim (2s0 u) ] ) du. 
I 

2 -A.-k <1 x . 
= o [ ( u 0 x) · e 0 

], (x-+ oo) 

(By [5] ; Lemma 3.3) 

Thus the theorem jg completeiy established. 

Theorem 3.2 Ifa ? 0 and cr 0 > 0 and -if 
x ' .. 

S a -,\-k CT X 
(3;1) 

1
1 dAa (u) I = o [ x (2 110 x) 'e 0 

], (x~oo), 

then . 

(3•2) s·x Id [u -a A (uy] I = o· [ (2 a0 x)-,\-k eu0 x ],' ·. 
l G 

and conversely. 

* x 
Proof: We first assume that (3.1) holds, and A (x)=f I dA (u) J; 

1 a 

and hence by the use of a The,orem of Pollard ( [4], 261 ) and by integra

tion by part, we have 

f x I d [ u -a A ( u) ] / 
1 a 
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x . 
~ x-a A (x)+ J

1 
a u-a-l [ l(u) + 14~ (u) j Jd~ 

. . 
' 

;o=;· o [ (2 flo x)->.-t,pox ] + o ( x-1 (~ tfox)->.-Af ,"ox ] . · 

' -1..-k ()' x . 
= o [ (2 a 0 x e ·· 0 ] 

which gives (3.2). · : 

Conversely, we assume that (3.2) holds, and 

x i .. 

f I dC (u) I = f Id [ ze -:a A (u) J I · l a . l . a 
then 

. = 0 [ ( 2 O' 0 X r,\..,k /f oX ) • 

We sei: c* (x) = fx j dC (x) I = o [ (2 a0 x)-,\-k / 1
0 x j 

. I , a 

thenf Ca ('k)'f= 1s:dCa (x) I~ ca (1) +o*(x) 

. = o I (2 "o x)->.-k eu 0 x ], (;-.oo). · 

Now Sx1 dAa (x)l ~ s' , dAa (u) I +Jx Id r ua 9a (u) J J 
0 ./ 0 1 

~ J: I dAa (u) I+ xa c*(x) + a.f~ ua-l [ c/(u) + f cq, (u) I] du 

a -1..-k u 0 x 
= o[x (2<r 0 x) . e ], (x~oo), 

which gives (3.1 ). 

Thus the theorem is completely established. 

Theorem 3.3 If a> 0, a0 > 0 and the integral (1.2) is summable IC, a ! 
for s = s0 , then 

j .x a ->..-k ax I dAa (u) r = 0 [x (2 fFoX) e 0 
], (x~co) 

0 

Proof: Applying [7] ; Theorem 1, to our assumption, we have 
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/ .. 

x-a 0k•.m (2s 0 x) Aa (x) == o (1) /C, 0) ,{x.,..cx:>). 

This implie·s, by virtue of Theorem 3.1, that 

x x . 
(3.3) f l d [ u -a A (u) ] J =S Id [ u -a { ua / 0lt•m (2sou) }J/ 

l a I· . 

· -'A-k a x -
= o [ (2 a 0 x) · e 0 ] (x~ oo ). : 

Hence, by applying the converse pan of Theorem 3.2. to (3;3), we get 

Sx · ( I a - >..-k ~ x 
dA~ u) = o [x (20'0 x e 0 ], (x.-.oo). 

0 

Hence the theorem. 

4. Abscissa of Absolute Summability 

The following theorem gives the existence and expression for 
the abscissa of absolute summability of the integral ( 1. 2) whenever it is 
p_ositive. 

Theorem. 4.1 If a~ o,;a i~ the abscissa of ~bs,olute summability I C, .a I of 

( 1.-1 ) and if ;a ~ o~ then 

Proof: Let · 

( 4.1) lim 
~-+00 

[ (l/x) log f: } dAa (~) f ] • 

[ (l/x) log .r:I dAa (u) I J = tTa ' 

x 
then we have (1/x) log f I dAa (u) I < aa + E, where e is an arbitrary 

0 

small positive number. 

Hence, from [6] ; Theorem 2, the integral (1.2) is summable IC, a I for 

<r > "a· 
Hence 

(4.2) O'a ~ aa · 
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Now, ifpossible, let the'iqtegral (1.2) be summable IC, a I for ~<<Ta - e, 
I \ • / 

E > 0, then by theorem 3.3, We nave 
. x .· . 

(1/x) log S I dAa (x) l < u~-;- e, 
. Q . ' 

which contradicts (4~1). 

Hence, we have ;;a ~- U.a • 
.. 

This establishes the theorem. 
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SUMMARY 

' -

B.essel-Clifford function of quardratic argument are employed, in 
a statistical time-series regression model to provide a type of least~squares 
fit wMch generailses the use of standard Fourier analysis. Ard~xaxriple from 
economefrics is given and a further generalisation is indicated. . -

I. INTR0DUCTl9N 

If r; (t) and r2 (t) constitute a fundamental system of solutions 
of a linear ordinary differential -equation of the second. orderi then· we may 
model a stati~tic~l time-series by means of the expression 

. y w = A1 r 1 (.\ t) + A 2 r2 (.\ t) +· e (t), ' ''. (1.1) 
where A 1 , A 2 and A. are constants and where E (t) represents the correspon
ding residuals wh ch are to be minimised by considt:ring the sum of their 
squares as usual. The model ( 1.1) is envisaged as a generali>ation of the 
simple Fourier case, where r 1 and Y2 are then the circular func·ions Cos 
and Sin, respectively. {See Bloomfield [l], p. 11, for example. } it is assn~ 
med that the mean and any secular component of the time-series have been 
removed, &nd that the functions r 1 and r 2 are oscillatory over the range 
of the independent variable under consideration. 

In this paper, we let the functions r 1 (t) and .f 2 (t) take the form 

Ee (b, t)= 0 F 1 (-; l ;b ;- t: ) ... ( 1.2) 



and 3-b t 2 
Es (b t) - t 1 -b · F ( - ·.-- ·..- -) 

' - 0 l ' 2 ' ' ·4 ' 
. . 

• .;:(1.3) 

where Lhe parameter b is less than unity. We note that Ea and Es reduce, 
respectively, to C<>_s and ~jn when we let. b become z.!ro. s. 

The two functions defined by (1.2) and ( 1.3) are linearly indepen
dent sqJutioQs of the Bessel·Cli.fford equation provided that b is not equal 
to a negative odd integer because Ea (b, t) is not defined under · those 
circumstances. {See Hayek {4].} ·-

The function 0 F1 ( - ; b ; x) is a case of the grneralised hypergeo
metric functio,n of one Vari.able defiµed by the relation 

al> .,aA; , ~ (iz1)r .... (aA)rxr' 
AFB ( '. x) ==£.A (b

1
) (b ) r ! ' 

bi, .,. , bB, . r=O r B r 

(a)r = a (a+ 1) (a+2) ... (a+r-1), (a)0 = 1. 
{ SecSlater [6], p. 40. } 

••• (1.4) 

•. -.(1.5) 

It. will be seen that the functions (l.2) and (1.3) are .related to the 
Bessel function of the first kind, but arc preferred in the present context 
because the corresponding fundamental system of solutions of the Bessel 
equation J v (t) and J -v.(t), where v is not an integer or. zero, is such that 

one member vanishes at the origin aild the other becom.cs infinite there, 
depending upon the sign of v •. 

The use of these generalisations of the circular functions seems tO 
be most useful in dealing with relatively small segments of a longer time
series, and the least-squares fit can often dramatically im,proved by suitably 
adjusting the parameter b. 

2. A Simple Least-Squares Model-When applying the method 
ot least-squares to the model. 

y (t) = Ac Ea (b, ,\ 1) + As Es (b, .\ t) + E(t). .. (2.1) 

we minimise the e~pression 
n 

T = E { y (t .. )-Aa Ea (b, ,\tr} - As Es (b, ,\tr)} 2 

r=O 

... (2.2) 

where n+ 1 is the number of elements of the time-series, which are-taken to be 
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equ;dly spaced. After 11utting the partial derivatives ~ r and aa ~s equal . 

to zero we may so_lve the resulting norm'al equations which yield 

Ac·= 
.n. . _ n n. n . , 

z·y(tr) E~ (b,>.;tr) E· {Es (b,xh)} 2-· Ey(tr)Es(b;>.Jr) EEs(b,Xtr)Ee(b,)..tr) 

r=:=Q r=O r_:_O · r=O 
n n n 

i:{Ea (b, ).. tl")} 2 ·,!{Es (b,)..tr)} 2_ {E Es (b, ).. tr) Ee 

r=O · r=O · r=O 
... (2.3) 

and As= 

n · n n -~ 

E y(tr) Es (b,)i.lr) E {Ee (b,>.;tr)}2 -,. Ey(tr)Ea'b,A.tr) E Es(b,)..tr)Ee(b,)..t1.) 

r=O r=O r=O r.=0 
~ n n 

J: {Ee(b, ,\tr)} ~{Es (b, Atr)}2-{l:Es (b, ,\tr) Ee (b,).. tr)} 

r=O r=O r=O ' 
. : ... (2.4j 

The values of ).. and b which minimise the fµnction T mustthen be 
obtained by . numerical computation. When .b = 0, Twill generally be 

approxi1:11atc:ly minimised when J A~+ A: is maximised, a fact :-Vhichts 

exploited in classical pedodogram analysis. For gene~al values of b, however, 
this does not hold, and the exact expr.ession for T must be used. 

3. Practical Computation -The series rt" presentations ( 1.2) and 
(l.3) converge quite rapidly when the argument is not too large. In fact, 
these functions may be computed to an accuracy of two decimal places for 
t ~ 14, and a greater degree of accuracy would seldom if ever be required 
in practice. For larger values oft an asymptotic expansion could be emp
loyed, but since circular functions feature prominently in this expansion, no 
additional advantage will accrue for t > 14, approximately. Thfs is the 
main reason why the generalised analy~is discussed here is best applicabfo 
to short segments of time-series where each segment does not include more 
than about two cycles of the principal oscillatory component. 



··.·The 11uthor.has. found, in practice, . that each.· segme11t shollld be 
iri length somewhat Jess than one cycle arid mote than dne~·halfofa cycle 
of the prineipaLcomponent ... From a. nu~erical . point of view, the beha
viour of the fnndion' Tis more s¢nSitive to chatiges · in x than:to changes in 
b, so that we may find the approximate ,value. of ,\ using circ\)lar functions 
directly which is a much quicker procedure that using series expat.tsions. 
'.fhis gives the optimum minimisation of T for b =0. ·The computation is 
then repeated for . progressivciy varying .values of;h. withip the tafige·Of ,\ 
already determined . · ' . . . . . 

As an example, we use .. t:lre time-~-geries of .relative prices ·of-the· · 
export ofst~el bars from the U.S. ,A.Jor the perioq 1957..-1965 given in 
the following tabfo :~ · · 

1_957
1

1958
1

1959
1

1960
1

1961 r 1:~2, 1963 i964 j l965 
. I 

1.06 / t.02 • 1.15 ! 1.12 ] 1.10 j LB 11.23 J I.24 I o.~9 . 

{ See Tarr [7] . } 
After removal of the mean and multiplying by IOQ for convenience, 

we· obtain the time-series . 
. -..-6. 7, -.0~7. 2;3;. -0. 7, --1.. 7, 0!3, 10 3, u .3,. -13.7. 

The parame.ter ,\is compute~· for b o by the 'strai~ht forward use 
·9f circular functions and b is then varied until the sum of the squares~ T~ 
is minimised. - The results are set out below : 

T A. b 

-
185.95 11.9 0 

151.04 12.0 . ..:.:o.5 

96.03 12.0 -25 

79.16 11.9 -3.5 

61.94 10.8 -4.5 

53,79 10.7 -5.5 

50.82 10.7 -6.5 

51.21 10.7 -7.5 

50.65 10.70 76.8 
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1· IA Furt.ber Ge~eralh;ation .. Conclusioo.. A basic analogue o( 
the system Ea (b, t) and Es (b, t) is given by 

a.nd 

• . . 00 . qir(r-:-1)(-t2/4)r 
Ea (q.; b, t) ::;= l; U+lll]r [r] ! 

r=O 

... (4.1) 

•.• ~4.2). 

whei:e q is tb~oreticaJly ;iglll;l.ltn.b~r,; r~i:i:I qr co~plex.~ called thl:l base. Also 

[aJr = [a] [a+ 1] [a+2] ... [a+r-1], [a]0 = 1, 

[rJ != [IJ [2] [3] ... and [a] = (l-q•)/(1-q). 

{ See Jackson [5], for example.} 

In the present application, the base is taken to be real and restric
ted to the range 0 < q ~ l. When q....., !, Ea (q; b, t; and Es (q; b, t) tend 
to Ea (b, t) and Es (b, t), respectively. The functions ( 4.1) - and ( 4.2) are 
for general values of b linearly independent solutions of a basic analogue 
of the Bessel-Clifford equation. {See Exton [2] and [3]. } 

The basic functions Ea (q; b, t) and Es (q; b, t) may be used as a 
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basis for the model (1.1), ·and it is envi~ag~d that segments of time series 
will arise i~ ~hich the corresponding least~squares fit will be·further impro;. 
ved by varying q as an additional pa~ameter after first finding the optimum 
vi,:rlues of,\ and b. 

The method outlined in this paper constitutes a generalisation of 
complex demodulation of statistical time-series; see Bloomfield [l], Chapter 
6. An estimate of the spectrum of .each segment of the time series under. 
cjiscussfon may be built-up by repeated application of. the above. analysis; 
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ABSTRACT 

The present paper deals with ·the probability density function of 
a linear combination and the ratio' of products of random variables having· 
·as their probability density f'.unctiQn in terms of the H-function of several 
complex va~iables;defined by H .. M. Srivastava and R. Panda.· The results-· 
obtained in this paper are quite ,general 'and usefiil il,l- nature. The results 
established recently by A. M. Matha.i and R. K. Saxena, R. K. Saxena and 
S. P. Dash, and several others, follow as particular cases of our findings. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a large variety of statistical problems such as total time of 
service required in a medical check-up, problem of inter-live-birth interval, 
etc., the distribution of a linear combination of random variables plays an 
important role. Again, the linear combination and the ratio of independent 
rand.om variables (when density function belongs to the same family) are 
useful in the theory of sampling distribution. Tht>re is a vast litrature on 
the distribution of linear combination and the ratio of products of random 
variables, when individual variables are .assumed to have particular type 
of probability density models. For example, Mathai and Saxena [2], 
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Srivastava arid Singhal [7J, and Saxena and Dash .[4J have discussed these 
problems, where each coniponent variable is assumed to have a den&l.ty 
associated with Gauss's 2 F1 -function or Fo~'s H-function. In this paper, 
we have stupied the aforementioned problems for the probability density 
functiO-n in terms of the multivariable #.function defined by Srivastav~ and 
Panda [5, p. 271, Eq. (4. l) et seq.1. The probabil!ty density function con-· 
sidered here contains (as particufar cases) a large variety of such functions 
int,r.()duced in th.e Iiteratu.r~, froll'.l time to time; Thus our findi11gs will 

. uqify apq ~xt.enq t.he results on li:ne.ar combination and the ratio. of products 
of rando".m variabfos studied by s~veral .research workers. Indeed, as long 
as one c:;an find the practical situations, when the introduction of a mcire 
getjeral function is justifiable, th~ generalization can be put. to practical 
.use: The technique employed here to derive the results is that of the 
Laplace transform and its inverse. 

The multivariable H-function occurring in, this paper is a special 
case of the general multivariate H-function introduced and studied earlier 
by Srivastava ·and Panda (. [5] and [6] ). The parameters of this function 
will be displayed in the. following contracted notatioqc, which slightly .differs 
from that of Srivastava an.cl Panda [6, p. 130; Eq. (1.3)]: 

r 

c27Tw)-r f ... f 0 csv .... sr) II {ej csi) r c-sj) 

where 

L 1 Lr i=l 

w = .../-1 , and 

n 

= II r ci-aj 

j=l 

... (1.l) 
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·1. -1 . ~ ··: (1.2) 

n· 
t. . (i) 

8i (s1) =11 r(l-Cj + 
Ci) 

Ej St ) 

I=l. 

qi Ci) . Ci) i-1 j!lr (l - dj + 8j Sj) J ... (1.3) 

( i = 1 ,.~., r) 

i in the superscript (i) stands for .the number of prim~s, e. g, b(l) --:-- qt, 
. , n> . . , er> 

b'C2> b", and so en; (ai; ai , •• ,, ai ) 1 ,p would abbreviate (a1; µ10 :~·;, a;.:), 

i C!) 
... , (ap; ap , ... , aP ) and ( Cj, ei)n+i•P the (p-n) parmeter squence 

(-cn+i. en+i) ; ... , (cp, e p) for integers n and p such that 0 ~ n ·~ p, ~nd 
s9 on. 

·The conditions of c<;>rivergence fo.r the multiple contour integral 

(1.l)~ and other details for the H-function of several variables can be found 

in the papers by Srivastava and Panda([~] .and (6] ). 

2. Useful Results 

The following results will be required in the course of our 
analysis : 

Result 1 
co 

H [x1 , .. ., xr] = L 
V1=0 

co r 

E 0 (v1 , ... ,vr) U { 
v~=O z=l 

where 0 (i'i , ... , v!.) is defined by (1.2) and Bi {vi) is defined by (L3). 

... (2.1) 

The above result follows easily from a series expansion given by 

Saxena [ 3, p. 225, Eq. 4.1)). 
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Result 2 · 

00 00 , 

f 
0 

f n { (xj)C71~1 exp ( -kj xi)}n[ 

0 i=l . 

·• . I 

[ 
k ->.. 

)'1. 1. 1 

,: .. >.. 
Yr kr- · l'' . . ,. 

I Cr) . I I 

(ai; ai , .. ., al )i,p: (l-0'.1 , >.. 1 ), (ci, Ej )i,p ; ... ; (l-:-11r, .\r), 
1 · Cr) - , , . 

U!f; Iii····· (Ji h_,q: (0, l); (di .~i h1q ; ... ; (0, I), 
1 

where 

... (2.2} 

min {Re (ki), Re (aj)} > 0, .\1 > 0, Ui > 0, I argyi I< (1/2) ui TT', 

l~i~r · 1 
, · . • •• (2.3) 

and 
p 

(i) 
q 

Ci) 
n1 

Ci) 
Pi 

Ci) 
qi 

Cl) 
ui =-21 ai - E ~j +2] E j 21 E j 21 )lj +I 

j=n+l j-1 j=l j=n;+l j;._2 
••. (2.4) 

The evaluation of the above result is quite straightforward, and 
therefore we omit the details. 

Result 3. Let the probability density function 

f , ... , kl, ... , kl; 111 ,. •• , ITr) = { J (k1 , ... , k,; 0'1 , .•. , O' )}-
1 

X1 Xi . . . , 

r n { (xi)u;-l exp (-ki Xi) }H[y,x/"1 ,.. ,y! x/"l]. 
•=l 

provided that the inequalities given with (2.3) are satisfied, and 

f, (k1 , .•• , kr ; 111 ,. • ., <T 1) = 0, elsewhere. 
Xl••• X! 

.• (2.5) 
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Since there exists at least one set cif parameters for which the . 
iunctionf .. ( k, ~ ... ~ k,; u 1 , .•• , u,) in ( 2.5) is non-negative, it is 

· ~i , ..... , -"r · 

assumed that_ the parameters are such that 

J (k,·, .•. , kr; a,, ... , Ur) ~ 0 for 0 <Xi<: (1J (i=l,: .. , t), 
X1 , ••• ,x!' · · · . 

It can be remarked here that, on putting n = p = q = 0, ~he 
function given. by (2.5) breaks up into the probability density function 
involving several Fox's H-functions, which happens to be a particular case 
of the probability density function considered by Saxena and Dash [4). 
Incidentally, the value of C (-r, u, ~. d) involved iri the function taken by 
Saxena and Dash ([4], p. 59, Result 3) cont~ins some misprints. 

3. D.istribution of a Li~ear Combination of Several Random Variables 
'>-

Thi! theorem given below gives us the distribution of a linea;r 
combinati~n of several ·independent variables associated with the probabi
lity density function defined by (2.5). 

Theorem I. Let Xi (i = 1, .. ., r) be the r independent random ·variables, 
where X 1 has the probability /dens~ty function defined bi (2.5). Then the probability 

furtct,ion b(u) of 

·r 

u = E Zi xi is as follows: 

i=l 

00 

h (u)=E 

v1=0 

r 
:S (Ri)-1 

u1~1 

r 

r ( E Ri) J (k1 , ... , kr; CT1 ••• <T; ) 

i=l 

where 

•.. (3.2) 
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00 00 
r I 

!h (c1 ,. •• , C; ; d ; Z1,.••• Z;) = E E 
m~=O mr=O (d) ' ' . ,-. · + .. + . m, .... mr. m1 ••• m; .. 

(3 3) 
and0 (v1 ,: •• , vz,) and B; (v1) are defined by (1.2) ·and (1.3), respectively. The· 
density/unction (3.J) is valid under the.joll~wing conditions :. 

--. Ai> 0, mzn {Re (ki), Re (O';)} > 0, (argy1 J < (l/2)Ui Tr, (i'=l, ••. ,r), 
h::;i~r 

(U1 is given by ( 2.4) and the .. series on the right-hand side of (3J) -converges 
absolutely. 

Proof : Let jj (s, u) den'ote the Laplace transform of U. Then 
r 

0 (s, U) = E [e~~ (--;sU)] = E [exp {-s E Zi Xi)] 

i=l 

f 00 ... f00 Il [exp{-(ki+szi:)xi;}(x;)o-1-l Jn[y, x/1 , ••. , Yi x. A_ dx1 ~ dx J 
0 0 i=l . . . . . 

J (kff•• •. , k;· ;· 0'1 •••• , o-,) 

- J (k1 +s z1 , ••• , kr + s z1'; 0'1 , ... ,a;· 
- J (k1. , ••• , kr; a-1 • •••• , ur ) 

. (3' 4) 

· where E stands for ''Mathematical expectation". 

Expanding the multivariagle H-functio:t;.1 involved in numerator of 
(3.4) with the help Of (2.-1 ), we get, after a little simplificati6n, that 

- . 
00 00 

0 (s, U) ={ J (k, , .•. , kr ; 0' 1 ,. •• ,O'r ) }-
1 E ···L 0 (v, , .. ., vr ) 

v,=0 vr=O 

Using a known result [I, p. 238, Eq. (9)] for finding out the inverse 
r 

Laplace transform of the terms II ( ki+szi fR; , involving sin (3.5), we 

i=l 
arrive at the right-hand side of h(u) given by (3.1), 
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~ ... Distribution of the Ratio~of Products of s~veralRandom ·variables 

L W Xi .• :Xh (.1 h· ) h.. X (" 1 )· b .. 
et · · = Xh+l···Xr ,~ ~,,, w ere .J i= , ... , r e the r. 

independent variaoles and the probab~lity density function for Xi is given 

. by.(2.5). The Theorem given below gives the probability density function 

g (w) of W. 

Theorem 2. Let 
h r , 

v = loge w = 2 loge xi -2 loge xi . 
i=l i=h+l 

'{~en the density fu.nction g {w) is given by 

g (w)={ J (k1, •• , kh; 0"1,:~.ub) rckh+l•···· k! ; (Th+l•···· O"r )}-1 

oo . oo r 

2 ... 2 0 (vl' .• vh) 0 (vh+l•;"'.' v'1:) n { 
v1 =0. vr=O i=l 

81 (vi ( -yi)vi (kifRi } 
Vi ! 

. h. r-h( k ·k G .. i h 

, r-h; h .· kh·H. k1· 
.. (4.1) 

where 1. ~ h ~ r and R1 is defined· by (3;2). lncidently, the conditions ofexistenee 
for g (w) are same as thoseJ,or h (u) given by Theorem J, 

Proof : Suppose 0- (s, V) is the Laplace transform of V. Then 

ii (<, V) ~ E [ exp ( -•V)] ~E[ E : X,)i~t (~,) • J 
h 

00 00 =[ f ···f f (k, , ...• kh ; (}'!. '(Th){ n (xi)-· } dx, ... dxh J. 0 0 X1 , .• ., Xh 

i=l 



and the multivariate H~function involved in the numerator of 

the.help of (2.1) and collect t~~ terms involving s, which are 

-··- r 

l11 r (R)-s1.Jl (k1-•) I'(R1+s). 

i=h+l 

Now taking the inverse Laplace transform of the expression (4.3) 

lubstifoting the .value thus obtained in the exp.anded form of (4.2), 

at (4.1); 

5. Special Cases 

At the outset we should remark that the multivariable H-function 
"-'"'"'"'"' by (l. I) includes a large variety of elementary special functions 
n .. ,,,.,;,n~ one or more variables as its particular cases. Thus for probability 

density function given by (2.5) is quite general in nature and from it all 
the known statistical distributions, such as generalized beta & gamma 

·- distributions_, generalized F-distribution, _student's t-dMribution, normal 
distribution, exponential . distribution, etc , can be derived 
as specialized or limiting cases of our distribution (2.5 >~ Indeed for 

_au: these distributions, the probability density function for u and w caQ be 
obtained from (3.1) and (4.1) by suitably specializing the various parame 
te~s- involv~d. We, however, prefer to omit the details. 
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The functi0ns considered in this paper belong to Jhe classpf triple 
Gaussian hypergeometric·functfons, i·. e~, functions that reduce to :a:F,1 when 
ever ·exaetly one variable is non-zero. Reduction Jonµulae · e~pressi~g·some of 
these functions in terms of double Gaussian hypcrgicometric funetions (t:he 
fourt~en Junctions introduced by Appell and by Horn; if., e.g., [l, § 5. i.1}), 
or· even simpler functions, will be ghen. The pa>rameters ofJhc triple series 
willsatisfy two conditions arid the va:r:iables will be (x, y,-y) • . 

To state the results co-nv,eQ.ien,tly ~e, shall 'Qse .a modifica~ion pf the 
.earlier notations (cf. [4] and [5]). For a triple. Gaussian hypergeometric 
series with the genera} term C (m, n, p) xmyn zP, imagine the pattern -

and the symbol 

m, m ; n, n ; p, p 
-m; -n; -P 

[.;.;.I J 
F ; ; x ;y; z 

with nine blank spaces for the parameters. Each parameter is now written 
in the space (s) corresponding to its Pochhammer symbol subscript. An 
example wiil clarify the principle : 
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(1) 
[ 

a, a ; b, d ~ c, d I ·] 
F x;y;z = 

e; a; a· · 

=E 
m,n,p 

' 
If two parameters. are equal, one will be enclosed in square brackets. All 
summations at~'fio'm O· to oo. · .. 

The reduction formula~ will b~ obtained from the result* 

c2> E A ·(m,n+p) (b)n (b\, xm yn (..:_y)P 
m!n!pk 

m,n, p 
== ~ A(m,. 2k)(b)K xm y2k, 
~ · .. m!k!· . 
m,k 

' . . . 

· which we applied to some similar problems in a previous paper [31; absoQ 
h:ite;convergence is, of cotlrse, assumed·; Proofs will merely be outlined; the 
elementary rules for the Pochbammer symbol are, of course, applied. 

The formula (2), which actually. implies one parameter condition, 
is applicable to a few triple Gaus~ian se;ries (the one considered in (1) is 
among these) .. In each case a higher-order double hypergeometric series 
S is obtained. S may reduce to a do1,1ble Gaussian hypergeometric series . 
after introduction of a suitable parameter condition; in this way the follow
ing . formulae ( as well . as variants having ~he . denominator parameters 
2b,_b+! rep]aced by 2b:--l, b-!)are found: 

(3) F x ;y; -y = H 7 (a, c, d, h+!; !y2 , x), [ 
c; d ; a, b ; a, [b] f ·· J · 

a; 2b; 2b 

[ 
a, a ; a, b ; a, [ b] I J 

(4)F x;y;-y 
d; 2b; 2b . 

[ 

a, c ; a, b ; a, [b] 1 J 
(5) F x ;y; -y 

d; 2b ; 2b 
= H 4 (a, c, h+!, d; !;2, x). 

* Notice that (2) is an obvious triple-series analogue of an identity due to 
Srivastava [6, p. 297 (17)] who indeed gave several other classes of reduc
tion formulas involving double series with essentially arbitrary terms. 
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In other cases, the double series is w~iuen fo the. form . ·· 

(6) S=~ B (k)y2k F (k,x), 

where Fis a 2 F1 with variable depending upon x and parameters involving 
k. It may reduce to power. functions after introduction. of one parameter 
cc;>ndition ·on account of [1, § 2.8 (5), (6) • This procedure leads to the 
following reduction formulae : 

[
a, a ;. a, b. ; a, [b] I . J 

(7) F x ; y ; ...:y = 
' ' ' ! ;. 'd; d 

= i(l+2vxra 3 F2 (ia, !+!a, b; !d, !-Hd ;·y2 Ci+2,Yx)~2) 

+!(l-2.Yxr• 3 F2Ga, !+la, b; !d, !+,id ;y2 (1-2,Yx)- 2), 

[''

a, a ; d, b ; d, [b] !. ·. . . . J . (8) F x , y , -y == 
1 • a· a · °2' ' . -

= Hl+2vx)-· aF2(!d, !+!d, b; !-!a~ 1...:?j,a ;y2(1+2vx) 2
)' 

+HI-2\/x)--• aF2 (!d, ~ +!d, .b; ·.!--la,, l~!a, ;y2(1-.,-2Vx) 2), 

.. · ·[a, ·a .•. • f.,a~. b ;, l-q,[b] 1··. ·,., ·] (9) F , · . . ·· · _ :c; y ; -y . .-:. 
· l-a ; ·'a ; .· a < · •. . 

· f!+! .V<~+4x) p--1' (I-7 y2J~+hl(I+4x) )2)'~b/v'(1 +4x), 

(IO) F[a,a;-a,b;-a,[b]lx;y;-y]· .. 
-a; a; a 

[

a, a ; a. b ; a, [b] I J 
(11) F x;y; -y = 

l+a; I+a; l+a 

=(i+~v'(1-4x) )-a 2F1 (!a, b; l+ia; 4y2 (l+v(l-4x) )-2). 

Finally, to prove the formula 

[
a, c ; d, l-!a; d, [1-!a] I J 

(l 2) F x; y ; -y = 
d; a ; a 

=(l +xrc H7(d, l-a-d, c, 2-~a; ! y2, -x/I +x), 
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and the variant obtained by interchab.ging the patametePs 1-}~a and !-!a, 
we perform a linear transfoi:mation of F(k,pc.) in (6:) before introducing the 
second parameter condition. ·. 

Some of the functions consid~ted have oceurred i;n the literature., 

Thus, we have D1 ' 3 . in (3),F6 in (5), O>jfCS>' i~ ( il ), arid _Ga in (12). 
. . (3) .3 

(Definitions of these functions can be found i~ [2,Ch. 3J.) 
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Numerical evidences led Prof. G. Kreweras* to conjecture that 

(;_.l)l!:+ 1 d:(n+k+Z, k+l) 
· n+k+2 

,,
8 ri:+ 1 , n=::O, 1,. .. , 

'~:n -t I . · 

where d (n, k) is .the n~mber of derangeme~ts of N, INI ....:.. n, with k orbits, 
or permutations :wit~ .f'cycles af ,eogtl,i ;;>2: Thes_e nur:pbers pave the gene· 
rating functiqn [1, p. 256] 

(2) 

oo [n/2] 

e-at (1-t)-a = Z Z 
n=O k=O 

t" d (n k) ulc -
' ' . n. 

The Bk are the Bernoulli numbers. Let Ek en> (x) be tl;e Bernoulli 
polynomial.s of order n, [2, p. l24ff]. Special cast"s of these polynomials 
appear in a variety of contexts. We have 

(3) Bk = BkO>(O) = (-l)k BkC 1 >(l), k = 0, l, .. , 

* Insti tut de Statistique des U niversites de Paris, Paris, France. Private 
communication. 
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and, in a moment, we shall use the expansion 

00 

[ 
t Jn = ~ BCk...:n+1) (1) ~. 

ln(l+t) ~ K · k! 
k=O -

It is easy to sec that d(0,0)=1, and 

d(n,O) = 0 for n = 1, 2~ ... ; hence the right-hand side of (2) can be written 

oo n 

1+ .z L: tic n+k+2, i+1) 
n=O k=O 

and replacing u by u/t, wC:have 
n . 

(4) L: d(nf k+2, k+ 1) uk+l = 1 
\n+k+2) ! (n+l) ! ·k=O 

n = 0, 1. 2, ••• , 

using Tayfor's theorem. 

In order to establish (1), consider the operational formula ottained 
by replacing u by Dx = d/dx in the ·last relation. Operating each member 
of the resulting equ~tion on x-n-i, we have 

n 
d (.n+k+2, k+ l) •. c..:1)k+1 (n+k~l) ! x-n-:-k-,2 

(n+k+2) ! . n . 

- 1 D n+1 t 
[ 

-( l + ln (1-t)) Dx 

- (n+l) ! t e x-n-1 

- (n+l) ! 

Thus, for X= 1, 



00 ,! 

1 ,k-h-1 I . 
- n+l E (-l)kBk(k-n)(l) (k-n:-1)! iJ)) 

k~~+l 

- ( - l)n+1 B(l) {i) '.'._ Bn+i • ; 
n+ 1 n+1 ntl 

This completes pur derivation of (1). 
'.. . ., ' '· 

Next, differentiating (2) with respect tot, we have 

oo [n/2] . . , "' 
· • ' · ·. 'uk t"' . E, L d.(n+2,k+l)(n+l) ! 

n=Ok=O 

= li-'ut ( J -,.t)-u-1 

. (X)' [r/2] 

= <1-9-1 E E d (r, k) u:r 
r=O k=O 

oo 0o [r/21 _ 
= L E .l; d (r, k) uk!ntr . 

n=O r=O k=O• 

oo n [r/2] . 
'1 '1 '1 u"' tn =·~ ~ £;J d (r,k)-,-r. 

n=O r=O k=O 

oo [n/2] n 

=EE E uK tn 
d (r, k) --, -. 

r. 
n=O k=O r=2k 

Hence 
n 

(5) d(n+2,k+l)=(n+l)! J: d(r,,k),n=O,I,. ..• 
r. 

r=2k 

lterating this recurrence, we find the explicit representation : 
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for n., 2k, 2k+1 9 •••• 

A similar :representation can be obtained for the Bernoulli .nnmber 
by merely substituting the last expression in (I). 
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We are concerned with eyaluation of r(.e:+a) / r(z+ b) where a, 
and b are fixed and z is large. In view of the property r(y+ I )-;-yr(y), 
we can always arrange matters so that the essential part of the calculation 
allows the peJ:tihent variable to be sufficiently large in. some sense. This i~ 
readily seen bywriting 

r(x+a) (x+b)m nz+a) + 
((x+bJ . (x+a)m T(z+b) 'Z = x m, (1) 

where rn i~a positive integer to insure that z is sufficiently large. F.urther 
in the case . of real v~ri1;1ble and parameter ~e can take a=O and 
0 <b< I. See fater remarks. Considerable information in this topic will be · 
found in the volumbes by Luke [l, 2]. 

In [1951] Tricomi and Erdelyi (3] gave the asymptotic expansion 

N-1 
r(z+a) _ a-b ~ (-)k Bk (C)(a) (b-a)k z-k 
nz+'b) - z L..i k ! 

k=O 

a~b -N b I +z 0( z ),c = a- + , 
lzl-+ oo, I arg (z+a) I ~ Tl'-E' E>O, (2) 

where Bk(C) (a) is the generalized Bernoulli polynomial. This expansion 
is noted in the Luke references. In rather recent times, several workers 
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· have dealt essentially with the special case a?=O, 'b=l without noting the . 
. Tricomf-Erdelyi expansion. 

· Consider 

(3) 

Phillips and Sahney [ 4] give the fitst· four terms in the asyi:µptotic .expansion 
ofH(n)• Thejr .result is, bu,t a ,~p,ectial ca~eof(2) with z=n+ 3 l 2 , a=l, 
b=l and with z-k in''the desce~ding series portion ot (2} expanded i11 desce
nding powers of n. They also: showed that the first two (three) terms of this 
series gives a lower (upper bouµ,4) ,forJ:( (n,)~ 

k ·" ~ -~ ''"""' "··" 

Bowman and SheJ!t<>.nf5] ·giwe tpe· first.16 coefficients in the asymp-
totic expansion for · . • • ' 

! i . • 

(. ) '(m/2) Y(m/2) 
g m = r{m/2+t) . (4) 

arid the corresponding coefficients in the continued ]-fraction. They note 
·th~t' these representatidns go back to Stieltjes, but they do not seem to 
recognlfe · that their • asymptotic :expansion is a special case of (2) with 
a ·o; b=l· ' 

All of this is a pre)ude , tq )l,l~ point •tqat' all the expansions noted 
above are inferior to··.~ result of Fields [6]fwhb proved that; · 

. JI' : (21'>) · · . . -2k 
r(z+aL__ a-'.b '°'. B2k (P) (l-:2J> )2k (I) 

. re~+ bJ....,. (l) £. ~t2k> 1 ·· · 
k=O 

+(l)a-b ( -?N O ro - ), ro = z+a-P, 

2P = l+a-b, lzl-:-+CXJ, I arg (z+a) I ~ 11-i;, i;>O. (5) 

Further, we will show that certain Pade frac.tions based on the 
series portion in (5) give rise to upper and lower bounds which are also 
quite powerful and certainly supperior. to the inequalit, previously noted. 
(In this connection, see the conCluding paragraph of this paper ) It appears 
that (5) was also unknown to the above authors. It is also recorded in [l, 2] 

and in [I], some expressions for early Bernoulli polynomials B!lP)(P) are 



posted. Fu,rther polynomials can pe found using a recursion •v1nrnt•a.~11.11.Ji1t··'"·' .·;.: 

i.s al.so given iri [l, 2], in affollow'~'up: ·paper:.Fields [7)gave an hnpro~~d 
order.estimate fq:i;. th~; r,eillaip:der. Note that (S) istan everi series in w-\ 
and it is this. feat11re which 'makes (.S} niore powerful than(:!)' ~n the· 
(oUo.wing;· we givt:'filrther- re'marks baseCl oh heuristjc evidence to support' 
this contention. Jf Q!Je is co01mitted to ~lie µse ·of (2), and tl).e variable and 
p~~ameters are r'ea1', one dm always. adjilst the variable so that in effect. 
a:.:..oand·O<b< l wht!rtce,Q<c< 1.· In this ev~nt, the series in (2) is not alter•' 
nating~ lndeed; it ca,.n be shown that E,kCc)(O) vanishesfor k=2, 4 .and 6for 
a ~alue of c, O<c'< 1. On the 'other hand, iri the use of (S), with real variable' 
and parameters, simple adjustµients can be maqe so that ip. essence, 0 <r=q · 

Iri this situation l!~~.~) (q}is.{)osit~ve (negative) when k is even (odd). Thuf 
>";. ;. . _,. '•. 

the series in {5)is alternatirit(and so we get~lower •and upper bounds for N 
even odd.iespectiVely. ' -~·. . -~ ·: .. . - · , 

'-- To illustrate the relative merits of(2) and (5), we' use the model 
a==!, b=1 whence P }. 

From'{2), 

:u· ( ) - r(Z,-f ~)-'- ;;:! ·v·· 1 >.·+· ·o(· -N-~) · z .~· r(z+ l}. - z ; Nxz _, z. , .· , 

N-1 

( 
... 'X'1 · .. -k 

VN_;:,)., ''~ , a,k,;ZJ·•.· 
,:/f,;=O ... 

(6). 

wher.e for exatnpldTa01 = 1, ain= -l/8,· a2 ":i" 1/128, and a3 - 5(1024: · 
From (5) 

U( ) - nz+!} -2 -~w () + 0( -2N-~ z -- f(z + l) - y N z z ), 

N-1 
~ k -2k : 4 

WN(z)=~ (-) bkY ,y=z+I, (7) 

k=O 

where for example b0 = 1, b1 :_ 1/4, b2 = 21(2, b3 = 671/128 and 

b4 = 180323/2048. The coefficients b5 , b6 , and b7 are given in [1, 2). In the 

following tablest we show computations for U(z) using the above approxi

mations for z=3 and z=4. 
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N 

3 

4 

N 

2 

3 

4 

z = 3, U (z) = :,5538~ 18284 

z-112 VN(z) Error 2y- 1 ~2 WN(Z) 

.57735 02692 -.235 (-lj .5~470 01962 

·~ 55329 40080 . 598 (-3) .55387 96338 

.55379, 51801 .976 (-4) .55389 23792 

.55389 95909 -.777 (-5) .55389 17768 

z = 4, U(z) == ·48465 53499 

z- 1 12 VN(z) Error 2y-112 WN(z) 

.5 -.154 (-1) •48507 12501. 

.48437 5 .280 (-3) .4846~ 16383 

.48461 91406 .362 (-4) .48465 54496 

.48465 72876 '"'.'•194 (-5) .48465 53443 

Err.:ir 

..;,808 (-3) . 

.122 (-4) 

-·551 (-6) 

.516 (-7) 

Error 

-.416 (-3) 

.371 (-5) 

-.997 (-7) 

.56 (-8) 

The superiority of (7) is ma~ifest. Note that the errors in the 
approximants fiom (7) alte~nate in sign as N sncreases and so we get the 

·bounds as pi:eviously noted. · 

We now consider WN<z). Let Un•n be the main diagonal Pade 
approximant of order ·n. Let U n.u+ 1 be the first subdiagonal Pade approxi
mariL In· the former case, the numerator and denominator are polynomials 
in 1 fy2 of degree n, while in the latter case, the numerator and denominator 
are polynomials in l/y2 of degree n and n+l respectively. We find it conve
nient to write the equivalent forms 

4y2 
U0 , 0 (z) = 1, U0.1 (z) = 4y 2 + 1 , U1,1 (z)= 

608y4+ 5048y2 
U L2 (z)= 608y4+5200y2 + 901 ' 

57664y4 + 120271~2 + 1719379 
U2,2 (z)= 57664y4+1217128y 2 +1985819' 

For z>O, we have the inequalities 

8y 2 + 19 
8y:.l +21 ' 

(8) 

(9) 



The following tables illustrate use of the Pade approximants for 
Z• = 1 (1) 4. Calculations for 2y,.... 1 /~ U2; 3 (z) are not provided, · · 

n 

0 

I 

2 

n 

0 

1 

2 

n 

0 

1 

2 

n 

0 

1 

2 

to read 

<~ = 1, u (z) = .88622 69255 

··2r:tt2 u (z) . · D'o Error 2y-11~ un•n+i (z) Error 

.89442 71910 -.820 (-2) .88557 14762 .656 (-3) 

.88633 28273 "'.",106 C-3) .88619 72165 .297(,-4) 

.88623 68357 -.791 (-5) 
/ 

z = 2, u (z) = .66467 01941 . 

2y-1 f2 U 0 rn(z) Error . ly""l/2 uo,n+l (z) Error 

.66666 66667 -.200 (,...2) .66461 53847 .54_7 (-i) 

.66467 ,36423 -.345 (-5) .66466 97750 .417 (-6) 

.. 66467 02639 -.698~(-:-7) . 

z = 3, U (z) = .55389 18284 

ly-112 U . (z) n>.n Error 2y-112 un•n+l (z) Error 

.. 55470 01962 -.808 (-3) .55388 08459 ~110 (-4) 

•. 55389 21843 -.156 (-6) ,55389 18052 .232 (-7) 

< .• 55389 18306 -.22 (-8) ----
z = 4, U (z) = .48465 53499 

2y"" 1 12 U°'0 (z) Error ly-112 Un,n+i(z) Error 

.48507 12501 -.416 (-3) .48465 20010 .335 (-5) 

.48465 54153 -.654 (-7) .48465 53472 .27 (-8) 

.48465 53500 -.1 {-9) 

Neglecting the remainder in (7), we can rearrange this expression 

.!. { 22z p~ (z + 1) l 2 
Y r (2z+l) f {WN(z)}2 (10) 



.·· ,Ifz is a positiv~ inJeger, we. can evaluat~ the rigllt hand sh;le and 
;so hayean appro4imation for .11 for ;~ach,.N,! E(!.uation ,{6) qa-q.b~ treate~ 
in a similar fas_hion; Numerics showing the superiority of ('i) will be found 
rr1 [t, 2J. . . · 

. In a preyious paper'(8), I ·.not~d the works oil nume.rous authors 
, concerning two ·.sided inequalities f~r f(z + l )/q,e·+ J). .F:urth~(, ineq~ 

ualitiesfor tbe latter have been given by ·slavic [9) iinC:I Sh~fet [IO] .. For 
!he same number of terms, the inequalities.noted in (?·~~) are,_muyh sharper 
than any others kno'wn to me, 
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ABSTRACT 

In the present paper, we introduce a new integral transform, 
involving Bessel functions as kernel. Inversion formula is established and 
some properties are giv~n. The.mmsform can be used to 8olve certain class 
of mixed boundary.value problems. 

I. Definition a~d Inversion · F.ormula We consider the 
Bessel's differential equation (3] 

(1) 

with the conditions 

(2) y (a)= 0, y (b) + hy' (b) = 0. 

The general solution of ( 1) can be written as 

(3) y (x) = C1 JV (,\x) + c'J Yv (.\x) 

where C1 , C2 are arbitrary constants, and Jv(x) andyv(x) are the Bessel's 
functions of first and second kind respectively. 

We want to obtain solutions of (1) which satisfies the conditions 
(2). Hence, we have 

(4) C1 Jv (.\a) + C2 yv (.\12) = 0 
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• 
(~) 

I - _- - . , I 

C, [ Jv(i\b)+h ,\ ]v(,\.b) J f: C2 [Yv (.\~)+h AYv(.\b) J . 0. 
From (5) and (6), we can deduce 

(6) C1 Yv(,\a) . [Yv (A.b)+h A.y'~(Xb)] 
C2 ,·-: !v(~<!). [Yi.:(A.b)+h 11'v{.\h)J ·. 

Thus, the function given by (3) is the solution of· the equation (I), 
with conditions (2), if A. is a root of the transcendental equation . 

- -. -- ,,,-. • t ,... - • 

(7) lv(A.a) [Yv(..\b)+hA.y' v(,\b)] -yv(,\a) [Jv(,\b) +h ,\ J'v(A.b) ]=O. 

(8) 

Introducing the following notations, 

Av(AN)·'-'.".' J~{,\x) 4-. h ,\ J'~(.\x}; .. 

. Bv(.\..~) ~ J'it(.\rc) + k 1' y' v(i\1\') .· 

(7) can b·e written as 

· Jv(.\a) ~v(i\b)~yv(M) 4v0fr=- 0. 
/ , . ·; 

Let ,\i ( i= 1, 2, 3,. .. ) b_e tl:le p()~i.tive roots of the equajon (8). 
Then, from (4) and (5), we have 

c ... . .. ':. . . .· 
y{x) = (~· ) [Jv(.\.(X) Yv(.\1a) ._ Yv(.\1~) Jv( ,\ia)J 

Y11 1a . . . 

(9) 

Then the following functions are th~ s9h1tions of the t>quation (l), 
with conditions (2) : 

(JO) C1, (.\1x) = [yv (,\ia)+Bv(,\ib)] 1v (Ai x)

[ Jv (Aia)+Av (,\ib) ] Ji, (.\ix). 

Now according the theory of Sturm-Liouville [l], the functions of 
the system (10) are orthogonalon the interval [a, b] .with weight function 
x, that is . 

(11) 

( 12) 

b S x C1, (,\i x) Cv (/.i x) dx = 0, i ~ j 
a 

b . f x C2v (.\ 1 x) dx = 11 C" (l.i x) 11 
2

• 

a 



If a fuqction/ (x}'an~ its, fir~t .. d~riy.~t~y~ l;lfe pi,~c~J7is~.:cJ:ntinuo:us , 

on the interval [a, b], then· the rCiatlon · 
' .' . . b 

T [f(x),.a, b, ii; Ai] =fj; (ii}:== J xf'(x) Cv (A1 x) dx. 
a 

defines an i:ntc:gral transform, whet~ Ai are the: posjt·ive roots· ofthe equatibtt 
(8). To obtain the invt;rsion formula, let 

(13) 

00 . 

f (x)= ~·· ~r Cv·::(Ai x). ·· . 

i=l 

Multiplying both sidesby x Cv {Ai x), U; fi;ed) integrating with respect to 

x between a and, b, we get 

(14) 

Hence 

p5) 

b . 

f xf (x) Cv (Ai x) dx. . "'.", .. 
a · .. fv·(Ai) 

. a~ ·· 11 Cv (Ai x) II 2 . -II Cv(Aix) II 2 

co 

. i <x> 1±:· .E 
i=l 

i ... 1, 2, 3, ... ' 

where the summation is, ta~,en ove.r aff the p68-itive ro()ts .f?f t~.e :eqhation ( 8). · 

Using some well known properties of the Bessel functions [2, p. 

634, 968, 969 ] we can easily derive 

(16) II Cv (Ai x) II 2 = ! M 2 (Aj, a, b) { b2 P (A~; b; v) -a2 P (.\i; a; v)} 

- M (.\; a, b) N (?q, a, b) { b2 Q (.\;, b, v) - az Q (Xi, a, v) } + 

where 

+~ N 2 (Ai, a, b) {b2 R (,\i, b, v) - a2 R (Ai, a, v)} 

M P·i• a, b) = Yv (Ai a) + Bv (Ai b) 

N (Ai> a, b) = Jv (Ai a) + Av (A; b) 

P (Aj, µ.; v) = 12 v (Ai !k)-Jv-1 (Ajµ.)Jv+t (Ai P.) 



, 
-Jv-1 (Ai IJ.)Yv (Aiµ.), 

(17) 
2 . -

~(Ai, P.; v) = )'v (A1/J.) '."'.)'v-l(1i J4)Yv+ 1 (,\i P.) . 

(p.=a, b). 

2. Some Properties of the transform. The following properties, 

can be easily varified from the definition of the transform 
r / 

(18) T [af(x)+/3 g (x), a, b, v; Ai] =a T:ff(x), a, b, v; A1l+P T [g(x). 
a,b,v: Ad 

[ ' J l [ Aai]. (19) T ;f(ax). a, b, v; Aj =az- T f(x), aa, b a, v; 

. d2 j I df v2 
Transform of g (x) = -d 2 + ~ -d ~-2 f •. x x x x 

Let 
b . . . 

(20) l= J x_ ( f"(x)+ ! J' (x)) Cv (1i x) dx 
a " 

b b . 
: fa xf" (x) Cv Pix) dx+ f af' (x) Cv (AJX) d_x 

As the functions Cv (A1 x) satisfies the Bessel's differential equation 

we have 
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which, on simplification gives. 

Transform of xv. Fl,'om the definition. we have 

. . . . . 

T [xv, a, o, v; J\i]= f x1'+I C {A.ix) dx. · 
.. , a. " .... · 

Using the result[?, p. 634] 

. where ZP (x) is c.ne of the PtSsd fucticns, ard aftn a Iittl~ simplification, 

we obtain 

Tra.nsfOrm of a constant. We can easily derive 

. a. [. h 
(24) T [a, a, o, O; ,\j) = ,\i:i , h C0 (A.i h) +a .\i C' 0 (.\ia) 

· 3. Applicatio11,s. The tramform introduced in the previous sec:-
. . 

ticm Cal! be mtd to Slhe a ce1tain dassofmixed boundary value problems. 

For exr mp le, the tramform can be applied in problems of conduction of 

teat in hollow cylir ders, when one lc.teral face is kept at a prescribed 

it:rrperature, while tl:e ether radiates heat in the surrounding medium. A 

syslematic use of this aansfo1m along v..itb some other suitable transform 

on l:e ust:cl to rnlH p101:lcms of tolkw qlirders (finite, ~erri-infinite or 

infinite). 

In n.e stc()J:d ra1t of this p~ptr the autho1s propose.to solve some 

problems of conduction of heat in rnt:rentric hollow cylinders. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this note is to establish a transformation formula 
involyingthe general hypergeometric function FC 3 > [x,y, z] ofthree'Vflria
bles introduced .. ~arlfor by Srivastava [7]. · Du,e to the very g~neral nature 
of the transformation formula. obtained here, a number ~f results (known 
as wdf a~ ~ew) folfows as particufar cases. • 

The hypergeom;tric function F<3 l (x, j', zl of thr~e variables has 
. been defin~<,l by .Si:iva&t;i.v~:in the forrp. (se,e [7]; p. 4W) : 

(1) 
[

(a) : : (b) ; {b.'); (b") : (c); (c') ; (c"); J 
pcs> x,y, z 

00 

m,n, P=O 

(f):: (g); (g'); (g") : (h) j (h'); (h"); 

((a))m+n+P ((b))m+n ((b'•)n+P ((b"))p+m ((c))m ((c!))n 

(( J ))m+n+P ((g))m+n \(g')) n+ P (lg") h+m \. (h))m ( (h' })" 

((c"J)p Xm Jn zP 
((h"))p m ! n ! p ! ' 

which is valid under certain restrictions on the parameters, etc. Here (a) 
is taken to denote the sequence of A parameters a1, a2 , •. , aA, that is, 
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unless otherwise stated, there are A or' the a parameters, B of the h parameters, 
,A 

and so on. Thus ((a))m is to be interpreted as II (a1)m; w:ith similar inter

j= 1 
pretations for ((b))ro, etc. Further (a)m ""' r(a+m) /Pfa). 
An empty product in (1) is 1lO be treated as unity. 

2. Main ' Result. we . establish the following transformation 
forqiula : 

(2) (1-x)-A. (1-y)-P. {1-z)-v FCSl · -~ ·• 
· . [(.a) :": (/J. ).; (b') ;. (h") : (c); (c'); (c"); 

. - (f):: (g); (g'); (g") :(h); (h'); (h"); -

( 
•a. x ·)8 c·. -/3 y ._ . )' 8 . c· ' ,..."/ z )8J 

· (l-x)(l-y) (l-z) ' (1-x} (l-y)(l-z). ' tl-x) (l-y) (l-z) · 

00 
(>i)R (µ.) S ( v)T R .s T 

L 
x y z· 

= 
R! S! T! 

R,S,T,=0 

. FCS)[ (a)=_: 'A (a,v+'.lJ, (b); 6 ·.(8,>.+R), (b'); .6. (8, t.t+S), (b"): 

A ( 8, ~ ), 6 ( o, µ. ), 6 (a, v ), (f) : : (g); ,(g'); (g 6
) : 

_ t, (8, -R), (c) ; !:::... (a,_ ~S), (. c') ; A (81 -T), (c') ; 8 0 - 8 ]. 
. . a ~P ,'Y 

' (h) ;(h'); (h") ; ' 

where o is a positive integer, and /:),. ( m, a) stands for th" m parameters 
afm, (a+l)/m , ... , (a+m-1)/m. · 

The formula (2) is valid under the conditions 

A+B+B"+C ~ F+G+G»+H, A+B+B'+C' ~ F+G+G'+H', 

A+B'+B"+C" ~ F+G·+G"+H", and Jxi<l,/yl <l,jzj < 1; 

but if A+B+B"+C=F+G+G''+H+l,A+B+B'+C'= F+G+G'+H'+1, 

A+B'+B"+C"=F+G'+G"+H"+l,then/xj, lyl,Jzl, la), /P/,and 

J '/ I are to be restricted appropriately, so that the series involved are either 

terminating of convergent. 

Proof: Substituting for FP> in the left-hand side of (2) from (1) and 
making use of the elementry expansion : 
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CXJ 

(3} E (n) r xr 
r ! = (1-x)-n , 1.x I < 1, 

r=O 

we obtain 

CXJ 

((j )}m+n+p ((g))m+n ((g'))n+P ((g"))p+m'((h))m ((h'))n ((h"))p 
n::,n, P=o 

. (-a)mB (-/3)n3 (~"/)pa ~ (X+mB+nB+PB)r 
. ml n! pl . £.J r I s I t I 

.· r,s,t=O 

Inverting the order of summation, which is justified due to absolute conver
gence ef the series involved, substituting r+ma = R, s+nB = S, t+PB= T, · 
making use of the relationships [6, pp. 22, 32] : 

. m . 
. <4)· II ( a+i-1) , n <-I)k n·.i 

(a)mk = mmk -m-· - k ; (-n)k =, (n-k) ! ' O~k!s;;n ; . 
i=l 

and 5implifying, we get the right-hand side of {2) . 

. 3. Spedal Cases-We give below some of the particular cases 
which are belieyed to be new. 

(i) Putting 8 =I in (2) and replacing x by x/ .\, y by y/ µ., z by z/v, ·a bp A,a, 
(3 by J.Lf3 and 'Y by v'Y, we obtain 

[ 

(a): : (b); (b. '); (b") : (c); (c'); c1
'); 

(I-x/J..)-A. (l-y/1~)~!" (1-z/v)-'V FP) 
(f):: (g); (g'); (g"): (h); (h'); (h''); 

-ax -f3y -'YZ J 
(-l--x-,-/11,._)-.,.(~l-yfP.f(i-z/~)' (l~x/'Af(Cy/J.L) (1-z/v) ' (l-x/A.)(l-y/P..)(1-z/v) 

~ 
R,S,T=O 

R S T co 
(>..)R (M)s (1')y (x/11) (y/µ,) (z/v) L 

RI Sf T ! r,s,t=O 

((a))1+•+t 
((ll))r+s+t 
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(v+T) r+s ((b))r+• (A.+R)s+t ((b'))s+t{(µ+S)t+r ((b''))t+r. 
(J.i)r-HJ+t (v)r+s+t ((f))r+s+t ((g))r+s ((g'))s+t ((g"))t+r 

(-R)r ((c))r (-S)s ((c'})s (~T)t ((c"))t ((A~))r ((p.(3))s (vi')'t 
((h)) r ( (h'))8 ( (h")Jt r ! s ! ti 

Proceeding to limits as A.~oo, µ~oo, v~oo, we obtain 

,, ..•.... ·. ".···[' .. (a .. ). : :.{b .. );.(b'.J;{b."). =. (.c) .. ; .(c.··,·)·;· (r:···· .. ) ; .. ·. . . . . ] ... 
(5),, eHY+z.pcs~! , • , , , _ ,' <. _ , " ..• , .. ; • \ . , ::.:a,_x, :.py, -'YZ 

(f): :_(g); (g'); (g1>): (h); (h'); (h"}; 

00 
. R S T . ·[·.(a):: (b); {b;) (.b· .. ·)·:-R, .(t.);·-. S .•. (.c');-7, (c"); J · 

_ = L x y z. [i'(3) . a,f3,"t 
R,S T=O RI S! T! . (f):: (g); (g'); (g''): (hj;(ll;); (h"); 

(ii) If W~tiike l5 9:: 2; r€lplac~ a2 by A_2a, {3 2 by 14 2 /3, y2 by v2y, x by x/A., 
y byy/p., z by z/v and proceed as in (i) above, we get the transformation 
fptiiiUla . 

_ r-l (a) = .. = (b); (b;); (b';): (c); (ci); (c''); . J 
(6) ex+y+z pcsl a.x2, 13y2, yz2 

( f):: (g); (g'); (g"): (h); (h'); (h"); 

00 R. s T 
~ x y z 
L.J R! S! Tl 

R,S,T=O 
[

(a) : : {b); (b'); (b'') :6(2,-R), (c); ts(2,-S), (c'); 
pcsl 

(f) : : (g); (g'); (g") : (h); (h'); (h") : 

A (2, ·-T)\ (c'');. J .. 
4a., 413, 4y . 

---:-~.-~-"""'.'"-; 

(iii) On tak'ing A=B=B'=B"=F=G=G'=G''=O i~ (2), F<s'> breaks intQ 
the product of three hypergeometric functions and it takes the form 

(7) 
\

-(c) ; ( - ax ) 0 J 
(1 ·-x)-A. O-:Yr· 11

, (l.-·z)-
1
' cF H _(h); (1-x) (l·-·J') (l-z) 

[
(c'); ( -f3y. 8 ] l(c");( -'YZ )8] 

C'F H' (h'); ( 1-xJ (l-y) (1-:) C''F H'' l_nz''); ()-x)(l-y)(l-z) 

co 
(') ( ) () R S T \---:: b. (8,v+T) ;6 (O-,A+R; 
I\ R µ. S v yx J' z p(s) 

---~---,,__,... - 6 (8, ,\), 6 (8,/k), 6 (8, 1•) : : 
R!S!T! ~ 

2: 
R,S,T = 0 
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!>, (8,P:tS): 6(8, -R), (c);6 (8, -S), (c'); 6,(8, -T), (c"); 8 a a·] 
. a ,[3 ' 'Y • 

---'- : (h) ; (h') ; (h") ; . . 

On specializing the parameters in FC3), it· yields the fourteen 
hypergeometric functions F 1 , F 2 , ... , F 14 of three variables, defined expli
citly by Lauricella [4, p. 114], and the three additional .functions HA, HB 

and He, defined by Srivast~va (cf., e.g., [8], pp. 99-100); it also reduces to 

Appell functions and other functions of similar nature. Thus the transfor'." 
mation discussed here becomes a key result. In particular, the results of 
Mahajan [5], Brafman [1], Chaundy . [3], and Jain and Dave [4], can be 
obtained by the proper choices of the parameters _and variables involved. 
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ABSTRACT 

The aim of the present note is·to illustrate the applj.cati0n of the 
differential operator Tk = x (k+xD), D ·- d/dx, _in obtaining generating 
relations of a general type. _Thus we have derived here an interesting 
known generating relation for the multivariate H-function introduced hy 
H. Mi. Srivastava and Rek.ha Panda [41. The. c?rrespond_ing generating 
relation for the #-function of two. variables, . which is also 'quite genen1.l 
in nature~A-ollows as its particular.case. 

I. Introduction 

Srivastava and Panda [5] defined the H-function of several com
plex variables z1 , z2 , ••• , Zr by means of the following multiple contour 
integral [4, p. 121, Eq. (1.10)] 

0, ,\: (µ,', v') ; ... ;(µ,Cr), v(r)) ([(a): 8',., gCr)] : [(b'): 0'] ; ... ; 

HA, C,: [B',D'] ; ... ;[BU), DC')] [(c) : •/;' , .. ., ip <')]: [(d'): 8'] ; ... ; 

[(b<') ) : 0cr> ] ; Z1 , .. '·':'.r ) 

[(dUl): 8C') J; 

... (l.l) 
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where 
µCi) vCl) 

II l' [djCl>-oj(I) Ci) n r '[l .-bj(I) +0i(l) Cd 

~ i (Ci)= """".7'-·=-~~C~i> ______ _,,J'-.,_,,:_i __ Jj_c~1)~-·---------
. 11 rr1..:..dj 0 >+~i< 1 >c~1 Il r[ei< 1 >c::.~i0>ciJ 

j=µ,c1>+1 · j:::-:vr1.!+J 
V,. 

.. (l.2\ 
;.., r 

II P [1-ai + !;' Bi(l) Ci] 

r 

e1°~ ciJ.Il r[1_,_~j+iiµ,j< 1 > c;J 
j=l i=l 

... (1. 3) 

where the.varioqs syl!ibols, notations and, condition~ on parameters can be 
referred to in the papers by Srivastava and fl~nda U:4J, [5]). Also, £0:110,wing 
~rivastava and Banda [Zoe. cit.]; we shall use a c:.onuacte4 notati~;,n a~O:: 

write the fint member of (l.l)in the a.bbreviated form . 

0, /..,: (~',v' ).; ... ; ( p.cr>, v~r>)(' 1 ·)· (· Z1 )' 
H . . · : · or H : 

A, C: [B', D'] ; ... ;[BU>, DU>] · Zr .·. • Zr ' 
whenever no ambiguity or co.nfusion arises~ 

The multiple integral in (L 1) converges absolutely if 

\ arg (zi) I < !i 1T b.i, i=l ,. .. , r 
where 

A v<t> 
6i = l: ej<1>+ L 0i(1) 

j=1\+1 j=l 

c µ, ( i) 

~ if; j ( 1) + z 
j=l }=l 

B<t> 
J; 0i(i) 

j=;c1>+1 

fl(i) 

oi Ci> - z 
j=0<1>+1 

0 J ( i) 

... (1.4) 

>0, i= 1,. . ., L 

2. Generating relations for the H-function of several complex varia!iles, 
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We shall ma~e use of the following operational formula, which 
is essentially th~ same as that given by Mitial (l], in obtaining the known 
generating relation (2.4)given below. 

00 

... (2.1) 

'where v = xz (1+v)~+ 1 , p being a constant, f (x) admits a formal power 
l!eries in x, Tk ~ x (k+x Dj, D=d/dx, and Tkn means that the operator Tk 
is repeated n times. Taking 

f (x) = H( {11.x~i) 
i Yrfx<Tr .. 

in {2;1) arid assuming that T k operates on x alone, the left-hand side of . 

(2.1) is given by 

(277w) r 

The interchange of the order of integration and dtfferentiation is 

easily seen to be permissible under the conditions stated. Now evaluate 

... (2.3) 

and substitute the values in (2.1) from (2.2) and (2 .3 ). Further, putting 

z=t/x, y 1=z1 xcr 1 ,. •• ,Jr =Zr x<Tr, and interpreting the result by means of 

(I. I) and ( 1.3), we obtain the following known generating relation for the 

multivariate H-function. 
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co ' 
·~ (- l)n ~ 0, .;\ + 1 : ( p.', v') ; ... ; (p.Cr)~ vcr> ) .· 
LJ n.! H 

n=O A+l, C+l: [B', D']; ... ; [BU),D(r)] 

( 

l + a + {3n: u1 ,. •• ,a!' } : [(a): (}' , ... , (JU) J : [ (b'): 0'] ; .. ,; 

· [l+a+,en+n: <T 1 , ••• , O'r]: [ (c): if/, ... , ifiCr)]: [(d'): B'] ; ... ; 

[(b(r)_): 0 (r)]; ) 
Z1 , · , Zr . .· 

[ (dCC>): acr>J; 

_ (l+v)a+l HO,.;\: (p.', v') ; ... ; (p.CC), vCr>) (· ?1 /(1 +v{1). 
1 ~ ... (2.4) 

- v A, C: [8', D'j; ... ; [BC"), DCC>] z /(l+v)<Tr 

Where V=t (l+v)f3+l, O"i > 0, i=l , ... , T and the Conditions (1.4) and (1.§) 
are also satisfied. 

Particular cases 

(1) For r=2, we have the following generating relation for the H function 
of twp variables 

0, n1 : m2 , n2 ; m3 , n3 
H 

Pi, q1: P2, q2 ; p3, q3 

... (2.5) 

where the contracted notation for the (Mittal-Gupta [2]) H-function of two 
variabks, used in (2.5), is due to S,rivastava and Panda [5, p. 266, Eq. (1.5) 
et seq.]. 
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(2) Taking all a's, {J's, •ls, 8's1 A's, B's, E's, F's, u 1 ,.and cr 2 equal to unity 
in (t.5), we obtain the corresponding generating relation- for G-function of 
iwo variables which is recently being derived by Shukla [3]. 

The result (2.4) was obtai.ned earlier by Srivastava and Panda. 
[4, p. 130, Eq. (4.3)] adopting a different method. The present note shows 
the importance and utility of the differential oeerator Tk in obtaining the 
g!merating relation. A number of other. generating relations involving 
different special functions can also be obtained by this method, but we omit 
the details. 
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I. lntrod~ction ·.; 

The ''purpose· of this pa pt r .. is to sho~ how the algQrirhm of the 
routing problems. may be used to ()btain ipprp:idmate. ll.oluti9ns of varia
tional problems. 

In Sections 2 we give a diffcult variatior.al problem and explain 
why the Euler-Lagrange <qua' icn n nut be .usrd directly. In Section 3, 
we show how the routing algoritlm can be applied. In Section 4, we show 
how this could be n:odified to include the free boundary problem. Finally, 
in Section 5, we n 2le H n.e rrrra1 h al:< ut hew a ~mooth approximate can 
be obtained. 

2. An Example 

Let us consider the functional 
10 

J. (u) = S (u' 2 + .t2 u4) dt 
. 0 

Let us assume that u is subject to the constraint u(O) = u(lO) = k· 
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Elementary use of functional analysis establishes the existance of 
the solution of a minimum. This minimization function satisfies the Euler0 

Lagrange equation u"-2t2 u3=0, u(O) = u(lO)-'"'?'::~· 

'rhis is a non-linear differential equatio~- subje~t -to a two-point 
boundary Coodition. It must be solved by a method of successive approxi~ 
mation. Because of the length of. the interva1;-YtJ:Hs method may not 
eon verge. 

Let us add the constraint O~ u ~l. We know then that the desired 
solution lies in the rectangle O~u~ l, O~t~lO. 

In general, either from mathematical -or physical considerations, 
. we can determine the region in which the solution must lie. Let us take 
this rectangle and take cross"'.sectior;is. at- t .interval of.1 /10. Along each cross
section, let us take a gride of 100 points. 

The number of points we;. take depends upon the accuracy we 
want and the time we are willing to devote to the problem. Se.e the figure 
below. 

u 
1' 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

L-------------------~---~t 
0 

The nodes are now the points on the_ cross-sections. The "time" to 
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go from the i-th node from ohe cross-section to the j-th node on the next 
~cross-section is given by 

From each point there are 100 possible points to go to. However 
in reality there are not. We can bound the slope of the solution a priori 
or we can ask for a smooth approximation. 

These are the generalized times. The tii's may be calculated ahead 
of time or as we nee'd them. To calculate them we use a method of succe' 
ssive approximation. A good initial approximation will just be the straight 
line connecting the two modes. 

Once we have calculated the tu' s, we can use the routing algorithm 
to determine the approximation. 

4. Free boundary Problem 

Let us now assurne that the boundary. conditions are u (0)=!, 
u' (10)=0. At the final step we impose the last condition to determine the 
tn. A good iaitial approximation is now a line parallel to the t-axis. 

S .. Conclusion 

The approximation obtained in this way may be smoothed in 
various ways. Alternatively, it can be used as an initial approximation for 
another method. 
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A:BS'ERACl; 

·The object of this paper is.to in.itiate a systematic study of a new 

class of polybomials .whi!Sh j~nifies ... C; -·~~.· ·'Y~ll !;ls procyid~s C(fl!P 
sions of) several known sysstems ot:•polynomiaJs which are embraced by th~L~.'.....c, 

generalized Humbert polynomials of H. W; Go\l~Cl L~l EUl~ ;tb~ J;~~.~11-f g~~~~, 

raJization.of Laguerre, Jacobi, Hermite, and other J!.Qlynomials that 

introduced into analysis by R. Panda [5}'{§ee ~180 {lj, ~MJ andf7H. 
. ' . hm'c'l;.f. '· " 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, having been motivated by the earlier works of Rainville 

[7, p. 137, Theorem 48], Chandel. ([l], [2J) and Jain [4], Rekha Panda [5] 

introduced an elegant generalization of several known polynomial systems 

belonging to (o,r providin,g extensions of) t.pe families of the classical Jacobi 

Hermite and Laguerre polynomials poyno,miaJs by means of the generating 

relation 

(1.1) (l -t)-C c_ c~. r] 
,• (l"""""".0 

00 

,L; gen (x, r, s) t", 
n='O 
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where 
00 

( 1.2) G [z] = E Yn Zn , i'o ?60, . ~ . . 

n=O 

A comparison of ( 1.1) with t.he generating function [-3, p. 697] 

w 

(l.3) (C-t:ixt+ ytm)p ~ L P0 (m:X, y, p, C) t" 
n=O .. 

for the generalized Humbert polynomials of Gould f31 suggests that it would 
be interesting and worthwhile . to study a new class of polynomials 
{ f'

0 
(x,y, r, m) / n=O, I, 2, ... } d'efiiie.d by the generating relation 

; CXJ 

(l'.'4) (I+ytrnrc G [ (l+;~my J = J: fnc_(x, y, r, m) tn -~ 
;in=O 

·where, as in (1.l}anQ (1.2), 

.00 

(1.4) G [z] ..,;,, E jri Zn., 

n=O 

m ~ 1 is an integer a.od other parameters arc unrestricted in general. 

From (l.4) and (1.5) it is easy to deduce that fna (x,y, r, m) is a 
a polynomial of degree n in x with its explicit representation as 

[n/m](-c-nr+mrk ) 
(1 6) fnc (x,y, r, m) = .I; . ;k 'Ya-mk xn-mk 

k=O k 

On choosing "In appropriately and restricting r to integral values, the right 
member of (1.6) may also he put in hypergeornetric form. 

It is obvious that wheny = -1, and m=l, (1·4) would correspond 

to the special case s=l of (Ll), whereas on taking Y0 = ( -m ) 0 (~), c =-P 
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and r = l, ( 1.4) would tranaform, into (h.3) W!ith C= 1. Thus the cfass of 
polynomials {f~~ (x?.!1.• r, m) / n-0, I, 2, 1.a: defin:ed: by1 ('~L,4) :and (;:i.5!) 
provides an interesting i.mificatioll' as WeH.as generalization ofthe various 
polynomials included gn c (x, r, 1) and the generalized Humbert polynomial·· 
Pn (m, x,y, p, I) which ir:S:elf is a generalization of several kno:Wn,pplypo
miais' inGltitliirg those'of :Cege-rrdre, Gegenoauer; Hiimoe~t, T6hebycheff, 
Princherle, and many otliern For the different conditions on the parameters 
of fn o (x, y, r, m) uud.er· w·hiob :it; reduces to the>. p'aiynottll~}s>'Iiientiottf!H 
above and many others, e. g,, the polynomials .of Sister Ceitne,)apobi, Rice 
reference m~y bcfm:acle'to [3]; [4Jand'[5T. · 

J,tein•go.cm·ottwtetl. l?y·the .. observatiq:ns,mentioned in the.:ab<Sve I?lilra'! 
graphsi w~ initiate with tlfis··paper a· systematic study of ihe pdl~nomials 
fnG (x,y, r, m). In Section 2'of this paper we dtrive a gerieratfog rilnction 

for·' f~c+ari' (x;.y;·r, m) af!d'diS-c·us:s- mr various particular cas~·s a'n'd~'tlieit 
application'S·' rir the ;derivatfons of' s6me expansion formul!fe. Se-ct:ion13 
incorporates a number of recurrence relations for fnc (x,y, r, m); In"S:eetlorl: 
4 we give some additional results for the particular ca~ yn;-=1/n l pf 
f

0 
c (x,y, r,;f11). which h:as 'been denoted·by•;Iln~ (x-,y;<r, m)'. 

In what follows, . for the sa!<e of brevity, .we .shall a~Breviate 
j

0
c (x,y, r, m) :l;>y fu c (x}'and" f'cn (~. y, r; mrtN'.f~0"(~)".'un1e'ss tlie~> 1s~afiy 

ambiguity regardingt9~ber par~mete~s. · 

2. J,~~nerati~qtt!'if~ti9n·t~~}ncf1fln: (ic) 
. , ' ' 

The generating function tbanve propose td ·deriv:edn···th.is· sectfon..iis -

00 
"\' .c+an (l+ywm)l-·c [ xw J 

(2.1) L...i Jn (x) t" = I +y(l +um)wm G (1 + ywrn)' ' 
n=O 

where 

(2.2) w = t (1 +Y wmf<T, W (0) = 0, 

a is an arbitrary complex number and Y n• the coefficient of;,," in the power 

series for G [ <:], is independent of c. 

To prove (2.1 ), we start with the function 
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. I , 
· , · · [n/m](:~c-m'+lnrk ')' ; .·. 

(2.S) F (An,Y• r; m, c}.:..:.. z. · .. ' '' ' · ' :. jk An-'mk 
. k=O ·.· k .. · . 

00 ' 

'where {An}, is' an arbitrary sequence s,uch, that· _L; I An I < oq, m ;> 1.is an_ 

n=O 
,f,ntegei; ~nd .o.ther parameters are unrestricted in general: 

'. 
For arb!trary complex valud of<r, it is easy to see that 

00 00 00 
. . . . (-c-un-rn-umk ) 

(2;4) ,Z F(An, y, r, m~ c+un) tn ~ L; A0 tn L; k ( ytm)k. 

n=O n=O k=O 

On summing the inner s.eries on the right hand side of (2.4) with the, help 
of th~ following consequence (1f Lagrange's expansion formula (6, p. 302, 

Problem 216]: · 

£ ·( •:h•) .~ = (I+•J•+• c 1-"'(h~1i» r •, 
n=O 

(2.5) 

w~ ge~ after a little simplification the ,.general formul~ 

00 

(2.6) ~. F(A8 , y, r, m, c+un) t" = 

n=O 
where w'is given by (2.2). 

In (2.6) if we take An = Yn ,.n and then make us~ of (I 6) and ( 1.5) 
we are immediately Jed to the generating function (2 1 ). 

Alternatively, we may start with the following consequence of the 

generating function ( 1.4) 

[n/m] 
+nc (x)= ~ (c-bhk!(-y)k jb ( ) 

Jl ~ n-mk X' (2.7) 
k=O 

and then arrive at (2.1) by using the method illustrated by Singhai [8]. 
Yet another method of proving (2.1) would run parallel to that of Rekha 
Srivastava [9] which she employed for deriving a corresponding generating 
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function for {+ 11n (x, r, s ) wherein 'by putting s=J·we shall get the"case 
m= I, y_:_ -1 of om result (2.1). · .. 

For u=O, (2'1) evidently reduces to (1.4), whereas the substit~tfon 
CT= -1 /m transforms it to · 

(X) • 

(2.8) L f ~-n/m {x) tn = ( 1-ytm )c-l G [ xt (1-ytm{-l/m]. 

n=O 

On the other han~ by putting a= '-2/m we shall get 

(2.9) 

(X) 

n=O 

f c-2n/m (x) tn 
n 

=(l-4ytmf 2 1+'V
2
1-4ytm G X t . · + y ;-4ytm i( , / -· ')c [ ( 1 .r - )r:-.2/m .] ... 

Various other Particular case3 of (2.1) can be given by·particula· 
rizing fn c (x) and assigning different values to CT. 

Finally, it is to be mentioned here that the particular case (2.8) of. 
(2 .1 ), when expressed in the form 

00 .' 

(2.10) 

yields the expansion formula 

[n/m] 

(2 11) f ~-n/m (x) = L 
k=O 

= ( 1-y 1m )c-l G [ xt ( 1_.:y tm{-l/m], 

(b-c)k 
k! 

yk f b+k-n/m(x), 
n-mk 

which is analogous to the similar consequence of ( 1.4) given by equation 

(2. 7) above. 

3. Recurrence Relations 

If we denote the left memlJer of (1.4) by U (.:t', t), then it is readily 
s et ri that U (x, t) satisfies the differential equation 
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function for gc+l]n (x, r, s) wherein 'by putti~g s~;Lwe shall get the 'case 
m= l, y= - l of ~ur result (2.1). ;. . · 

For cr=O, (2·1) evidently reduces to (1.4), whereas the substittition 
u = - l /m transforms it to · · 

00 

(2.8) L f ~-n/m (x) t" = ( 1-ytm )c-l G [ xt {i-ytm)r-l/m], 

n=O 

On the other haad by putting a= -2/m weshall get 

00 

(2.9) 

n=O 

~(1-4ytm)-!( I+ v;-=4Yt" )'a [ x t (1 +v'~ y-2
/m J 

Various other Particular cases of (2.1) can be given by-particula
rizing fn c (x) and assigning different values to u. 

Finally, it is to be mentioned here that the particular case (2.8) of 
(2.1), when expressed in the form 

(2.10) 

yields the expansion formula 

[n/m] 

(2 11) f ~-n/m (x) = ~ 
k=O 

= ( 1-y em )c-l G [ xt ( 1_.:y em)'-l/m], 

(b-C)k 

k ! 
yk f b+k-n/m(x), 

n-mk 

which is analogous to the similar consequence of ( 1.4) given by equation 

(2. 7) above. 

3. Recurrence Relations 

If we denote the left memuer of ( l.4) by U (.~, t), then it is readily 
s et n that U (x, t) satisfies the differential equation 
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(4.4) 

(4.5) 

= 

(4.7) rb1+ .. +bk+l-k-nf1'fl(x1+· .. +xJ.. 
n 

rn/m]-1 
~ ""-' (.). ( .)'k' L: r k ~!c-Y 

k=O 
c 

I'n-·mk;-m (x), n~m. 

Lastly, we give the mixed generating function 

00 

(4·9). L: rc+an (x+nz, y, r, m) t0 

n 
n=O 

v-c exp (xu/vr) 
=~~~~~~---=---"---'---'-~~~~~~ 

l-u[-amyum-i v- 1 +zv-r { l-mryumv-1}] ' 

where u and v are given by 
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(4.10) 

Our form1.1Ia (4.9) is analogous to the mixed generating function for 
gc.n (x, r, s) given earlier by Rekha Srivastava [9]. The proof of (4.9) would~ 
also run parallel to the proof given in [9]; we, therefore, omit the details. 
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foequalities for Appell's functions F1 and F2 are obtained for 
positive real arguments and certain specified ranges of parameters, applying 
the results of T. M .. Flett ( 6] and B. C. Carlson [2]. Though the inequali~ 
ties obtained are not very sharp, they se.rve a purpose, filling certain gaps 
in the literature on the inequalities for these functions•· 

I. Introduction 

One.sided inequalities for particular values of parameters have 
been obtained for F 2 and F 3 for complex and real arguments, respectively 
by Minton [8], and for F 2 in complex arguments by Erber [3J, from an 
analytic stand point. Luke [7] has obtained some two-sided inequalities for 
F 1 , F 2 and Fa for special ranges of parameters and negative real arguments 
from a computational viewpoint. These results, by suitable application of 
transformation theory, lead to inequalities for rsstricted ranges of positive 
real arguments, viz 0 < x < ~' 0 <Y < t for F1, and O<x+y <!for F 2 , 

the corresponding restrictions on parameters being understood. 
In this note we shall obtain two-sided inequalities for F 1 and F 2 
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' for posiJive real arguments by appealing to the theorems of' flett [6] and 
Carlson [7]. These inequalities, though not very sharp, may yet serve a 
purpose, filling certain gaps in the literature· on inequalities of these 
functions. 

We recall a theorem of Flett [6] that he obtained in estima!ing the 
Euler i'ntegral of the G,auss hypergeometric function as follows : 

Theorem I. (a) Let a > c > b > 0,. O < x <I. Then 

I' (atta)f(r/c) (l~x)c:-a-k <2F1 (a, b; c; x) < (1-· x) c-a-b. .. (l). 

(b) If, however, c>a>c-b>O, b>O, O<x < 1, then 
I 

(l _.,,,c-a-b F ( b·.) rra+b-t1r(c)(l.-)c.-a-b 
. -1 <2 1 a, 'c, x < I'(a) l'(b) x ... (2) 

Another theorem that is required is that of Carlson [2, Theorem 2] 
which can be rewritten as : 

. . 
Theorem 2. Let a>c+l>O, c>b>O? -oo<x<l, x=;t=O. Then 

(l-x) c-a-b (l-x+bx/c)a-c < 2 F 1 (a, b; c; x) < (b/c) (l~·x{-a-b , 
+(1-b/c) (1-xfb. 

2. lraequaltties for F1 

The furiction F 1 , defin~d by 

m,n=O 

(a)m+n (b1)m (b~)n (x)D? (y)" , 
(c)m+n m ! n ! 

. •. (3) 

where I x I < 1, I y I < 1, and c is not a negative integer or zero, can be 
expressed as 

00 

Fl __ '\' (a)m (h)m (x)m F ( + b + ) L.i --~ 2 1 a m, 2 ; c m;y. 
(c)m m! 

rn=O 

"' (5) 

With the rcstrictionsc >a >.c~b 2 > 0, b2 > 0, 0 <y < 1, an applica
tion of Theorem 1 (b) to the inner 2 F 1 of the right-hand of (5) gives 

(! - )c-a-b:2 p, ( 'b .. ) }"' r (a ±~=c) [(cl (1- )c-a-b~ (1-x) -bi 
:Y 2 , a, l' c, x, < 1 < f I ) 1' lb ' :Y \a , ~ J 

. '(6) 



Settit1g again c>. a> c-_b,·.> 0, b~ > 0,-0 < x < 1, a feftppJiq~tj99 
of the same theorem to (6) yields : 

[ l8J 

(I- {-a-b 1 ( l - {".:.a-b 2 F r (a+b2-c) r(c) (l- ,-b1 (l.;.. )e-a-b2 __ 
X, , · y . < I < t (a) r (b2) X;j -y ; 

whenever 

c > a :> c-b 1 > 0, c > a > c-b2 > 0, b1 > O, b2 > 0, 
0.< x <I, 0 <y< l~ ... {7) 

·By an appeal to the symmetry property o(F1, wherein: the toles of b1 ~mg x 

are changed by b2 andy; respectively, and vice_ versa, (7) will admit the forll) 

( l.·-· )c-a-b1 (l·-· )c-a-b2 F r(a+b 1 ..... c)r(c) (l-y)-b 2 (l-x)c:;a..,b1, 
x Y < ,< qa) I'(b,) 

with the same set of coµditiqn§ as before. 

Equations (7) and (8), when combined, will give : 

Teorem 3. (a). If c > a> c-b1 > 0, c > a> c ........ b2 > 0, b1 > O, 

b 2 > 0, 0 < x < 1, 0 .< y < 1, then 

r 
r(c) _ . I 

<-f(a) min ~ 
I . 

l 

( 1 ~x)c-a-b1 (I -yf-a-02 <Fi 

f(a+o1 ~c) (l-y fb 2 ( l-x/-a-b1, 
' f(b,) 

.•. (8) 

. .. (9) 

On the other hand, proceeding as before, but using Theorem l (a), we 

have: 

Theorem 3 (b). If a> c > b1 > 0, a> c > b2 > 0, 0 < x < J, 

0 < y < I, then 

f(c) 
f(a) 

max 

r 
l 
I 

~ 
I 
L 

[(a+b,-c) (l-·yfb 2 ( l-x)c-a-b1, 

l(b,) 

r(a+b 2 -c) (l~·x)-b1 (l~y/-a-b2 
f'(b2) 

.. (IO) 
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Yet another theorem for positiVe real arguments would be obtained, 
in the same fashion, by recourse to Theorem 2: Indeed, an application of 
Theo'rem 2 to Equation (5) leads to 

00 

00 <z (a)m(b,lm(xr·{·.!!.L(·l-y)c-a-b2+ (1 ~ ~) (l-y)-b2} 
(c)m m ! c+m c+m 

m=O 
whenever 

a > c + 1 > O, c > b2 > O, -oo < y < 1, y ::fa 0, ••• ( l l) 

and once again, as a consequimce of Theorem 2, we have 

(l-x)c-a-b 1 (l-y)-b 2 (l~x+(b,x/c))a-c < F,< (l·-'.J') bz 

rl+(b2/c) ( l-yf'a] [(b 1/c) (l-x)c-a-bi +{t~(b1/c)} (l-·x)-b1 ], 

a> c+t > o, c > b, > o, c > b2 > o, Ix!< 1, ly I < 1, x-=!= o; y =fa o, . 
.. (12) 

The symmetry in F, enable·s us to express Equation (12) in an alternative 
_form which, in combination with (12), ,finally gives : 

.Theorem 4. 

r 
. I 

max~ 
I 
L 

r ( 1-y)-b 2 [1 + (b2/c)(1-y{-a] [ (bif c)( l-x) c-a-bi + (1-(b1/c) ){l-x)-b1 J' 
<F,<min~ 

l (l-x)-b 1 (1 + (bif c)(l-x)c-a] [(b
2
/c)( l-yf-a-bz + {l-(b2 /c)} (l-y)-b 2]' 

a > c+ 1 > o, c > b1 C> o, c > b2 > o, 1 x I < 1, I y I < 1, x =fa o, y =fa o. 
• ( 13) 

For the set of values 

a=0.5, b1 =0.4), b2 =0.6, c=0.8, x=0.2, y=0.7 



from Theorem 3 (a) ·we have 

l.467421 < F, < 2.07033, 

and for 

a=:=0.8, b,=0.2, b2 =0.'.'1-, c=0.7, x=0.2, J=0.5, 
from Theorem s-(b) 

. l ;317449 < F, < 1.512126. 

[ 183. 

... (14) 

:. (15) 

Computations show tha.t Theorem 4 gives sharper inequalities thau Theorem 
3 (b) in their common range of validity. In particular, for the choke 

a=L8, b,=0.4, b2 =0.2, c=0.7, x=0.5, y=0.2, 

we obtain from Theorem 4 

· 2.268392 < F, < 2.554081, 

while from Theorem 3 (b) we have 

1.646811 < F, < 3. 780315. 

3. Inequalities for F 2 

We start with the single series repre: entation 
F 2 = F 2 (a; b1 , b2 ;-c,, c2 ; x, y) 

00 

.. (17) 

where Ix I + I y I <1, and neither c, 
zero. 

nor c2 • is a negative integer or 
... (18) 

Under the restrictiOns 
a> a+b 2 ~ c2 > c1 > b1 >0, a> c2 > b2 > O, 
x > 0, y > 0, x + y < 1, ... (19) 

by repeated applications of Theorem 1 (b) in ( 18), we obtain 

F(a+b1+b~-c1-·C2) f(c1) r(c2) ( 1- )b1-C1 ( l -· )c1+c2-a-b1-b2 
F(a) I'(li1) r(b2) y · x-y 

< F 
2 

< (I ·-y{rc1 +b1-b2 (1-x~ y)c1-a-b 1 
0 

Since 
... (20) 

F2 (a; b1. b2; ell c2; x;y) = F2 (a, b2, b1 ; c2, c1;y, x), ... (21) 

it is possible to write the above inequality in a different form which, in 
conjunction with (20), will give : 
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Theorem S. Let a> a+b2;_c2 > c1 >bi> O, a> a+b17"c1 > c2 > b2 > 0, 

x > 0, y > 0, x+y < 1. Then 

r(a+b1+b2-C1-C2) r<c1( f(c2) ( l- ,_, . )c1+cra-b17"b2 · 
f(a) r(b1) r(b 2 ) · x y , 

; max-{ (l ~yl1-c1, (t ...,..xl2-c2 }<F2 

<mfo { (l ~ y)c2-c1 + bcb 2(l-x-y)cr-a-:-b1
1 

(l-x)c1-c 2 + b2-b 1 (l-x-y)c2-a- ·b2}. 
' ' .. (22) 

Though with the choice a>c1+1, a>c2 +1, Theorem 5 hoJds good 
but a better inequality could be obtaind- by appropriate qppHc~fion of 
Theorem 2 in ( 18). Thus, under the conqiti.ons 

a > max { c1 +I, c2 + 1 } , c1 > b1 > 0, c2 > b2 > 0, 
I x I + I y I < l, x =f=. 0, y :/:: Q, 

we have' 

,(1-y )c 2-a+b1-b 2 0 -·y+b
2
y )a-c2 (1 ~y+x (l-y+ b-z,y) )c1...:.a-b1 

. . . :·: C2 , C2 

b1 . - . b
2
y· a-c

1 (I ~y·-X (I~· -) (I -y + -) ) , <F2 . Cl C2 , ,: . 

As a consequence of (21), it then follows that 

(I ...... x/1--a+b~-b 1 (1 ·- x +~ )a-c1 [1-x + y ( l-x + b1x) ]cz-a-b 2 

Ct c1 

b2 b1x a-c 
[ I .-. x ~ y (I__. - ) ( 1 - x + -) ] 2 < F 2 C2 C1 

... (23) 

< ~(l-x)c1-a-b1 [.i!:L ( 1_,L t 2 -a-b2 + ( l.~ b2 ) (I-L fb2] 
c1 c2 1-x c2 1-x 

+ (1- }!_i) (1-xfb'[~(l-y {z-a-b 2 +(1-_kg_) (1·-yfb 2 J , ... (25) 
CJ C2 Cz 

under the set of conditions (23). 

We, therefore finally have 
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I 

Theorem 6. 

f ~. bA b 
I (1 ' ) ( 1-x +· -L)]a-h . [l-·x~ y ...... --l C2 . C1 

<F2 

( ~ ( 1 _ y /2-a~b2[.l!.!._ ( 1,_ _:_ ) CJ-a-bJ + 0 ,_, ~ )(l ~ ~ fb 1 J I C2 CJ 1-y_ . , CJ , 1-y 

i + (1~ ::) (l~y)-b2[ :JJ (1-x )'J-a-bJ + (1- :1J )~(1..-x)-bJJ: 
<m~ . . . . 

· i ~(l-x{1-a:-bJ[ ~ (l .-._2_ f1-a-b 2 +(1- ~) (l- _z_ fb2 J 
I CJ c2 1-x c2 1-x 
I 
\+~( 1-.b_) (l:_xfbi[~ ( 1·~·y{2~a-b2 + (! ...... ~) (l$~vfb2J . 
l cl. Cz. . . . .. Cz ' f ' -

. , 

provid.ed 

a > max { CJ+ I, c2 + l} , c1 > bi > 0, c2 > b2 > 0, Ix I + I y I < 1, 
x and y are real, x cf= 0, y cf= 0. . .. (26) 

In conformity with the aforementioned remark, we note as a comparison 
that for the set of values 

a=2, bJ=0.4, h2 =0.5, c1 =0.6, c2 =0.8, x=0.2, y=0.3, 
Theorem 5 gives 

1.187113 < F 2 < 3.322324 

and Theorem 6 gives 
2.377182 < F 2 < 2.447001 

(27) 

... (28) 

Inequalities for F2 could also be obtained using a result due to 
Buschman [l], buLsuch inequalities will be too cumbersome to deal with 
from a computational standpoint. 
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1. Saran [5], Shanker [6], Panga [3], Singl:ial and ~tivastava [7], 

Srivastava [9], Srivastava a 1d Si1$ha:l [I OJ and Srivasta\I,~ and Lavoie [I I] 
. . >~ ' ·'' :~ ,, 

have proved a number of Theor~ms on;biliqear as well a~ bilateralgen~rat-
' ing functiup's; Th1fpurpos,e of this p,iper is t.o ·establish two' 'theorerh~~-for 
. bbtaining bill).teral generating fu.nctio.ns in terms of Pochtianitner's double~ 

! ·'. '· • '· 

loop ty_pe int~grals.,, T~ese ~heorems pave been,usedcio 0J:>tai9 a humJ:ler of 

bilateral generating functfons. T}le. result~ obtained here have been further 

gene;aliseel to derive bilateral generating functions of polynomials of several 

variab!es. 

Let the triple hypergeometric series, defined by Srivastava [8 p. 
428), be represented as '. 

K :: m; n; p; r; s; 't [{aK} : : {b0 ,} ; Wn} ; b" p} : {er} ; {e's} ; {c''i}; J 
FL:: M;N;P;R;S;T {dL }::{eM};{e'N};{e"p}: {fR};{ Us'}; {fT"}; x,y,z 

K m n p 

TI (ai)u+v+w II (bJ \+v IT (b/>v+w n (bi'')w+u 
j=l j=l j=l j=l L M N _p ___ _ 

u.v,w=O II ;. n n n , . ' . :(dJ)u+v+w (ei)u+v (e'i)v+w ( e/)w+u 

.. . ·· j-d::J: j= I j= I j= 1 
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wbci"e 

r s t n (cj)u n (c'i)v n (c"jfw 

. j=l j=l ;j=I 
R S T 

II UDu n (fOv n ·. (!{')., 
J=l j=l j=l 

k k 

II r cai\~ II 
i=l j".'.,! 

r (ai+n) 
.(1 ((l~) 

We pr9ve the·follo\\Jj!l.g ~e§tdt§: 

Theorem I. If 
. I 

00 

H' (x t' = ~ I' (x) en . 
rt'.~! ' ·: 4J ./,-n .•. ;- .~) 

00 

... ( 1.1) 

•• ( 1.2) 

~~~~ tt>, ~t= ~f-.,?XZ ,~d~,:~~ 2-f1~7:"'.~_'. ffa,; ~~t~ {~> 1" ;:~;q.3> 
.. . .r!:='=O 

~h~r;·ikeintegration istJken Pver Pochhammer's double-loop [12, p. 256]~ 
Theoreim ~. If 

then 

00 

0 (x, t) = ~ g0 (x) t", 
n=O 

T1(1-a)T1{1-b) (1-.c) (I ~d)r(a+b) (c+d) 
(2m) 4 

... (L4) 
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= (l ·-·y)c 

00 

'1 (a)n (cJn F ( + ) () t" 
L.J (a-t.b)n (c+d)a 2 ' ~n; c n; a;y -4,n x 
n=O 

... (I. 5) 

where the path of integrati~n is Pochh~rn~er;s do~ble-ioop ~pe contour c'i2, p. 256). 

2 PROGFS. 

To prove Theorem I, we write tp for t in ~I ;2)} ~1.dti}!>lt !:>oth 
sides by . 

1 
• 

· c~w-• cP--:w• ,F, [ i=b, :: (y-i'{c P-1>] .·. . , · 
and integrate with r(!spect to p alou~ the Pbcftham}jjef's dotik1i~laoptype . 
contour~ thus obtaining the lefc-hand side of (1.3)· . 

On usi,ng the result (12, p· 257), viz. 

1 f. .· c· ~p.) a-1 '· "·· '-. ; 1 ).b-1 drp (iiTt)~ · 1;,,. c . J.(I-tz) , (t.,..b) i ("a+oJ 

w.here C is Pochhammer's double-loop type contour, the right-hand side is 
equal to. 

. (a)n+m (c)m Cl ~b)),, .(hL.n\ · 
ta+b)0 (a)m m ! 

-"- '1 (a)n F .(a+n) C" a· J_) J.· .(x) t" 
£. (a+b)n 2 1 ' ' ' y-I n 
n=O 

This, on using the transformation 

2 F 1 (a, b; c; x) = (1-x)-b 2 F 1 (c-a, b; c; _:__I ), x-

immediately proves that result ( 1.3). 
Similarly, if we multiply (1.4) (with tpq for t) by 

[ 
1-b 1-d· J 

(-p) -1 (p-J)b-1 (-q)c-1 (q-l)d-1,p ' ' ypq . . 
· 

2 1 a; ( y-11( p-l)(q.:..1) 

... (2.2) 

and-.ijntegrate with respect top and q along Pochhammer's double-loop type 
contours, we get ( 1.5) after using {:::!.2). 
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3~ APPLl(:ATIONS 

(i) If (fn(x)'=P 0 ca;e> (x) where Pri (a,b) (x)is well known Jacobi polynomial 
[4, p. 254 (l)], then by Brafnran's resl,llt [4, p. 270], we have 

F(x, i) ~ F4 [i+e, l+d: l-j:.d, I+e; !. t (x·-1), t t (x+l)] 

Applying Theorem 1, we ob!a.iii• 

·1.··.···· 2" O· O•O· O·I:[a··· l+d l·+e··..-· -··...;.· -. • c· . . . J •• ,,,,, .•• ,J ,,,.,,, y 
F ·· . it(x-l),it(x+ 1); --

0 :: 1; O; O; l; 1;'1 -:: a+b;:..;-; l+d; l+e; a; · y-,l 
;. ''.' / . ; 

00 

=; (1 ~·y)~ ~ (a<f h)n 2F1('-n, c; a; y) p ri(d~e> (x to 
/~ tz:;=O 

·~;: (3.1) 

T~king a+b <::::i I+d, we get 5, p. 14 Eq. (3.2)]'. 

. (li) If f 0 (x) :-;: P~C~-n• ~'"!'>·(x), then~ by Carlitz's result, . We pave 
Fve, t) ·~.[I+! (x+l}t]d [1+~ (x~l)t ]" · 

ApplyiQg Theotetn l, we get 

"· t.·. :: 0.; 0.;-0: I; I; 1[ a::-; -; -: :..d; -:11; c,.· -(x+h t -(x:-. l) t . LJ 
I'· ' 2 I z . ' > y..:1 

0 :: 1; O; O: O; O; 1 -·:: a+b; -; -: -; -; a; . 

00 

= (1-y)~ ~- (ati)n 2FJ, (-n, c; a;y) Rn(d-'i,i• rn) (x) t" 

tJ.::;:;0 

whit'~ on putting a+b = f, gives [5, p.14, Eq, (3.1)]. 

(iii) If gn (x) = P n Cf•g> (x), then Theorem 2, gives 

2 :: O; 2; 0: O; O; O; [a, c :: -; 1 +J, l+g; -: -; -; -; 

F 0 :: O; 2; 0: l; 1; l; - :: -; a+b, c+d; -: a; l +f; l+g; 

... (3.2) 

y t(x-l) t(x+l)J 
) 1-l ' 2(1-y) ' 2 (1-y) 

00 

(1 )c E (a)n (c)n F p cf ) n = -y 2 , (-n, c+n; a;y) 
0 

•g (x) t 
(a+b)11 (c+d)n 

n=O 

... (3.3) 

which, on taking a+b= l+f, c+d= I +g, yields [5, p. 16, Eq. (3.3)]. 
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··(iv) Again, ifgn (x) =Pllcr-ri;g-ii>(x), then Theorem 2 giv~!I the resuft 
[5, p. 16, Eq. (a,4)] yiz. . . 

2 :: O;.· O; O: .'; 1;. 0 .. [·.:. a~<c .. :: -:-; -; -.. ; ..,.j, '-g, -; · .. · (~.+ l). t . (x. -. I )t y J 
F · · · · r-:i) , 2( ..:.1) ' -Y-. 0 .. 2· O· O· 0· O· 1 - .. a+b c+a· -· -· -·-·a• .1.Y Y Y'"" · .. .. ' ' . ' ' .. ' . ,. ' ' ' , ' ; 

Srivastava an~ Sihgh":l [JO~ p., 357, Eq. (14} ] have obtained an 
expansion forrnula by ~~lti~ th~ seri~'I .ftel,'ation method, frofu which aho. the 
above'yesults (3 1) to (~.4) can be. obtajped as specialised ~ases. . 

4. _htension To Polynomials J.h Two And More Varfabl~s 
' r > 

Jf 

00 

F(xl> .x2, l1, t2) 9 E ,fm;n (~1• X2)t1m t2n>. 

m,n=O 

then an analdgous theorem }~rre~ponding to ( 1.3) can be written as :: 
r<J '-'a1)f<l ...:.b~)ti(I !-b2)fc(J-b2)T(a1 +h1Yf'(a2+h2) 

(2 7T i) 4 

s J<~fti)a~-l~P1-I)bi~l. 
a2-l . b.,-1 [ 1 - bi, ci; Y·I~l J 

(·-P'.!.) (P2·-l) ~ zF1 a1; (Y1·-l)(p1~l) 

00 

E (ai)m (a2)11 
ta1 +h1)m (a2+b2h 

m,n=O 

2F1 (-·m, c1; a1;J1) 2F1 (.-n, c2; a2;J2) fm,n (xi> Xz) t1m t2~ 

where the integration is taken along Puchhammer's double-loop type contour. 

.. ( 4.1) 
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Similarly; analogous to (1.5), we have the following results : 

TtieQrem. 3. If 
00 

G. (~i; ~;a, t102~Ji:. ,! gm•n (x" X2) 't1m l2U-, 

~~jhd:O 
· then 

i--i(i._a;i O-·a.2) (t.:..·h1)rcl-h2l (i'...::q:).f~1.:c_.,,~ff~i~d1) (i.:d2) 
( 2 'IT i )8 

•J'(a~+A1J:f(a2tb~) ncd~d1) (c2+d2) fJJJ'.G"'.""Pi)a1-
1
tP1;._1/rl 

ci-1 ( . ·' 1,d1-:l( "· ")a2-l(."" . l"b2-l / )c1-:l_("' .. • .. l)d1,-l( '·)c2-l ,•q1 fJ1·-1 · .....,y,.2 y,2-1 ,.,..h .. -qi·-·.· -qz 

00 

(l-y1 /1 ( l-Y2{2 ~ 

\ 

t21P_;y~2 ;) dP1 ilP2 dqi _d<J2 

· •. d -I 
(q~"-'·0 2 

the integration being taken along the Pochhammer' s double-loop type contour. 

5. APPLICATIONS 

(i) If we apply ( 4.1) to the generating function 

0F 1(-;fi; ·-·xi) 0F1(-;l2; -yP) 0 F1 t-;l+e-11...:.12; (t+P)(I..-x-y)] 
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. ' 
where Jm•n is~· J~c,obi polynomi~l 9f two y~~ial:>!~~ [l, p. 100], \\je ql>t~!P 

·2F1 (-m, c1; a1; Yi) 2F1 (-n, c2; a2: Y2) Jm n (e,f1>f2; x, y) 1tm Pn 
- ' ·>.·' -~ '. .. , . ""< / ~ :-; ,.,· :f '4" ',•',•; (:~', '.:' i• '.· ·>t :. -E· ;~ ! ~.' 

... (5.2) 

where 

g: h, H[ {ag} : {bh} ; {~f! } ;. 'Ji · 
F' . . x, y 
. j ~ ~;, ff !fM : ~~*l .~· WK l ; 

g h H 

00 n (ap)m+n II (bp)m n (Bp)n 

P=l p~I p=l 
j k K 

II (d~)m+n II (cp)m II (Cpln 

••. (5.3) 

m,n=O 

f'=l P=l P=l 

is a generalised hypergeometric function of two variables [2, p. 112]. In 

( 5.2 ), replacing t by tk1 and P by P k2 ; multiplying both sides by 

e-k1-k2 k 1 a1 +h1 -
1k 2a2 +h 2-l and integrating with respect to k1 and k2 from 

0 to oo, we get [5, p. 19, Eq. (6.1)]. 
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(ij) If (4.2.) is applied to tll.e generatingJunction (5.l), We get 

oO 
· ~ (a1)dc1 'r (a~)s (c2ls .. 
"-' {a1 +b1)r (c1 +d.1)r {a2 +b2)s (c2 +d2)s 

[t( t ""'x·-~nr. 
r! 

. ' s 
{P(l-x~y)) 

s! 
r,s='O 

F . Yi ' ·-·IX . 
2:0;0[' a1.+r,&i+r:-;•; t ]·. 

. 0 : l; 3 - : a1; f 1 ; a.,.+bi +r, c1 +d1 +r; Yi -1 ' l ·:-"1 
2:0;0'[ . ai,+i~c.2+.r::~;-; . ,: ·' ,, l Y2 .. ' ·. '-YP 

.F O · l · 3 . · j, f + b + . . +d ·+ Y2 - l ' l -•Y.2_· • '. -. u2; 2• Oz . 2 s, C2 . 2 s; 

00 .. . ··. . . .•. . 
. = ( l-ydl ( l-)2 )c2 J1 ··. (a1 )m (c1 'm (a2)n (c~ )n tm Pn 

. · (a1 i- b, lm(c1 +d1)m(a2 +b2 )n(c2 +d2 )0 (1 +e-J i-f2)m+n 
m,n=O . . .. 

• 2F1 (-m, c1+m; d1;J1) 1F2 {-n,.c2+n; tl2;Y2) Jm 11 (e,Ji,f2 ; x,y) .. (5,4) 

Re!placing t by tkt k2 ahd P bp P k3 k 4 , multiplying both sid.!s by 
' ' 

e-k1-k 2 -ks~k4 ka1 +b2-l ka2+b 2-1 kc' +d1 ·-1 kc2 +di~l 
; ,, ·, . . .. . . ' 

integrating with respect to k1 , k2 , k3 a.nd k4 frorn 0 to co, we obtain [5, p. 
19, Eq. (6.2.)). ' . 

The res~lts ( 4.1) atid (4'.2) ~uggest tl)~ possibility of their ·extension. 
to any finite number of varia. hies. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper conside«s the R.ivlin-Erick sen fluid flow past an infinite. 
plane porous wall with fluctuating suction in slip flow conditions. It is 
obs.erved that : 

(i) .The velocity profile is effected by the rarefaction l'arameter h1 

in the slip flow, but this is not the case in no slip flow. 

(ii) If h1 increases,. the. magnitude of the mean velocity increases 
for a fixed viscoelastic paramet~r K. 

(iii) The main stream fluctuations cause the fluctuations in the skin 
friction. · 

(iv) As h1 increases, the skin fdction decreases for a fixed A. 

(v) As A increases, the amplitude of the skin friction I HJ 
increases. 

(vi) For large A a change in h1 produces larg~r variations in J H J 

(vii) For fixed hl> as K increases, the magnitude of the mean 
velocity incnases too. 

I. lntroducticn 

Lighthill [I] has studied the effects of fluctuations of the main 
stream velocity on the flow of an incompressible fluid past two dimensional 
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bpdies. Stuart [2] has obtained the exact solution of the Nii.vier-Stokes 
equationsfot such an osdUatoty flow ovel" ari infini~e plane porous wall wiih 
constant suction. Siddappa [4] has extended Stuart's work for Rivlin
.Ericksen visco~elastic fluid. Siddappa and Chetty [5] stµdied how Siddappa's 
results get mo,dified wheh no:s}ip boundary conditions are replaced by the 
velocity sliP conditibris; Here we extend this prdblem for. the fluctuating 
suction. 

1,. B;,isic Equatio11s . 

We consider the fiow due to fluctuating m~in str~am of R1vlin
Erichen fluid flow past l:!n infip.ite plane, ,pQrous wall with. fluctuating 
suction at the surface. 

Let y=O be the wall .. Let u and v be the velocity components along 
and normal to the wall. 

'fiie visc?·etastic eq uatioris to the problem are 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

{2.3) 

where a is the kinematic viscosity, f3 is the kinematic viscoelasticity, Y i:;; 

the kinematic cross-viscoelasticity. 

(ii) 

(iii) 

3. Boundary Conditions 

Th first order velocity slip condition is 

( 2-f1 ) ( au ) (au) u = ----r;--"- L Ty" =L 1 ·ay at y 

u = u (t) 

(JU 
-= 0 oY 

( 3. I) 

{3.2) 
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which arises because of the symmetry about the axis of the pipe through the 
poin_t at inp.nity ~ . . 

Here f 1 is Maxw_ell's reflexion coefficient. 

L=f4'.7T/2PP)t is the rhean fr!!e path. and· is constant for an 

incompressible fluid, and L1 = ( 
2
-fi )L 
t I -

4. ~athematical Analysis 

Cor,sl~eri~~ (2.2) as ¥~00, u., U(t) arid the partial derivatives of 
u w.r.t. y tend ti:> ztro. 

Therefore we have 

and so by integ1ating we have 

dU 
g (x,t)= ~ PXdt + h (t) 

where h (t) is at m<;>st a function oft. 

Thus the pressure is given by ... 

( 
.. au )2 dU . 

P(x,y,t)=P(2{3+"f) oY · -P x~+ h ft) 

(4.2) 

. (4.3) 

It is clear from (4.3\ that the pressure of the fluid dC'pends on y 

in additton to x and t, unlike in the cL1ssical viscous case. This is because 

of the visco~lastic r;ature of the fluid. 

The equation of our interest is 

(JU oU dU o"u ():! { ()U 
3t + v-~oY= -----al" + a ay~+ /3 'oY'!, 3f + 0 ll f v-·ay ( 4.4) 

Integrating ( 2.1) following Messiha [3] we have 

(4.5) 
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negative sign indicates that the suction velocity is directed to"ards the . "' ., ' . 

plate. We look for .the sol~~icm of the equation ( 4._4) following Lighthill TI J 
of the form · .. · .. 

(4 6) 

The free stre~m velocity is 

1:J.=U(t)=U0 (l +·eeirot/ as y4o:> (4.7} 

' substituting the expressions for u, U and v into (4.4)and equating the 
!harmonic a,nd the nonharmonic terms of the equation we get 

(4.8) 

and 
• ,i 'v d¢1 . d2ef>, o· d2ef>1 a V d3ef>1 . . d2ef>o (4 9) 
lro'f'l- 0 -ay-=tw+a d 2 + (JlW dy!l -1-' o dy3• --~A dy2 • 

'.with the boundary conditions 

d<Po 
cf>o=L1dY. 

} at y-01 
</> . L def>, 1= 1 ___,... . I 

and 
dy 

. ~ (4.10) 

c/>0=4'1 =1 

]·· y~O; 
I 

I 
~~=~;.,o J 
dy dy 

putting Y)= Vo y. Equation (4.8), (4.9) and the boundary conditions (4.10) 
a 

reduce to 

( 4.11) 

K dd:c/>
3
1 ·+(1)-i.\k) ~~ + ~ -L\cb ~i'+A dZ¢o 

~ d~2 d~ ' l A d~Z 
( 4.12) 

and 
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"'" h d<f:.0 h d<f:.1 . . '+'o= ·, d'I) 'c/>1= I -d'I) at 11=0 - c.J· 
' ,·.' .-

dr/>o dcJ>1 . . .. · .. ·. 
rf>o =<P1=l, -.--== --=0-at 1!·-+00 

d'Y) 1d1] • ' 

(4.13) 

2 

fJ>a V. 
A.=-, K=-{3 o 

. v20_ . ~ 
where and 

h. L Vo. h {'.· . 
• 1= , - Is t e rare1actton. parameter. 

a 

The solution oft.he equation ( 4.11) SU bject to the conditions ( 4.13) is 
pl ,. ' -

1 _,~-· 
where a = -v 1- 4 K 

. . 
1 2K · ·. 

and the other solution is 

I +v' r:::'.=4K 
2K 

The solution of ( 4.12) subject to· the conditions ( 4.13) is 

where h=hr+ih1 is given by the equation 

f(h)=Kh3 +(l-i.\K)h 2 +h-i.\ =0 

The equation (4.17) is solved numerically [4]. 

(4 14) 

(4;15) 

( 4.16) 

( 4.17) 



When K=0,(4,14) and (4.15) becom~ tlieasymptotic 'suction pro~le in th~ 
Newtonian fluid. · · · · · 

The unperturbed thickness 8 is gi~e.g by 

8= fco ( 1-:-f;) dy, where U is the value of u at y =co • 
y=O 

Thuss=+ 
0 

whence 

00 

f l-
1)=0 

8 = -=-=--a---:--
1 V 0 (l+ah1)a 

As h 1 increases, thickness decreases for K ~ 0, and. also for 0 < K %; i ; 
and when h 1 =0, i_t reduces to the result of Siddapp~ [4J. 

The total velocity component parallel to the wall is given by 

-:•a.~-. 
Aa 2 e 

(1 +ah 1 )f(-:-a) ) 
eiwtl (l.l8) 

--' 

Thus the velocity profile is effectedby the rarefa9tic;>11 parameter h.in the 
slip flow. This isnot valid in the case of no slip flowsface h,=0. 

If h,~co, the velocity (4·18) become u=Uo [I +se1cut] which is the 
main stream velocity. This docs not happen in the case of no slip flow. 

In slip flow, I ecause of the boundary conditions, the shear stress 

at the wall is proportionol to the slip velocity at the wall and given by 

't' w =Pa ((JU) 
aY Y=O 

Pa 
= -r,-(u) Y =0 

( 4 19) 
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'fh.e nqn-~imensional skin friction is given ·by 

·. a 
wh.ere '1" 0 = l-f ahi 

.T + I H. I ei(wt+B.) mean frictionv r = f0 . E , . . . oUoP 

. I 2 2 

I H I = ~ :ti .. + J:J. 
l' 

hr Aa8 1 

H;= ( l+h1hr )2 +h: h; ·fi:\~+ah1) +a 2 ;\2 

DISCUSSION 

It is observed from (4.20) that the mean friction To decreases with 
the increasing value.s of slip parameter h1 • We observe from equation (4.19) 
that the maig stream fluctuations cause the fluct0;ations in the skin.friction, 

• . Foi; a fixed h1 it is observed that I H .! inprease with increase in 
the suction parameter .. /Also as h,700, l H ! . vanishes asymptotically, 
for a fixed A, I H l decreases for the increase in" h,. Ii is observed that: 
(i) As K increases for a fixed h1 velocity increas~s. 
(ii) For fixed K as h 1 increases velocity increases. 
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